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Foreword

Reading this collection of David Campbell's columns is a lot like gathering wildflowers. The individual articles have grown separately and are attractive in themselves. But as they are bunched, their colorful independence melds and they become even more impressive than they were individually.

In substance, these articles provide an excursion into the timeless issues that face all leaders—and followers (and we all are both). In style, they reveal the creative thinking and social sensitivities of an individual of robust character whose curiosity is boundless and whose intellectual energy bursts out in all directions.

Kenneth Clark, who from 1981 until 1985 preceded me as President of the Center for Creative Leadership, has a good eye for talent. In the summer of 1973, when he was a member of the Center's Board of Governors, he lured to Greensboro, from Iowa via Minnesota, one of his former students who had made his mark early on. As coauthor of the Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory, and with a special interest in how people get to be leaders and what makes them tick once they are, David came for a one-year fellowship and has been with the Center ever since. Now based in our Colorado Springs branch and concentrating on the development of a comprehensive set of psychometric instruments called the Campbell Work Orientations, he has had a hand in developing some of the Center's major educational products.

Much of what the Center is all about is captured on these pages: the effort to provide executives with tools to use in enhancing their personal growth and in increasing their positive organizational impact; the quest to develop user-friendly methods for linking leadership concepts with practice; and the desire to add to the available knowledge about how humans think, act, and inspire. In crafting these themes, David often makes the trivial relevant ("Carry A Swiss Army Knife and Put the Rental Car Keys On Top of the TV") and the academic palatable ("Organizational Success Is Easy: Simply Hire Good People and Keep Them"). And there are nuggets of insight on contemporary societal trends—although in mining them he has sometimes had to travel widely: geographically (as when he reports on a New Zealand study that seems to cast some light on why SAT scores
are going down while measurable intelligence may be going up) and philosophically (as when he lauds in Richard Nixon’s book on leaders such sentences as “Management is prose; leadership is poetry”).

The longer I study leaders and leading, the more I am convinced that, at least in our society, a humorless or passionless leader faces an uphill struggle. That may be why three of David’s books (If You Don’t Know Where You’re Going, You’ll Probably End Up Somewhere Else; Take The Road To Creativity And Get Off Your Dead End; and If I’m In Charge Here, Why Is Everybody Laughing?) are perennially among the Center’s best selling publications. But those books and the articles in the present collection share another valuable quality: a willingness to look both inward and outward, to expose anxieties and failures as well as heroics and triumphs, and to capture those fragile but critical links between various theories, data points, experiences, and imaginings. This collection should bring both joy and insight—and that is another description of what the work of the Center is supposed to be about.

Walter F. Ulmer, Jr.  
President and CEO  
Center for Creative Leadership  
December 1991
When Bill Drath invited me ten years ago to write a regular column, to be called "Inklings," for *Issues & Observations*, I accepted, despite considerable apprehension, for two major reasons. First, like many writers, I often do not know what I think about a given subject until I am forced to put my opinions on paper and I thought it would be a useful exercise to force myself to work through some interesting topic once every three months. Second, I wanted to find out if I were capable of writing to a regular deadline. Writing is hard work for me, and the few weeks preceding deadlines—for an important speech or book review or, especially, the occasional book or test manual—were, and are, typically filled with anxiety, guilt, writer's block, and an omnipresent sense of inadequacy.

A typical conversation at such times might be: "Want to go out for a walk, or a movie, or a beer somewhere?"

"I can't. I'm busy."

"But you haven't done anything for two hours but stare out the window and play solitaire on your computer."

"#@$&...CANT YOU SEE I'M WRITING?"

I stand in awe of people who create regularly to frequent deadlines: Asa Barber and Cynthia Heimel, who produce monthly provocative columns for Playboy; Meg Greenfield and Hugh Sidey, who provide weekly insights on the national scene for, respectively, *Newsweek* and *Time*; and Mike Royko and Ellen Goodman, who produce multiweekly syndicated gems on the human condition. The last two seem almost superhuman to me, and I have absolutely no comprehension of how Cathy Guisewite and Charles Schulz can create and execute a new comic-strip idea DAILY.

So I wanted to see if I could produce under a regular regimen. I will come back to this topic.

I have been asked which of these columns are my favorites. Two come immediately to mind. The first is "For Me To Be More Creative, I Am Waiting For..."—which presents 101 excuses for not being creative, such as, "I am waiting for" “the coffee to be ready,” or “my subordinates to mature.” These have proven to be universal in their applicability, and I have used them, or recommended them to others, as useful explanations for virtually any procrastination—for instance, why the dissertation has not been
finished, the patent application filed, the will written, the weight lost, or the smoking stopped. Distressingly, once the idea was conceived, this column was one of the easiest to write. I am stunned at how easy it was to think up 101 reasons for not doing what I should be doing.

The other memorable column for me is the one on father-son relationships and the difficulties of achieving affectionate parity ("Fathers, Sons, and Mutual Respect"). That produced an unusually high number of empathic letters, phone calls, and comments around the water cooler. As I said in the column, most fathers have sons and all sons have fathers, so the dynamics are widespread. I still believe that until the son achieves something of significance valued by both of them, the relationship cannot move forward from parent-child to valued friends.

That column has become more poignant for me because the son who was featured there, who had introduced me to the pleasures of diving unclothed into an icy mountain swimming hole, has since left this particular world, and his departure has forced me to abruptly confront my own ideas of immortality, the afterlife, and some notion of eternity. Writers from all ages—from the Greeks, to Shakespeare, to Ellen Goodman—have noted the unnaturalness of parents having to face a child’s mortality before they confront their own, and such an experience leaves one with a slowly softening patina of sadness. I am glad that I wrote that column then; I do not think I could do it now.

In re-reading the pieces in this book, I note with wry interest the absence of topics I have grappled with but have never successfully written columns about. For example, I have tried several times to write about the spiritual aspects of leadership. My attempts, however, have always seemed corny or hokey. I am not certain, as I yearn to elucidate an elegant philosophy of the spirituality of leadership, that one can ever quite escape having grown up in Iowa. I am ever aware of a cluster of overall-clad, toothpick-chewing neighbors reading over my shoulder, chuckling among themselves, “Who does that Campbell kid think he is anyway?” So I doubt that I will ever be able to express convincingly my notion that leaders must be driven by mystical visions larger than mission statements, staffing tables, budgets, and “actual against plan” spreadsheet columns. Yet, ironically, leaders who do not understand budgets, headcounts, and accountability are not likely to achieve their ethereal agendas.
Preface

I would also like to write a column on the pernicious effects of governmental and military secrecy. For every honest secret compromised, we have probably had ten (or a hundred or a thousand?) undetected Watergates, savings-and-loan cover-ups, weapons-spending overruns, and Iran-Contra fiascoes. A few unfettered C-Span cameras continually wandering the hallways and conference rooms of the White House, Capitol Hill, and the Pentagon would probably protect us from a lot of zealots. “My gosh, David, you mean you think the citizens of this country should be constantly informed about what’s going on? Why that’s positively un-American!” Strange, how autocratic our democratic leaders can become when their personal span of discretion is threatened.

(A few years ago I sat in on a briefing at the Air Force Academy given by the Academy Chaplain. It was an interesting presentation, showing historical curves of chapel attendance for cadets of different denominations. The Chaplain, a man of considerable charm, began the briefing by noting that his data were classified as “TOP SACRED.” My kind of guy.)

Another column as yet unwritten is one about the stance our society has taken against physical risks (When was the last time you saw a diving board at a hotel swimming pool or a teeter-totter on a playground?) and the corresponding legal insanity we have wished upon ourselves. I now see earning a law degree as analogous to buying a radar detector: Both are preludes to helping someone evade the spirit of the law.

I have also wanted to write columns about the relationships between races, and between the sexes, in the workplace but I am as yet too cowardly. Being an aging white male these days is almost ipso facto proof of incorrect thinking, and casual viewpoints that I have, such as that some behavioral patterns are genetically based and are therefore out of reach of the usual environmental programs, take on high-test explosiveness when offered over the lunch table. When I ventured such a conclusion recently, in an Oregon fern-tea-and-tofu bar, to my two 1980s Ivy League-educated sons, the temperature quickly soared past incendiary, and we have by tacit agreement avoided further family discussion of that topic. I probably will not risk public offense in a future column either.

I would also like to write an opinion piece from the vantage point of a fifty-seven-year-old, pointing out that the
sexual repression of the 1950s is returning and that the constraints are probably going to tighten up further during the next decade or so—for example, 1950s-type flirtations are rapidly becoming synonymous with sexual harassment—until another 1960s-type relief explosion inevitably occurs. Sadly, the next expansion of freedom will probably come during my senility.

As to the question raised in my first paragraph (whether I can learn to write to a regular deadline), after these several years I still do not have an easy answer. For the most part I have met my quarterly deadlines, but always with such anxiety and stress that it seemed that each column must be the last. After finishing each one of them I push back from the keyboard with the certain assurance that I will never have another original idea in my life, and the effort is so draining that I have complete empathy for Robert Heinlein’s belief that writing is for the most part a socially acceptable activity but you should do it in private and wash your hands afterwards.

Colorado Springs
December 1991
For Me To Be More Creative, I Am Waiting For . . .

1. Inspiration
2. Permission
3. Reassurance
4. The coffee to be ready
5. My turn
6. Someone to smooth the way
7. The rest of the rules
8. Someone to change
9. Wider fairways
10. Revenge
11. The stakes to be lower
12. More time
13. A significant relationship to (a) improve, (b) terminate, (c) happen
14. The right person
15. A disaster
16. Time to almost run out
17. An obvious scapegoat
18. The kids to leave home
19. A Dow-Jones of 1500
20. The Lion to lie down with the Lamb
21. Mutual consent
22. A better time
23. A more favorable horoscope
24. My youth to return
25. The two-minute warning
26. The legal profession to reform
27. Richard Nixon to be reelected
28. Age to grant me the right of eccentricity
29. Tomorrow
30. Jacks or better
31. My annual checkup
32. A better circle of friends
33. The stakes to be higher
34. The semester to start
35. My way to be clear
36. Black people to be free
37. An absence of risk
38. The Japanese to leave town
39. My uncle to come home from the service
40. Someone to discover me
41. More adequate safeguards
42. A lower capital gains rate
43. The statute of limitations to run out
44. My parents to die
45. A cure for herpes
46. The things that I do not understand or approve of to go away
47. Wars to end
48. My love to rekindle
49. Someone to be watching
50. A clearly written set of instructions
51. Better birth control
52. The ERA to pass
53. An end to poverty, injustice, cruelty, deceit, incompetence, pestilence, crime, and offensive suggestions from my peers
54. A competing patent to expire
55. Chicken Little to return
56. My subordinates to mature
57. My ego to improve
58. The pot to boil
59. My new credit card
60. The piano tuner
61. This meeting to be over
62. My receivables to clear
63. The unemployment checks to run out
64. Spring
65. My suit to come back from the cleaners
66. My self-esteem to be restored
67. A signal from Heaven
68. The alimony payments to stop
69. The gems of brilliance buried within my first bumbling efforts to be recognized, applauded, and substantially rewarded so that I can work on the second draft in comfort
70. A reinterpretation of Robert’s Rules of Order
71. Various aches and pains to subside
72. Shorter lift lines
73. The wind to freshen
74. My children to be thoughtful, neat, obedient, and self-supporting
75. Next season
76. Someone else to screw up
77. My current life to be declared a dress rehearsal, with some script changes permitted before opening night
78. Logic to prevail
79. The next time around
80. You to stand out of my light
81. My ship to come in
82. A better deodorant
83. My dissertation to be finished
84. A sharp pencil
85. The check to clear
86. My wife, film, or boomerang to come back
87. My doctor's approval, my father's permission, my minister's blessing, my accountant's acquiescence, or my lawyer's okay.
88. Morning
89. California to fall into the ocean
90. A less turbulent time
91. The Iceman to Cometh
92. An opportunity to call collect
93. A better write-off
94. My smoking urges to subside
95. The rates to go down
96. The rates to go up
97. The rates to stabilize
98. My grandfather's estate to be settled
99. Weekend rates
100. A cue card
101. You to go first
Schizophrenia in Management Excellence, or Why I Am Still Borrowing Money For The Kids' Tuition

I have three close friends who have made themselves several million dollars by being superb managers; they all have different personalities, but I have noticed that they do have one mildly schizophrenic trait in common. I know three other self-made millionaires, not nearly as well, but they also seem to have this same trait. While six people is not a sufficient foundation for a new psychological theory, this one consistency among these highly unusual people strikes me as central to their success and may well merit further study.

Let me tell you three anecdotes to illustrate the point.

I was sitting in a hotel bar one afternoon with one of these friends; he was explaining to me his latest venture. The bar belongs to him as part of his network of properties in what he calls "The Hospitality Industry."

My friend has a coiled-spring intensity about him, and he was hunched over a paper napkin rapidly outlining the components of his newest deal. My eyes were semiglazed because he was using numbers with more zeros behind them than I am accustomed to. I listened with fascination as he sketched in his strategy, using terms such as "option-to-buy," "accelerated depreciation," "balloon payments," and "off-setting cash flow," and it occurred to me that he wasn't pushing numbers around on the napkin as much as he was manipulating concepts.

As we were talking, the bartender, cleaning up behind the bar, dropped a glass and smashed it. "Damn," said my friend without raising his head, "another wasted 38¢," and he went right on with his discussion of $75,000 here and $250,000 there.

I sat there thinking, "Worrying about 38¢ in the context of several hundred thousand dollars is weird ... but that's why he's rich and I'm still borrowing money for the kids' tuition."

The second episode happened when I was sitting in on a meeting of the board of directors of a publicly held printing company where I am acquainted with the CEO. The CEO has a powerful personality, and though he is a better listener than most of the dominant corporate types I have known, he in fact owns enough of the company stock so that the board of directors is guaranteed not to make waves.
One of the items on the board's agenda was "The New Equipment Acquisitions Budget," and an operating manager was making a presentation recommending the purchase of two new presses, one for $180,000, the other for $620,000. He had obviously well-researched the situation, had the payback schedules and other facts available, and the CEO clearly supported this acquisition. So the normal perfunctory motion was made and passed. I sat there thinking, "Hey, why didn't they even ask the obvious question, 'What's the difference between these presses? One costs $180,000, the other $620,000. Why?'" But the question didn't come up and they went on to other business, which included a discussion of the salary of the fellow in the mailroom. He had been there a long time and was apparently doing the job well. The issue was that he was making $4.65 an hour, but he had an offer for another job at $5.15 an hour and was thinking of leaving. After a longer discussion on this topic than was conducted on the presses, the CEO said "I know we can fill that job for $4.65 an hour. If he can better himself elsewhere, we'll have to let him go."

I thought to myself, "To worry about 50¢ an hour when you have just spent almost a million bucks on presses is weird... but that's why he's rich and I'm still borrowing money... etc."

(In writing this now, I cannot recall the context of why such a trivial salary issue reached the board in the first place, but I do remember the discussion vividly.)

The third example occurred when I was being shown around the new building of one of the country's largest mail-order operations. My friend, the owner, was very proud of his completely automated office and centralized computer installation. As I recall, all the computer-related and warehouse equipment cost something over $1 million. While we were wandering through, he said to me, "Have you seen our new catalog yet?" I said no, so he asked one of his passing subordinates to bring him one. A few minutes later, the subordinate caught up with us and handed him two catalogs. My friend took one, handed it to me, and then handed the other one back to the subordinate and said, in distinctly icy tones, "I only asked for one. Please put this copy back in stock." His displeasure at the implied waste was obvious.

I thought once again, "Worrying about a wasted mail-order catalog when you have just bought enough computer equipment
to run a good-sized bank is weird . . . but that's why he's rich and I'm still borrowing . . . etc."

These three anecdotes illustrate this peculiar managerial schizophrenia that I have often noted in the behavior of people capable of amassing large sums of money. They revel in the bold move, in the orchestration of hundreds of thousands of dollars of new assets, but they are equally aware of the 38c glass, the excessive 50c per hour, and the wasted catalog. I suspect it is not the specific waste as much as it is the general concept. "Instinctive thrift" is another important concept to be manipulated, equal in impact to "accelerated depreciation" or "off-setting cash flow." To them, there is no schizophrenia here, just another crucial factor.

A final story documenting the same point came from a man I never met but whose name is prominent in the life of CCL, H. Smith Richardson, Sr. He built the Richardson-Vicks empire and was the founder of the Smith Richardson Foundation, which has supported the Center. One of his long-time subordinates told me the following story.

He and Mr. Richardson were in New Orleans many years ago on a business trip and at the end of the day were relaxing in the hotel lounge. When they were leaving, Mr. Richardson asked for the check; it was for 92c. He turned to his young colleague and said, "I want to show you something," then asked the waitress, "How much are the drinks?"

"Forty-five cents each," she replied.
"Why is the bill 92c?"
She answered, "The bill is for two drinks, plus 2c tax."
Mr. Richardson asked, "At what point does the tax begin?"
She replied, "At 50c."
"There's no tax under 50c?" he asked.
"That's right."
He winked at his protegé and said to the waitress, "Would you please bring us separate checks?"
She brought them separate checks for 45c each, a total of 90c, which they paid, saving 2c. Mr. Richardson said, as they walked out, "Don't knock the pennies. They may keep you from going broke some day."

Which is why, when he died, he left behind several hundred million dollars . . . and why I'm still borrowing money for the kids' tuition.
Leadership or Management?

He leaned forward—a tall, handsome man—and, from across the coffee table in his huge office suite, fixed me with an engaging smile, warm eyes, and a strong voice. He was personally charismatic, in a powerful administrative post, with a Ph.D. in physics; I knew he had to be intellectually bright. Consequently, I winced when he said, “Tell me, Doctor, you’re the expert. What’s the difference between leadership and management?”

Ah, God, I thought to myself, I’ve had this conversation about a zillion times. The fact that he asked the question means that he holds a strong opinion on the issue—and it probably boils down to the belief that leadership is somehow mystical, involving style and tone and white knights on horses while management, in contrast, is something created by bureaucracies demanding accountable, cost-effective solutions to humdrum problems.

“Well, there’s not much difference,” I said casually, knowing it was going to zing him. “You can play word games if you’d like, and define leadership as something that involves setting organizational goals and management as something that involves carrying them out, but when it comes down to the actual behavior necessary to be either a good leader or a good manager, I think it is mostly the same—at least overlapping: If you can’t manage, you can’t lead, and if you can’t lead, you can’t manage.”

He smiled; he had me.

He said, “I’ve known lots of people who were good leaders but not good managers, and lots of managers who were incapable of leadership—they just pushed papers.”

“Could be. I just see it differently. The good leaders I have known lasted only a short time in organizations unless they were willing to do the staff work, to get involved in the budgeting process, to worry about the appraisal and feedback systems, to do the behind-the-scenes politicking that it takes to build an institution. When you look at the John Woodens and Alfred P. Sloans and George Marshalls of the world, men who have built enduring enterprises, you find a great deal of attention to efficiency and detail. In contrast, the charismatic leader without a management orientation is characterized by the DeLoreans of the world, comets without substance. There’s heat and light and deliciously
active excitement for awhile, but it goes away when the immediate crisis and media exposure fades. What lasting contribution to world peace has been made by the Pattons and Le Mays? They were considered by many to be outstanding leaders, but did their actions truly leave the world safer for their grandchildren, or do we still have to go through round after round of people like that proving they can inspire men to pound the hell out of each other?"

He was, of course not convinced, and we wandered on, in a pleasant sparring mode, over conversational ground that both of us were familiar with. Questions and replies had an easy, effortless flow, and we thought each other to be brilliant, though misguided.

Leadership, I'm convinced, is recognized by most people only when there is a highly visible crisis or when there is some easily defined technological breakthrough. Without a publicly visible event, without a televisable happening, there is no leadership. Which doesn't mean that good things don't happen. People still manage resources wisely, reward excellence appropriately, communicate with the necessary networks—in general do all of the things called for by good management principles, including, incidentally, planning for the future in ways that prevent crises, thereby eliminating the need for flamboyant, crisis-oriented leadership. But such actions produce few victories, press conferences, or parades.

A case in point: Jonas Salk, the scientist, is usually credited in the public's mind as the man who eradicated polio, and he is thus generally seen as a "leader"; he has a massive reputation, deservedly so. Yet the eradication of other diseases—measles, for example—followed almost exactly the same pattern as did polio, but no "leader" is credited with those achievements. Measles has been managed out of existence by a whole collection of dedicated professionals, but it was management, not leadership. While the desirable outcome was the same, there is no one for the pedestal.

I find it paradoxical that in a society crying out for leadership, the following quote is widely circulated, with a lot of affirmative head-nodding when it is read:

A leader is best when
People barely know that he exists.
Of a good leader, who talks little,
When his work is done, his aim fulfilled,
They will say, “We did this ourselves.”

Lao Tse

Most of us want to be led that way—that is, “Give me the resources and then leave me alone”—but it is hard to imagine that approach ever being recognized as leadership. It would be too dull.

The concept of leadership should probably be restricted to wars, diseases, recessions, strikes, riots, artistic productions, and championship games. In contrast, it will be management that takes out the garbage, educates the children, distributes the food, shelters the poor, and protects your pension so that it will be there twenty years from now. Rebuttal?
The Type-A Domino Theory

“I have finally figured out why I work so hard.”

(The setting was my favorite coffee shop, and the conversation was with one of those Type-A overachievers that I enjoy so much. The speaker, who was about to launch into a lengthy monologue, was a man who has more money than he needs, along with a sizable surplus of cars, boats, exotic real estate, tax shelters, and ex-wives.)

“I have finally figured out why I work so hard.
“It’s not because I like my work . . . I DO like it, but I like lots of other things, too, like reading and walking on the beach.
“It’s not because I make lots of money . . . I do and I like that, but I can think of several ways that I could probably make more.
“It’s not because I am contributing to the world . . . I actually believe I do make an important contribution in my own unique way, but I can think of other places where I could do even more good . . . [grinning no . . .] while continuing to do well.
“It’s not the fascinating people that I meet . . . I do meet them in seemingly endless arrays, but that is not altogether to the good. They come and go too fast; it would be nice to have a few friends who didn’t have to wear name tags.”

He continued, “There are lots of other related reasons, and they’re all true, but . . . but even collectively, they are inadequate for explaining this passionate drive to press on that I seem to have.

“The other night, while soaking in the hot tub, I hit upon the perfect explanation.
“It’s my DOMINO THEORY OF MOTIVATION.
“It goes this way: Let’s assume that your goal in life is to knock over dominos, okay? The dominos are arranged in rows ahead of you, each row perpendicular to your line of sight as you look out ahead, with each row twice as long as the previous one: The first row has one domino; the second row has two; the third has four; the fourth, eight; then 16, 32, etc. To knock over a row, you simply reach out and tip over the first one in the row and let the domino action take over.
“Now, a reasonable lifetime goal for a young person might be to knock over 64 dominos at once. That’s a good number, let’s go with it.

“So you go through your early career, thinking, ‘Boy, if I could only knock over 64 dominos, I’d never ask for anything more.’ You sweat and strain and strive and connive, and then one day, voilà!, they bring you to the domino table.

“You sit down, compose yourself, straighten your tie, then reach out and knock over the first row, which has one domino in it.

“SPLAT! It’s only one domino, but it is your first one, and it makes a very satisfying sound. Then you lean forward a little so you can reach the second row, and flick over the first domino in it. It falls over, taking the other one in its row with it. SPLAT, SPLAT! Great!

“You lean forward more, and knock over the first domino in the third row, and it takes the other three in that row down, and then you’re at the fourth row, where there are eight dominos, and as they fall, the noise and action is getting pretty exciting.

“Reaching the fifth row is a little harder, you have to stretch more but, when you do, you get 16 dominos at once! The exhilaration of that success pushes you to the sixth row easily, where you watch gleefully as 32 dominos go down with one flick.

“There you sit, incredulous, only one flick away from achieving everything you have been working for all your life—you are going to be able to knock over 64 dominos. And you do it. You shift your weight forward again, stretch out almost as far as you can, and flick over the first domino in the seventh row. With a very satisfying clatter, down go 64 dominos.

“You are ecstatic! You did it! WOWEE, HUZZAH, AND RUMPLESTILTSKINS!

“Then you know what happens next? You become aware that you are still sitting there, stretched out, leaning forward, straining almost but not quite to your maximum, and you realize that with just a little bit more effort—not much really, relative to what you have already given—you can reach forward a little farther and knock over 128 dominos, TWICE AS MANY AS YOU HAD EVER ASPIRED TO.

“So, of course, you do it.” And BINGO, BANGO, BONGO, down go 128 dominos.
“And what’s next—I’m sure you’re with me—a row with 256 dominos in it. And then 512, and then 1,024 . . . The immediate possibility of dramatically escalating your achievements seduces you into thinking of nothing else but that next row of dominos . . . and you continue to sit there, absolutely hooked, knocking over more dominos than you ever believed existed just a little while before. Dominos, dominos, dominos, nothing exists but dominos!”

And he continued, more philosophically, “There are lots of implications of this thinking: It explains why my work life is steadily taking over more and more of my energy and enthusiasm. Talent is a wonderful thing to use. How can I tear myself away from an arena where I am demonstrably good—I’m already at the seventh level of skill—and spend my evenings and weekends doing other things where I am still operating down at the short-domino-row level when I could stay at my office, work late, do things I like to do, and be knocking over thousands of dominos at the same time? One more sale, one more speech, one more deal . . . always saying to yourself, ‘Just one more.’

“I really like my domino model: It explains to me just why it is that the harder I work, the more I enjoy it . . . and now if you will excuse me, there are about 10-to-the-nth dominos waiting for me this afternoon, and there’s a good possibility that a big bunch of them are going to be tax-free . . . ”
Organizational Success is Easy: Simply Hire Good People and Keep Them

The selection and development of excellent managerial talent is fairly simple in theory but virtually impossible to achieve in practice.

In theory, all you have to do is begin with an organization that has a strong, distinctive culture, one that features optimism and effectiveness and responsibility; make certain that within this culture there are many appropriately sized challenges for managers to tackle at every level as they work their way up the hierarchy—preferably challenges that emphasize new products, programs, or procedures requiring close, continual association with the customer, client, or consumer; set up pay, promotion, and appraisal policies that reward the managers who succeed in these challenges; hire into this system bright, energetic, ambitious people who already have proven track records of achievement in earlier endeavors; and—voilà!—eventually you will have at the top, and at every layer below, a cadre of experienced managers capable of exploiting the opportunities offered to your organization.

There is nothing particularly complicated about any one of those steps, but in practice it is almost impossible to combine them into an integrated system.

A Strong Culture. Well-managed organizations have about them a sense of a strong, permeating culture, one that helps focus the organization's resources on what needs to be done. Within limits, the specific nature of the culture is not important, as long as it features a forward-looking optimism, an efficient, thrifty effectiveness, and a sense of the value of hard work and responsibility. The culture itself can range from the dark-suited/buttoned-down collar/marketing-service orientation of IBM, to the wholesome/Midwestern/steak-and-potatoes/pragmatic efficiency of Caterpillar, to the straight-arrow/research-driven/disciplined/"many-innovations-to-market" mentality of 3M.

Within a strong culture, ninety percent of the managers know ninety percent of the time what to do, how to do it, what resources they can count on, and where the allowable limits of deviancy are.
Without this strong sense of culture, executives at the top have to keep handling issues that should be handled routinely several layers below them, which means that the lower level managers are deprived of the experience while the higher level managers are kept busy handling brush fires instead of focusing on the larger issues that will determine the organization's future.

**Appropriate Challenges.** Given the pace of change with which we are surrounded, organizations need to be in a constant mode of self-renewal; simple maintenance is not sufficient. One method of achieving this is to continually have new products, programs, and procedures under development—the routinization of change, if you will. Such projects are excellent training and assessment experiences for managers. For eager, ambitious, and forward-looking managers, they are also fun and stimulating.

The challenge to the organization is how to manage the provision of a series of constant challenges, how to monitor them for effective performance, and how to knit them together into the organization's overall goals without disrupting the stability of ongoing operations. Change for the simple sake of change is not the goal, but rather change within the framework of a long-term strategy.

**Pay, Promotion, and Appraisal Policies.** Managers tend to spend their time on whatever the organization rewards, or at least on whatever they perceive the organization rewards. If enthusiastic, effective, innovative managers are rewarded, that is the model that young managers, whose antennae are extremely sensitive in this regard, will strive for. If, in contrast, conservative, cautious, and deferential drones survive the winds of change that blow occasionally through all organizations, then that will provide a different set of signals to those managers who are still on their way up.

**New Hires.** The best prediction of what people are going to do in the future is what they have done in the past. If you want ambitious, effective, forward-looking managers, then you look for people whose track records suggest they are that kind of person. This is a simple conclusion, but it is hard to implement. People who apply for jobs have not all had the same opportunities to excel. Is the record of achievement of a person who has been able to take full advantage of society's blessings necessarily superior to the more modest record of a person who has had few such
advantages? Efforts to control for such inequitable social conditions have led to restrictions on employment practices that further complicate the selection of managerial talent.

Knowing what you want to accomplish in new hires is not difficult; knowing how to do it has eluded some of our best thinkers.

The overall concepts for developing excellent managers remain simple: Start with a strong organizational culture characterized by a healthy, effective philosophy. Hire effective, ambitious people with good track records. Provide them with an ever-expanding series of challenges that fit in with the organization's long-range strategies. Reward and promote the successful ones.

It's roughly as simple, and as easy to achieve, as saying that the way to be happy is to stay healthy, work at useful and interesting tasks, stay in love, and avoid war.
Push the Risks Downward

One common feature of training courses on entrepreneurship, creative management, or innovative problem solving is an emphasis on risk-taking. It is easy to demonstrate from history that the status quo can be deadly. We can invoke the manufacturers of buggy whips, iron lungs, or slide rules and thus argue that the organization seeking renewal needs to venture into new territory where the outcome can never be certain: that is, it needs to take risks.

Without risks, the theory goes, there can be no dramatic progress. Further evidence of the generality of this phenomenon—progress through risks—comes from the research on innovative people; they are indeed risk-takers, they stand out from the pack as being willing to try something new, and they are resilient in the face of failure.

Along with this economic and social science evidence, we have the collective wisdom of well-worn proverbs:

Nothing ventured, nothing gained.
Faint heart never won fair lady.
Behold the turtle; he makes progress only when he sticks his neck out.

As with so many other good theories, however, putting a risk-taking approach into practice produces a significant quandary: If you take big enough risks often enough, sooner or later you will fail, and the consequent fallout may be painful, humiliating, disastrous, perhaps even lethal.

Risk-taking can be particularly dangerous within an organization that has a low tolerance for failure, and this includes, in the perception of most of the people within them, most large corporations and government agencies. If the organization cannot tolerate failure, then taking risks is stupid, especially since virtually all organizations do tolerate mediocrity. For the short run, mediocrity is much safer than innovativeness. Nothing ventured, nothing lost.

Let me suggest a way of looking at risk-taking that makes sense in a management environment, a strategy that can produce the benefits of risk-taking without risking a whacking disaster.
For purposes of illustration, let me use an example from your own financial life. Get a number in your head that represents the amount of money that you can personally afford to lose on some new imaginative investment—a hot stock tip, or leasing supermarket shopping carts, or some such thing—where the loss would neither affect your standard of living by creating a vacuum in your monthly cash flow, nor lower your sense of self-esteem by making you feel incompetent.

The number might be $50, $500, $5,000, or $50,000, though it has been my experience that even people who can afford to lose $50,000 feel stupid doing so—which may tell you more about my acquaintances than it does about the psychology of high rollers.

Anyway, get a dollar amount in your head that you could afford to lose without disastrous results.

Now here is the quandary. That number is so modest relative to your life style that winning that amount is not going to make a positive difference in your life any more than losing it would make a negative difference. If you can afford to lose it, then winning by doubling it, even tripling or quadrupling it, is not going to greatly affect your life style or self-esteem either.

The quandary is that winning the risks that you can afford to take is not sufficient to produce much excitement in your life.

But let's consider what would happen if you would delegate that amount of risk downward. Let one of your children, perhaps a teenager interested in the stock market or in old coins, invest that amount of money in a project while you provide the protective umbrella. If they lose it, a significant loss for them, you will back them up. If they win that amount, however, it will be a really big deal for them, expanding their resources notably and building their self-esteem. With a success or two of that magnitude behind them, they can then ratchet themselves up the scale of risk-taking, biting off slightly more each time, with you continuing to provide the protection.

The analogy holds for the managerial world: You can let—indeed encourage—your subordinates to take risks greater than they could afford to take without your backing. If they succeed, they will have moved up a step in their development and will have produced more resources for you to work with; if they fail, it will be on a modest scale where you will be able to cover their losses, both financially and psychologically.
If you have several subordinates, each working at an appropriate level of risk, the odds of one of them hitting it big are improved.

Of course, the first time you allow a subordinate to take a risk and then don't support them if they fail, your credibility is gone forever. Tolerating failure means just that—tolerating failure.

The alternative to this strategy is either to take all the risks yourself, which is dangerous because sooner or later you are going to lose one, or to insist upon only sure bets within your span of control, an even more dangerous stance over the long run given the pace of change currently challenging all organizations.

Adopting this strategy of pushing the risks downward in an organization means that, at every level, people can be taking risks that are meaningful to them in size, yet not potentially disruptive to the organization because the people above them are providing the umbrella.

Curiously—again from my personal experience—many organizations operate exactly contrary to this strategy; the risks get dragged upward. Managers not only will not allow their subordinates to take risks that they, the managers, can afford to lose; they will not even let the subordinates take risks that they, the subordinates, can afford to lose. The thought of loss of any size is seen as such an obvious failure that “the people upstairs” prohibit even moderate risks.

Perhaps that is true for you too. How would you feel if your teenage child dropped $100 in trading for a rare stamp that turned out to be bogus? Teenagers today can survive such a loss, and you certainly can, but your first inclination might well be to chastise your child for stupidity.

Pursuing this strategy of pushing the risks down in either your family or your organization insures that you are going to be continually surrounded by experimental projects, any one of which could go awry and cause you mild embarrassment. But you also should be in a place to constantly observe a series of small wins that will ultimately be the source of new, invigorating ideas for your organization’s future.

You do not have to do this, of course; you can play it safe, which may be the biggest risk you will ever take.
Nixon on Leadership: Surprisingly Good

Here are some quotations on leadership and on leaders that he has known, from the recent writings of Richard Nixon. I think they are surprisingly good.

Management is prose; leadership is poetry.

The successful leader has a strong will of his own, and he knows how to mobilize the will of others. The leaders discussed here are ones who succeeded—some more than others—in imposing their will on history. They are men who have made a difference. Not because they wished it, but because they willed it. That distinction is vital in understanding power and those who exercise power. Followers wish. Leaders will.

Power is the opportunity to build, to create, to nudge history in a different direction.

Some people live in the present, oblivious of the past and blind to the future. Some dwell in the past. A very few have the knack of applying the past to the present in ways that show them the future. Great leaders have this knack. As Bruce Catton wrote of Lincoln, "once in a while, for this man, the sky failed to touch the horizon and he saw moving shapes, off beyond."

Politics is compromise, and democracy is politics.

In evaluating a leader, the key question about his behavioral traits is not whether they are attractive or unattractive, but whether they are useful. Guile, vanity, dissembling—in other circumstances these might be unattractive habits, but to the leader they can be essential. He needs guile in order to hold together the shifting coalitions of often bitterly opposed interest groups that governing requires. He needs a certain measure of vanity in order to create the right kind of public impression. He sometimes has to dissemble in order to prevail on crucial issues. Long
before he acknowledged it publicly, de Gaulle confided privately that he believed independence was the only answer for Algeria. Roosevelt talked of keeping America out of war while maneuvering to bring it into war.

One reason why it is frequently so difficult to sort out myth from reality in reading about political leaders is that part of political leadership is the creation of myths.

Neither means nor end, in isolation, can be used as the measure of a leader. Unless he has a great cause, he can never be in the front rank. Leadership must serve a purpose, and the higher that purpose the greater the potential stature of the leader. But purpose is not enough. He also has to perform. He has to produce results, and he has to do it in a way that serves that higher purpose. He must not use means that disgrace or undo the purpose. But if he does not produce results, he fails his cause and fails history.

Before the end of the century we will probably elect a woman to the vice presidency and possibly to the presidency.

Over the holidays, I did something that I vowed I would never do; I increased Richard Nixon’s wealth. I bought one of his books. Although I enjoy political autobiography, and I really like almost any book that has the I-was-there-and-this-is-what-it-was-really-like flavor, I have successfully resisted buying the Nixon memoirs because I have been so offended by what he almost did to this country and its institutions.

I do, however, work at a center focused on the topic of leadership, and when I saw the Leaders book* in a bookstore I thought to myself, I should at least be familiar with it; I’ll skim it while standing here in the aisle.

The opening sentence surprised me: “In the footsteps of great leaders, we hear the rolling thunder of history.” Well, I thought to myself, I didn’t know Richard Nixon was a fluent romanticist, and I flipped to the frontispiece, to see who the ghost writer was.

None was listed.
I skimmed on, and ran across “Management is prose; leadership is poetry.” That did it, that was enough. I bought the book and read it in a few evenings.

The book is astonishingly good, especially in its literary qualities. I now have no fear that it was ghost written. It doesn’t have the slickness of the professional writer; it does have pungent prose, distinct Nixonian rhythms, and insights too personal to come from secondary sources.

The book is essentially biography, containing chapter-length descriptions of seven leaders who have had dramatic impacts on our contemporary world (Churchill, de Gaulle, MacArthur, Yoshida, Adenauer, Khrushchev, and Zhou Enlai) with another chapter covering more briefly another dozen or so people who have had less impact because they came from smaller countries. The book opens with a short chapter to set the scene and closes with a summing up chapter that is basically an essay on leadership. Most of the quotes above come from the final chapter.

Whatever flaws Richard Nixon has, he is a superb writer. He also displays here a remarkable breadth of scholarship. He has combined his unparalleled firsthand acquaintance with the leaders of the world over the past twenty-five years with long hours of reading and years of note-taking. The index, which is unusually good, lists over three hundred individuals, the majority of whom Nixon has known at least well enough to gain a quick first impression of, and he weaves his impressions adroitly into his writings. The index also includes a range of other authors—Shakespeare, Kipling, Freud—and Nixon has effectively used quotations from these sources to illustrate important points in his political portraits.

I mean to tell you, I am impressed.

I suppose you are now waiting for an “Even so, he couldn’t completely conceal the true Richard Nixon.”

That kind of analysis could be done. After all, the book is 365 pages long, and there are some pithy Nixon ideas there. There are at least a half dozen sentences scattered through the book that could be scrunched up together into a mosaic demonstrating Nixon’s well-known petulant paranoia with the press, such as the one suggesting that major presidential decisions are
often dismissed by the media "with the curl of a commentator's lip."

And surely some of the Nixon staff members howled when they read, "Virtually all of the major leaders I have known were exceptionally skilled in the vanishing art of face-to-face conversation. Leadership is persuasion, and the leader who fails as an interesting, impressive conversationalist is likely to fail as a persuader and therefore as a leader." One of the most common themes in the books written by those close to Nixon was how difficult he was to converse with, especially about anything personal.

Perhaps he didn't wish to stoop. In several places in the book, he argues that these truly great men (and one woman, Golda Meir) were uncommon people, and instinctively knew enough to hold themselves above the masses. Further, Nixon may not have thought particularly well of his own staff. Toward the end of the book, in the summing up chapter, he says,

In assembling a staff, the conservative leader faces a greater problem than does the liberal. In general, liberals want more government and hunger to be the ones running it. Conservatives want less government and want no part of it. Liberals want to run other people's lives. Conservatives want to be left alone to run their own lives. Academics tend to be liberals; engineers tend to be conservatives. Liberals flock to government; conservatives have to be enticed. With a smaller field to select from, the conservative leader often has to choose between those who are loyal but not bright and those who are bright but not loyal.

How would you feel if you had served on the staff of someone who wrote that? You, too, would probably think he was a lousy conversationalist.

Never mind the small talk, this is an excellent book and no serious scholar of either politics or leadership should ignore it. Nixon's grasp of large events, his acquaintance with world leaders over a twenty-five-year period, his personal energy in drawing the strings together, and his surprising literary fluency have converged to produce an important document. He quotes Churchill as saying, "The best way to make history is to write it." He has done a lot of that here; this book will serve him well.
Who Will Tend the Butterflies?

I would like to list three apparently disparate facts, discuss them, then suggest a unifying deduction.

1. In the summer of 1979 a cloud of Monarch butterflies, thousands and thousands and thousands of them, settled on a tree on the sand dunes of the eastern shore of Lake Michigan.

2. In the high forests of the central Mexican Sierra Madre mountains, population pressure is now leading to deforestation as the local populace cuts the trees for firewood.

3. In 1968 Moses Kiser, Sr., pledged $500 to landscape a city limits sign—"Welcome to Greensboro"—on the eastern edge of the city.

Now let me elaborate.

First, the butterflies. In the summer of 1979 I was working on the staff of a leadership camp for high school students at a place called Camp Miniwanca, about fifty miles north of Muskegon, Michigan. It is one of the loveliest sites in the Midwest, right on the shores of Lake Michigan at a place where the wind and water have created huge sand dunes that are slowly migrating inland, producing a band of dunes hundreds of yards deep and, in places, over fifty feet high. New vegetation has taken hold, and wandering through the shrubs and trees on the dunes is a pleasant way to spend an afternoon.

To wander the dunes in the early evening when the sun is going down over the lake is more than pleasant; it borders on the mystical. The combination of sand, water, evening breeze, sunset, and isolation produces one of those settings in which one ponders what life is all about.

During one such evening, a member of the camp staff, a naturalist by training and by inclination, came running down the beach to gather us up. "There's a Monarch butterfly migration going on," he said excitedly. "You gotta come see this."

Fifty or sixty students and staff trekked over the dunes to where he led us. There we saw one of the most memorable sights of my life: a tree completely covered with brightly colored butterflies. After the initial expressions of glee and amazement, reverence took over, and we just sat on the sand watching and thinking. It was conducive to meditation, and more than one of us thought some version of, "In a world full of miracles like this, my own problems suddenly seem trivial."
I have since learned that these butterflies migrate alone; although they do cluster at times, each year they fly one by one to the high mountains of central Mexico, where they winter.

Which brings me to my second fact: The forests of central Mexico are being depleted by overcutting, and the habitat of the Monarch butterfly is being destroyed. I learned this at a business dinner last week in Mexico; one of my dinner companions was a young Mexican who, with a few others, has taken it upon himself to do something about this problem. Among other things, he has written a book about the Monarch butterfly—complete with dozens of color photographs—to raise the awareness of the world. He is also engaged in various social programs to alleviate the situation, such as finding other employment for those who have been dependent on the firewood as a source of income.

I told him of my admiration for what he was doing; and described the butterfly-covered tree that I had seen five years ago. He smiled and said softly, "Perhaps you can imagine two or three acres of trees like that, with twenty-five to thirty million butterflies per acre."

When I asked him what progress he was making and what fur. is he had available, he said, "It is a very complex problem, requiring a great deal of coordination. Our problem is not money; the interest is widespread and funds come easily. The basic problem is lack of volunteer talent to get things done. In the States, you are lucky because you have a history of volunteer activity for such programs; there is no similar history in Mexico; we must learn everything as we go. We need talent more than we need money."

Which brings me to my third fact: Coincidentally, the day after I returned home, the Greensboro News & Record carried a lengthy article on "Greensboro Beautiful." Since its modest beginning in 1968, this volunteer organization has been responsible for some one hundred and thirty-five landscaping projects including thoroughfares, medians, traffic circles, triangles, parks, uptown plazas, memorial tree areas, and the development of a Bicentennial Park—a seven-and-one-half-acre plot containing four hundred trees, nine hundred flowering shrubs, twenty flower beds with twelve thousand annuals and perennials, a fragrance garden for the visually impaired, a wildflower garden, a rose garden, and a sundial with an original sculpture.
Funds have been donated by local businesses, individuals, and garden clubs, and the work has been done mainly by volunteer labor.

The unifying deduction from these three facts is that if we want our children to have experiences of wonder and awe, whether it be the sight of thousands of butterflies, the solitude of unspoiled wilderness, or the presence of the evening star burning brightly in a clean sky, we must learn how to export this volunteer leadership talent. Our exports to the world have included food, guns, music, blue jeans, and television shows. How can we add volunteerism—as it is practiced in garden clubs, neighborhood associations, and Little Leagues—in a way that will raise the quality of life everywhere? Curiously, the spread of volunteerism will almost certainly be done by volunteers, and especially by self-motivated ones who, like my Mexican dinner companion, will not wait to be asked.

The rewards would be satisfying; a few million extra butterflies would be an invigorating legacy.
You're Probably Smarter Than Your Parents,
But Lazier, Too

You are probably brighter than your parents, at least in the sense of scoring higher on IQ tests, and you are almost certainly brighter than your grandparents.

On the other hand, you may be lazier.

Evidence to support these conclusions comes from a recent psychological study that likely will become a classic. The study appeared in the journal Psychological Bulletin under the title "The Mean IQ of Americans: Massive Gains 1932 to 1978" (January 1984); it was authored by James R. Flynn, who has the unlikely address of the Department of Political Studies, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand.

Flynn argues persuasively with intriguing data that over the forty years prior to 1984 the American population gained 0.3 of a point in IQ each year, or about 14 points over the entire period. He is not certain whether the gain is "real" or "semi-real." (In another context, an example of a "semi-real" gain would be improved heights achieved by a pole-vaulter as a result of being given a better pole; the athlete would in no sense be different but the performance would be better.) But he is convinced, as am I, that the implications either way are important.

To understand Flynn's analysis, it is necessary to review briefly just how an intelligence test is constructed. There are really only two steps: First, a series of test questions is prepared, and second, a representative sample of the population is tested to use as a comparative base. The average performance (IQ) of this sample is arbitrarily set at 100, and all future scores are compared against this base.

What Flynn has shown is that as tests have been re-standardized over the years, this standardization base of 100 has become increasingly higher, with the rate of increase being roughly 0.3 of a point per year. This means that if the new standardization samples were given the old test, the new samples would score roughly 0.3 of a point per year "too high," with the total improvement depending on how many years it had been since the old test had been standardized. As Flynn didn't have access to either the old tests or the new standardization samples, he has cleverly tried several different statistical approaches,
working with old and new norm tables and the results of dozens of published studies where students have been tested with two different tests standardized at different times. Although his results are not completely tidy, each approach brought him back to this estimate of 0.3 of a point gained per year.

One immediate implication, of course, is to ask how this forty-year increase in IQ can be reconciled with a widely publicized twenty-year decline in Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores. Flynn agonizes at some length over this paradox and finally, after proposing some possible, though improbable, explanations, essentially concludes, "I don't understand it myself... but just because I don't understand it doesn't mean that my data aren't important."

One possible explanation that he suggests is the following: Assume that IQ is a core attribute of the person; further assume that a high performance on the SAT requires both this core attribute and other personality attributes, such as motivation and self-discipline. Can it be, he muses, that even though the IQ gains were real, these other attributes showed a large enough decrease not only to offset the IQ gains but also to produce the detectable drop in SAT scores? If so, he says with muted emphasis, this "suggests societal trends of the most alarming sort." Can it be, to extend the earlier example, that we are raising better pole-vaulters but giving them poorer poles?

Before we become agitated about this implausible possibility, we had better be certain that we understand the technology of our tests because they are producing the statistics that are creating our concerns. As Flynn has vividly illustrated, psychological test norms are not fixed, solid, secure anchor points; they shift around, which is not to say they are useless. Indeed, for their purposes, they are far better than any other measure that we have been able to develop, but they do have some peculiarities and for this reason they need to be constantly scrutinized.

Why we should have to wait for this detailed scrutiny to come out of New Zealand is a puzzle; maybe it is so quiet down there that norm tables seem more fascinating. Whatever the explanation, I am glad that Flynn has had some time on his hands, because he has helped us understand some flaws in our best psychological measures—IQ tests.

Regrettably, our current measures of the other potentially relevant attributes—motivation, self-discipline, and the like—are
still so primitive that we can't even calculate trends for them, even though common sense (which also can't be measured) clearly indicates their importance. Hard work often is more important than intellectual brilliance.

If you don't believe that, just ask your dumb, hard-working parents.
Imagination is Intelligence at Play

Following are notes taken during a summer afternoon on the beach when I was pondering someone’s definition of imagination as “intelligence at play.”

1. I would like to see the amount of money spent on one weapons system, say one Trident submarine (something over one billion dollars), used in imaginative ways to lessen the probability of worldwide war. For example, we could take the money and have an international competition asking people to submit ideas as to how ten million dollars might be spent to lessen nuclear tension. With one billion dollars to work with (less than the price of one submarine), we could fund one hundred imaginative projects of ten million dollars each. Surely something better would happen.

My candidate for spending ten million dollars to lessen the probability of nuclear war would be to establish a couple of classy summer camps in both the USA and the USSR for the children of the leading politicians and military leaders of the opposing countries. We could bring about five hundred Russian teenagers here for camp each year for ten years, and send an equal number of American children there, making certain that they were the children or grandchildren of prominent leaders. Who’s going to nuke a country where their own kids are at camp?

2. I am positive that twenty percent of the things that I do creates eighty percent of my successes. I want somebody to tell me which twenty percent it is so that I could cease doing the useless eighty percent.

3. I would like to go to a party where the one hundred people I have known best in my life have been anonymously invited with no explanation for the event... It would just be one hundred people milling around in some resort hotel/swimming pool/restaurant complex, with me circulating among them. I wonder how long it would take them to realize that I was the common element. Would they ever? How good is my network?

4. I would like to see some her legal system evolve that doesn't involve providing talent to absolute scoundrels. I have a lawyer friend who will represent anyone no matter how reprehensible the person or his crime, “and, David, not only is that ethical, in the long run it is necessary to preserve your legal rights also.”
Well, maybe, but it really frosts me to see kooks, liars, assassins, and brutal psychopaths getting the same quality of legal advice that I do. How can it be ethical to defend people so unsavory that they constitute the same threat to society that a cancer cell does to our body? No one defends the cancerous cell; why must we defend the cancerous person?

I know, I know . . . it’s because the next government might pass a law defining me and my kind as cancerous and I’ll need the protection. Still, I wonder . . .

5. On a long airline flight to some interesting city I would like to work my way down the aisle, interviewing everyone on board as to where they are going and why. I spend a lot of time on airplanes, and I am always wondering who these other people are.

On a recent flight to San Francisco the flight attendant, to break the boredom, used the public address system to give away a bottle of champagne to the couple on board who had been married the longest. Thirty-eight years won. Then he offered another bottle to the couple who had been married the shortest time. Three couples identified themselves as having been married the day before, and the contest came down to the specific hour of the ceremony to determine the winner.

There were perhaps two hundred people on board; on any given plane going into San Francisco, are three percent of the passengers newlyweds? (This was a Sunday flight.)

6. I would like someone to tell me, once and for all, with no on-the-other-hand scientific waffles, whether or not vitamin supplements are necessary or beneficial. I read a couple of good health newsletters each month, and I usually follow their recommendations—such as reducing salt and sugar intake, exercising regularly, not smoking, drinking moderately—and in general I can tell the difference physically, and I like the results.

But about vitamins, what should I do? The experts seem to disagree, and during the periods that I take vitamins religiously, I can’t tell any difference in my body from the times that I skip them because I am traveling or have run out.

Should I bother?

I suppose I should because the cost and inconvenience is not much, and twenty years from now when medical science finally decides, I’d hate to look an unnecessarily aged body in the eye and say, “Sorry, old boy, the data just weren’t clear enough.”
7. In the same vein, I wish someone would tell me what I did that was right and what I did that was wrong as a parent. I now have decades of cumulative child-years behind me and I still don't know. The children are turning out well; is it because of the parenting or in spite of it?

8. I wish someone would give me two million dollars to do what I really want to do next in life, which is to establish an Archives of Psychological Tests of Famous People. It would be fascinating to be able to go somewhere and look over Abraham Lincoln's MMPI profile, or Joan of Arc's vocational interest profile, or Einstein's College Board results.

   We can't do that, but we can start now to test currently famous people for the benefit of future generations.

   I have already tested enough "famous people" to know they are willing, even eager, for this kind of psychometric immortality, and I even have my eye on a twenty-thousand-square-foot mansion with walls two feet thick where the results could be permanently stored.

   Such a magnificent idea should not be allowed to wither away for lack of a measly two million dollars.

   Actually, there are several interesting extensions of this psychological test archival idea. For example, somewhere there should be a repository of psychological tests from convicted murderers. Anyone who has been sentenced to death or imprisoned for life should be thoroughly assessed to see if there is something to be learned that would help society prevent heinous crimes. Convicted murderers should be studied, just as hurricanes and earthquakes are, to help prevent future catastrophes.

9. I would like to have lunch with Robert Heinlein, noted author (The Notebooks of Lazarus Long, among others), and Nora Ephron, another best-selling author (Heartburn, among others). These two writers produce as many memorable sentences per unit of writing as anyone else I am familiar with.

   I doubt that they are acquainted, but imagine the luncheon table conversation between two people who have written the following sentences (these are not necessarily their own opinions; some of these quotations come from characters they have created):
When the need arises—and it does—you must be able to shoot your own dog. Don't farm it out—that doesn't make it any nicer, it makes it worse. (Heinlein)

My first husband was so neurotic that every time he had an appointment, he erased the record of it from his datebook, so that at the end of the year his calendar was completely blank. (Ephron)

Leave your clothes and weapons where you can find them in the dark. (Heinlein)

It's true that men who cry are sensitive to and in touch with feelings, but the only feelings they tend to be sensitive to and in touch with are their own. (Ephron)

Writing is not necessarily something to be ashamed of—but do it in private and wash your hands afterward. (Heinlein)

The desire to get married—which, I regret to say, I believe is fundamental and primal in women—is followed almost immediately by an equally fundamental and primal urge, which is to be single again. (Ephron)

When the ship lifts all debts are paid. (Heinlein)

Now what is the point of all of this? The point is that for most of us, new ideas flow better when we are in a nonwork setting, away from the daily demands of telephones, staff meetings, and the other bureaucratic needs of an organization. I should be able to have such thoughts while working at my desk, but I usually don't.

But are they good ideas? I dunno, some of them are pretty screwy, but that's the way most new ideas start out... as pretty screwy. And one thing is clear: An idea that is not in existence anywhere can't be a good idea; for the best idea in the world to work, it has to be thought of first, and then expressed.

Lying on the beach, listening to the winds, waves, and seagulls, is a pretty good place to think up imaginative ideas. The next step is application, and if imagination is "intelligence at play," application is "leadership at work."
Now, how are we going to find the necessary leadership to get those camps established for the teenage sons and daughters of the Russian and American decision-makers?
Where Are You, Mike Wallace, When I Need You?

I played Mike Wallace last week. I tried to be an aggressive, hostile, relentlessly pursuing television interviewer.

I was surprised by how difficult it was, and a bit dismayed by how much I enjoyed it. I see myself as a nice guy, a pleasant fellow, one who is warm, charming, and friendly toward others, no matter now distasteful they may be. What I found out was that, given the proper institutional permission, I can really get into nasty. I wanted to make people sweat, squirm, and blurt out unguarded reactions which I then, as a brilliant, incisive commentator, could knit together into a demolishing analysis of the person's rotten inner core.

As it turned out, I wasn't very good at it. I barely laid a glove on the company presidents that I was interviewing.

Still, it was fun. The occasion was a five-day retreat seminar, organized by the Center, for top-level executives. Called "Leadership at the Peak," it was held in Colorado Springs at the foot of Pike's Peak. The use of the word peak is a triple wordplay on the geographic location (Pike's Peak), the person's role in his or her organization (at the top), and the career point in the person's life (they averaged about fifty years of age and were mostly early in the prime of their leadership phase).

One of the central ingredients of the program was several hours in a television studio to give them some practice in dealing with the media. Organized and conducted by Linda Moore, a Center Associate and a television news reporter at the NBC affiliate in Colorado Springs, the television session provided each person with several media experiences in a low-risk environment: (1) using a teleprompter, (2) being interviewed by a probing reporter in a talk-show format, and (3) dealing with an on-the-street television crew covering a late-breaking potential scandal in their company.

Linda briefed the group on some of the dynamics of television:

Appearance, both physical and psychological, is important. Try to be open, warm, and responsive. Reporters are human, too, and will usually react positively to a cooperative approach.

When you are being interviewed, you can be in command; for example, the deadline is the interviewer's problem, not yours.
If you don't believe that television can be credible, then your appearance probably won't be.

Liveliness is memorable. An animated reaction from you will probably be chosen for the six o'clock news over a calm, reasoned recitation of the facts.

Brevity is valued. A television news editor seldom runs a news “bite” of more than twenty seconds.

My responsibility, along with Linda and Professor Tom Cronin of Colorado College—a noted author, political scientist, and commentator on the current political scene—was to be an aggressive talk-show host. Linda did about half of the interviews. She was very good; her experience and talent showed. Tom and I did the other half; he wasn't any better at being vicious than I was.

We did try, using a series of “damned if you do—damned if you don't” questions, such as asking, “Who really makes the long-range decisions in your company?” If the answer was some version of “I do,” we followed up with questions implying that they didn't know how to delegate or involve others. If their answer was something like “It's a lengthy process, with relevant input from a range of others,” we followed up with questions implying a lack of decisive leadership on their part. “Did Thomas Watson build IBM by seeking consensus?”

In the talk-show setting, the interviewer has a substantial edge. The interviewer is familiar with the physical setting, is in control of the flow of the conversation, and has had an opportunity to rehearse. Balanced against these advantages is the fact that the interviewee knows far more about the topic under scrutiny—his or her company, his or her career—and, with practice and presence of mind, can contribute to an interesting, informative, perhaps even sparkling television show.

And therein lies the reason for my opening comment: It is not easy to simulate Mike Wallace, to draw blood publicly. These company presidents were no pushovers. They were fluent, outgoing, well-informed, and, for the most part, enjoyed themselves in the interview. They had climbed to the top of their respective pyramids and had learned something along the way about dealing with conflict and various kinds of attacks. Although they were novices in dealing with television, they were neither dumb nor inarticulate. When I asked the president of a large real
estate development corporation, "Don't tax considerations play a
greater role in commercial real estate development than good
design? Aren't we building a lot of suburban office ghettos just to
create tax shelters for the wealthy?" he countered with, "Maybe
some firms do that, but ours doesn't," and went on to list some
specific design awards won by his firm. I did not have a well-
researched follow-up question, and in that little tussle, I didn't
even mess his hair.

As the Lee Iacoccas of the world have learned, television
can be a powerful force. People in power should have some expe-
rience with it, especially before some crisis throws them into it
headlong as a naive beginner. Practice does help.

We apparently did not fail completely in our attempt to
emulate Mike Wallace. In a laudatory end-of-course evaluation
one of the participants wrote, "With very little practice, both
David Campbell and Tom Cronin will become typical obnoxious
interviewers. They both have the genes for it," intending this, in
context, to be a compliment. Another one said, "As an inter-
viewer, Campbell resembles a loose cannon on the deck!"

Author's note: The Center has continued Leadership at the
Peak. Enrollment is limited to twelve presidents, CEOs, and
others at the top of their organizations. A few special slots are
held for women, minorities, and foreign leaders who are inter-
ested in attending.
Travel Nonsense From The Wall Street Journal

The Wall Street Journal recently published an unusual amount of nonsense in a series of articles on "Executive Travel." The four-part series, which ran during the 1984 Christmas travel season, was roughly fifty percent on "This is what it feels like to be a frequent business traveler" and fifty percent on "Here are some helpful tips from these busy folks who live on expense accounts and airplanes."

I travel often, almost weekly, and I am aware of the stress and strain of being on the road. Consequently, I read these articles avidly, looking for tips to make my life easier.

I was appalled at the irrelevancy of most of what was printed.

Here, for example, is one suggestion:

After days on the road on company business, sleeping in look-alike hotels, just keeping track of where you are can be a problem. Lona Jupiter, a vice president of San Francisco-based Wells Fargo & Company, found that out on a recent marathon trip that took her to Cleveland; Birmingham, Michigan; Bronx, New York; Phoenix; and Chicago. "One morning," she says, "I had no idea what city I was in until I went downstairs and bought a newspaper." Now she advises making sure your hotel room has matchbooks with the name of the city on them.

I was reading along, enjoying this, thinking, "Yeah, I've had weeks like that," when I hit the end of the paragraph and saw Ms. Jupiter's tip: Matchbooks? MATCHBOOKS? I read it again, then again, but sure enough, that's what it said, seriously, not in jest, matchbooks.

Now, I'm thinking, can this be the kind of executive talent Wells Fargo is sending out on the road? I can just hear her secretary making the reservation: "Hello ... the Hilton? I'd like a reservation for Ms. Jupiter for Tuesday night, guaranteed late arrival, and would you please be certain that her room has matchbooks in it with the name of the city on them."

Or does she ask the bellhop carrying her bags up to her room, "Pssst, know where I can get any good matchbooks with the name of this city on them?"
Here's another helpful quote from the series:

Edward Bleier, a senior vice president at Warner Communications, and Jack Valenti, president of the Motion Picture Association of America, stay at the Beverly Hills Hotel on their frequent trips to the West Coast. Both executives leave some spare clothes and a toilet kit with the concierge; they also leave dirty laundry when they check out and find it clean and waiting for them when they return.

You can see why The Wall Street Journal is required reading for anyone on their way up the corporate ladder. Think of the status you can gain by casually stopping by the concierge's desk on your way out, tossing some dirty laundry and a toilet kit at him, and saying, "I'll pick it up the next time I'm in town." The logistics of this bother me, however. Even if we skip over the fact that getting a shirt laundered and held for you at the Beverly Hills Hotel is probably as expensive as simply buying a new one each time, what about this toilet kit you're leaving? Where did it come from? Do you bring a new one each time? If you leave one there, what about your trips to other cities? Do you leave one everywhere? Can you remember which cities you have them stashed in? Wouldn't you have to carry a spare one anyway, just in case your memory is faulty? Or do you ask your secretary, "Ms. Jones, will you please keep a list of the cities and hotels where I have shaving kits stored?"

Wouldn't it be simpler to have a single plain old kit (K-Mart, $9.95) like the rest of us? I can't come up with a single scenario where it makes sense to leave a toilet kit at an out-of-town hotel. Same thing with the clothes: If you are really a busy executive, how can you remember what you left where? Bleier and Valenti must have better memories for clothes than I do.

Actually, Valenti was a good source of quotations for this series. To avoid airline food, "Mr. Valenti says he occasionally takes his own sandwiches. That way, he says, 'I eat when I want, not when they feed me.'"

I don't know, I have a little trouble reconciling the image of Mr. Valenti leaving his laundry with the concierge in Beverly Hills and then brown-bagging it on airplanes.

The series would also have us believe that life on the road is a constant aggressive battle to keep "them" from getting there first. Look at these quotes:
[In dealing with airport lines,] “you’ve got to be aggressive,” says John Henry, president of Abar Corporation, a Feasterville, Pennsylvania, manufacturer of industrial furnaces. He says he hasn’t any qualms about barging to the front of the line if his plane is about to leave. And he says he chews out clerks and demands to see their bosses if they won’t help him. “You can’t be a nice guy,” Mr. Henry says.

It disturbs me that this quotation fits a stereotype of what a man named John Henry who makes industrial furnaces in Pennsylvania would be like. Is this the kind of guy who screws up the system, shouting at clerks, waving a big, black cigar, and in the end doesn’t get one bit better service than the rest of us standing there awaiting our turn? In fact, friends who are service personnel have told me that this is precisely the sort of person whose luggage is deliberately misrouted to Nairobi.

[When checking into hotels,] to be on the safe side, it’s a good idea to approach [the situation] as an “adversarial relationship,” says Joseph G. Smith, president of Oxtoby-Smith, a New York-based consumer research firm. You should ask to look at the room and then, if it isn’t satisfactory, ask for something better. “Don’t settle without reaching a bit,” he says.

Where are they getting these names? Lona Jupiter, John Henry, Joseph Smith. I began to wonder if this was an April Fool’s story, but no, it appeared in December.

If Mr. Smith finds it necessary to be adversarial with hotel personnel, I wonder how he feels about rental car clerks, taxi drivers, waiters and waitresses, ticket agents, shoeshine boys, and indeed, the American consumer, who is apparently his bread and butter. I have checked into hotels well over two hundred times, and in two or three percent of those times I have found something unsatisfactory about the room. I have simply gone to the front desk and asked if something could be done; when they could accommodate me, they did, which was often. Hotel personnel are people like us; they are our brothers and sisters, aunts and uncles, high school classmates. They get up in the morning, brush their teeth, sip their coffee, and go to work, intending to do
a good job. If the system works, they succeed. If the system frustrates them, as, for example, when Chicago is hit with a major snow storm just as you are checking in, they have their hands full, and an adversarially oriented customer simply adds to that complexity.

I have watched the Mr. Smiths of the world check into hotels at such times. They do indeed blow their stacks and throw their weight around. And in the morning they wake up in precisely the same kind of room as the rest of us.

I arrived recently in Chicago along with a snow storm. My plane was several hours late, and I stepped up to the line at the hotel registration desk a few minutes before midnight. I had a guaranteed reservation, as did the six people ahead of me. There were no more rooms available. One of the six people ranted and raved, invoked his friendship with someone high in the hotel corporate hierarchy, and announced that he was not leaving the counter until a room was found for him. The manager was summoned. The clerk, who had undoubtedly been dealing with weather-frustrated travelers all evening, said wearily, “Please step aside and let me help these others.”

She managed to find some solution for everyone in front of me, usually by putting them in conference rooms and, when it was my turn, said to me, “All I have left is the ballroom. Will that be all right?”

So I slept comfortably in a room which, as we used to say in Iowa, would sure hold a lot of hay. When I checked out the next day, there was no charge, and about a week later, I got a nice letter from the hotel manager apologizing for my inconvenience.

The last I saw of the angry man, he was still leaning against the counter, waiting for the manager. I suspect his luggage is still in Kenya.

|When dealing with airline seatmates who won't quit talking,| I fight back. “If all else fails, you have to get nasty,” says Eugene W. Cattabiani, executive vice-president of Westinghouse in Pittsburgh.

I began to see what was happening here. The paper had almost certainly called up a bunch of mobile executives, interviewed them at some length, probing for the most extreme travel experience the person had ever had, and then stitched them
together in an article implying that these extreme cases were the norm.

I say that here because I happen to know Gene Cattabiani, and he is not a nasty person. Quite the contrary; he is a big, tall, congenial, outgoing man with a lot of charm. It is inconceivable to me that he would get nasty with a seatmate, though I can imagine him, as a fluent, spontaneous gesture, throwing off some line to a persistent reporter who is probing for a spicy quote. I can’t prove that is what happened, but it would be more in character. Quotations are what the reporter hears, not necessarily what the person says.

That was also the case with the apparently spacy Ms. Jupiter quoted above about the matchbooks. Several weeks after the article ran, I met an associate of hers from Wells Fargo. I asked him if he remembered the article and her quotation. “Oh, yes,” he smiled, “that got a lot of circulation around the office—and she was a bit miffed.” He continued, “She said she had made a throw-away quip about the matchbooks, and they had reported it as a serious comment.”

So now, perhaps, we have the answer. The articles were not about executive travel; they were about what the editors and reporters of The Wall Street Journal created as their own “hey-we-are-really-with-it” image of executive travel. (I couldn’t find a good place to work in their quote on caviar; it was in the context of trans-Atlantic flights and was to the effect that the first thing you should do on such long flights is eat your caviar and go to sleep. I have flown the Atlantic twenty-six times and have yet to encounter caviar.)

The reason those of us who travel a lot did not recognize the traveling life in these articles is simply that that is not the way it is.

One more travel story, which I am going to use as a lead-in to a subsequent column:

I took my first commercial airline journey in December 1954. I was a senior at Iowa State, and Procter & Gamble had invited me to Cincinnati for a job interview. This was before jet airliners and the trip was made from Des Moines via Chicago by United Airlines on little DC-3s. On the way home from Cincinnati to Chicago, the plane was almost empty, and the stewardess spent most of the trip perched on the arm of the seat across the
aisle, chatting with me. In those days, stewardesses still had time to chat with passengers.

I still remember her name and hometown: Sharon Taylor, University City, Missouri.

As we rolled up to the terminal at Midway Airport, I asked her if she wanted to go out for a beer. She did, and we closed up a nearby bar, at which point she went her way and I went mine.

Several months later, for college graduation, a friend gave me a little leather notebook with a travel log in it. I entered the Cincinnati trip in it, and have continued that practice for the subsequent thirty years. I still have that little notebook, and in it is a one-line entry, showing date, place, and purpose for every trip I have ever made.

I did a quick count from the notebook to establish my credentials as a frequent traveler for this column, and I can now tell you that I have been on 1,368 airline flights, which calculates out to roughly one per week for thirty years. In my next column, I will give you some of my impressions of the life of a frequent traveler and some of my survival tips. A warning though: They will be much more prosaic than those in The Wall Street Journal because the blunt fact is that after a point, travel becomes just another routine. My traveling life has not intersected with much caviar.

To document that, and to keep you from waiting breathlessly for the next scandalous whiff, I'll tell you now that Sharon Taylor, the United Airlines stewardess that I met thirty years ago on my very first trip, is the only airline stewardess I have ever taken out for a beer or ever said more than “hello” to. “Coffee, tea, or me” is also another myth.

But I will give you some sensible ideas about what to pack in your toilet kit that even your mother will approve of.
Campbell: Travel Tips: Carry a Swiss Army Knife and Put the Rental Car Keys on Top of the Hotel TV

In my previous column, I twitted The Wall Street Journal about the considerable nonsense they published in a series of articles on “Executive Travel” (December 20, 21, 27, and 28, 1984). Using a maladroit collection of allegedly verbatim quotes from a variety of ostensible traveling executive experts, the paper apparently sorted out the weirdest, most oddball answers and then knitted them together as if they represented the usual experiences of the typical business traveler. Working from that base, they then generated “useful” tips for future travelers.

Although this approach may have generated good copy, it produced a distorted picture of what life is like as a frequent business traveler, and the subsequent useful tips were nothing short of ludicrous.

Let me tell you what frequent business travel is like. It is boring, repetitive, and tiring. The only thing that makes it worthwhile is that what happens to you at your destination is often exciting, stimulating, and lucrative.

Before making further pronouncements, I feel the need to establish my credentials as a frequent traveler.

Sometime in the 1950s, a college friend gave me a little black loose-leaf leather notebook. It had a travel-log section in it, and I began jotting down a one-line record of each airline trip I took, listing date, destination, purpose, and sometimes the people involved. I have continued that practice for thirty years, and consequently have a complete, though tantalizingly skimpy, record of all of my air travel. According to the information in my little black book, I calculate that in the last thirty years I have taken 1,368 flights. That is a lot of travel.

In thinking back over it, the most startling conclusion is how routine it all has been. Note again that I am drawing a distinction between the travel itself and the subsequent activity at the destination. I have had some great times—and some substantial tragedies—at destinations but the travel itself has always been uneventful. And as a consequence, as I warned in the earlier column, the travel tips I have developed are themselves prosaic.
I am impressed by the number of things that have never happened in my travels. For example, I have never irretrievably lost a piece of luggage; I have never, so far as I know, been in any physical danger—no hijackings, no close calls in the air, no emergency landings. There may have been flights where the pilots had white knuckles. If so, I have been blissfully unaware of it. With two exceptions, which were special cases, I have never missed a flight. There are some who argue that this suggests that I am getting to airports too early, wasting time, that I should be cutting it closer. Could be, but I don't enjoy last-minute fretting. There is always something to read, people to watch, phone calls to make, thoughts to think.

This does lead into one of my modest but sensible tips for travel, which is to buffer your departure with some discretionary time, especially when other people control your schedule. Often someone else will drop me at the airport, thereby taking control of my departure away from me, which can be a problem because other people are often more cavalier about getting me to the airport on time than I am.

In anticipation of this, I build in an hour's buffer. When they ask, "When does your flight leave," I finesse the question by replying (for a 5:00 flight), "I have to be at the airport by 4:00." If they press for a specific time and flight, I fumble in my pocket or briefcase and say, "I can't find my ticket, but I know I have to be there no later than 4:00."

I have noted that I am often dropped off ten to fifteen minutes after the time I told them I had to be there, so the buffer is quite necessary.

I am not a talkative traveler, so I don't meet people on airplanes. On only one occasion have I ever seen a seatmate later. I was divorced and searching, she was single and charming; according to my notes, we met over Nebraska. After an exchange of correspondence, we later had a lovely rendezvous at a secluded mountain lake. A spicy occurrence, right? Well, one such event out of 1,368 flights is a pitiful record of adventure.

I have also never been robbed, mugged, or otherwise accosted—possibly because I am quite cautious. This doesn't mean that I haven't been in interesting places; some of the more remote trips have included the high Andes mountains of Peru, the Russian monastery of Zgorsk about fifty miles outside of Moscow, the casbahs of the Sahara Desert in southern Morocco, and the
Orkney Islands off the northern tip of Scotland. Perhaps I'm lucky, or perhaps I'm chicken; anyway, nothing violent has ever happened to me or my possessions. I have lost four cameras, one that was stolen out of an unlocked rental car, and two that I did other stupid things with (I dropped one into an ice bucket).

I attribute some of the luck to the fact that I travel with a low profile, using beat-up luggage, plastic bags for my cameras instead of expensive cases, and not wearing expensive watches or jewelry. For a time, I used a classy aluminum case for my cameras. When it was checked as luggage once, a camera disappeared, which means that some baggage handler somewhere had enough time to try all 999 combinations of the lock.

Three classes of objects create much of the frustration of travel: papers, keys, and luggage. Using some simple systems to control these three elements will save you a lot of grief. Here are my suggestions, which are personal and idiosyncratic. You need to develop whatever feels comfortable to you.

**Papers.** I try to keep the important paper debris of travel in one of four places: Airline tickets and passports live in the breast pocket of my suit, other necessary travel information is in a folder in a designated compartment of my briefcase, the rental car contract stays in the glove compartment, and the credit card receipts go into my wallet. Whenever I deviate from that routine, I create potential problems for myself.

**Keys.** When they are not in my pocket, the hotel key and rental car keys stay on top of the television set in the hotel room. I have a spare car key in my wallet, and a spare house key hidden outside. When I leave my car at the airport, I leave my key ring in it, so I don't have to fuss with my normal keys while traveling.

**Luggage.** Don't take more than you can carry by yourself. Don't travel with expensive, matched sets; it marks you as having something worth stealing. Don't try to squeeze "one more trip" out of a worn-out suitcase. I can't seem to live up to this one. Over the years, I have gone through perhaps a dozen suitcases, and in about half of the cases I had to have them fall apart on me in the airport before I bought a new one. The last time was just this spring. After an all-day flight home from Spain, I stood wearily in Kennedy airport watching my open suitcase coming toward me on the carousel, underwear dribbling out, thinking,
“Campbell, you are too tired to deal with this now. Will you never learn to think ahead?”

One aspect of luggage is worth some more space here, for it is an area that I really think I have learned something about, and that is how to raise the probability that your luggage will arrive when you do. (There is a school of thought that says the best way to accomplish this is to carry everything on board with you. There is merit in that argument, but I usually reject it because I want to take more along than I can fit in an overhead bin.) Several years ago I noticed that my luggage was delayed about fifteen percent of the time, and on a few occasions I knew exactly why. In thinking about it more, I came to the conclusion that about twenty-five percent of the time it was my fault; twenty-five percent of the time it was the fault of the agent checking me in; and the other fifty percent it was the fault of the system, such as when the flight was late and the baggage missed the connection. These percentages are crude, from memory, but they are in the ballpark.

I set out to cure at least the fifty percent of the time when it was my fault or the agent’s. Here are two examples of when it was my fault:

On one occasion I was late getting to the Greensboro airport for a trip to Minneapolis, changing planes in Chicago. I ran up to the counter, said, “Can I still get on the Chicago flight?”

“Yes,” said the agent, reaching for the phone, “if you run. I’ll tell them you’re coming. They will take your ticket at the gate.”

“Can I get my luggage on?” “Yes, give it to me, and run.” I ran down the concourse and made the flight. Before we left, a luggage trolley came out to the plane. I relaxed, flew to Chicago, idled away an hour’s wait between planes, and flew on to Minneapolis. When my bag did not show up on the luggage carousel, I went to baggage services, where they pointed out the obvious to me: My bag had only been checked to Chicago. The agent couldn’t have known that I was going on to Minneapolis.

On a second occasion I changed my ticket by phone from the hotel room before leaving for the airport. The reservations agent said to me, “Get to the airport forty-five minutes early and we will rewrite your ticket for your new flight.” I took a taxi to the airport, turned my ticket and luggage over to the skycap at the curb, he checked my bag through for me, then I went inside and had my ticket rewritten. When I reached my new destination, I
once again found out the obvious: My luggage went to the destination on my old ticket, which is the one that the skycap was working from.

I probably should be ashamed to say it, but in neither case did I tell the baggage service office that I knew what had happened and that it was my fault. I naively said, "I seem to have a problem with my luggage," and they solved it for me.

The other source of error, besides me, is the counter agent. Because they are human, they can make a variety of mistakes. The two most common seem to be that they simply write the wrong flight number on the baggage tag or they don't send my bag to my final destination. Because my wife lives in Colorado Springs, I fly there often, which requires Greensboro-Atlanta-Denver-Colorado Springs connections. On two occasions my bag has only made it as far as Denver.

The solution to both sets of errors is to watch carefully when the agent or skycap writes out the luggage tag. More often than you might imagine, you can catch the error.

The solution to the other fifty percent of the delays, those due to "the system," is harder, but you can at least learn to expect that your luggage will be delayed, plan for it, and don't be overly distressed when it happens. Have your luggage well-marked, with both your name and some kind of colorful identifying tape. Don't put anything in your bags that you absolutely must have at your destination. In particular, think through what you have on. On a trip to the Caribbean, my wife said to me as we were leaving, "You'd better put your swimming suit in your briefcase." Fortunately, I did. My luggage was delayed for three days, during which time I lived in a business suit and swimming suit, which was perfectly fine.

Another bit of travel advice is so primitive that I am almost embarrassed to include it, but I still violate it occasionally, creating problems for myself. The advice is, "When you get on an airplane, know exactly where you are going."

It is not sufficient to know "I am going to a resort hotel somewhere in the Poconos." In that case the moment of truth came at the rental car counter when she asked me what my local address would be.

It is also not sufficient to believe that someone is going to pick you up and deposit you wherever you are supposed to be. Once I was attending a conference at the Washington base of the
Aspen Institute, which is somewhere on the eastern shore of the Chesapeake Bay. I didn't bother with precise directions because I was to be met at the airport. When leaving Colorado Springs, I checked my briefcase, which had my travel folder in it; that was not wise. The airplane we were to leave on developed mechanical trouble and we had to be put on another plane, which created enough of a delay so that I missed my Denver-Washington flight, the one that was going to be met. I stood in the Denver airport on a Sunday afternoon, feeling impotent. My trip folder was in my briefcase, which was lost in the system. I didn't know where I was going, I didn't remember who was going to pick me up, I had no phone numbers, there was no one in on Sunday in any offices to inform me. I was lost.

I invoked my support system at the Center, which is magnificent. I phoned Vicki, who has learned to take a copy of my travel folder home with her just in case, and she told me what to do. I arrived several hours late, without my luggage, feeling only mildly disrupted but, once again, stupid.

Finally, I have to tell you about my shaving kit. (I warned you that these tips were going to be prosaic.) Several years ago I realized that the one stable companion in my traveling life was my shaving kit. No matter where I was going, what kind of event I was heading for, or what wardrobe I was packing, the travel kit was a constant. So I decided to make it a depository of the ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL THINGS I have to have while traveling.

The list is fairly short. Along with the usual toilet articles, in my kit is a spare pair of glasses, a Swiss Army knife with seven blades—I hardly ever use any of them except the scissors and corkscrew, but having all those blades around gives me a sense of confidence—a sewing kit which I often use, a Bic lighter which I have only used once (to light some candles at a birthday party in my room), a copy of my birth certificate and two passport photos in case I lose my passport, and $100 in traveler's checks—I'll give American Express the benefit of the float for the security of the panic money. Those few items, plus Band-aids, aspirin, and vitamin C, have solved most of my travel crises, which have been few.

Curiously, given the genesis of this column, the one other constant in my traveling life has been The Wall Street Journal. It is the only newspaper that I read every day, and I normally find it informative and trustworthy, at least when they stick to stocks.
and bonds. At a minimum, when they publish future travel articles, they should find people with enough travel experience so that they won't have to find their way through the world by reading matchbook covers.

Writing this column has been a pleasant exercise in nostalgia; it has stimulated me to think back, usually with pleasure, seldom with pain, over the many events. As you might suppose, the one-in-1,368 weekend stands out. We planted rhododendrons at the lake that weekend. They are still alive and thriving. Each spring when they bloom, I think of Nebraska.
Fathers, Sons, and Mutual Respect

All men are sons of fathers; most men are fathers of sons. Consequently, the dynamics of the father-son relationship is a topic of universal interest, at least among males.

That thought was careening around in my head recently when I found myself in a peculiar, personal predicament. I was deep in the forest of the Pacific Northwest, standing on the edge of a fifteen-foot-high rock, looking down into a crystal clear trout pool. It was a warm summer afternoon; I was fully unclothed and under insistent social pressure from below to jump in. Fifteen feet high looks higher from above than it sounds here, and my psychological anxiety was rapidly getting translated in psychological indices: My adrenalin was racing, my heart was pounding, my palms were sweating, my toes were curling.

"C’mon, Dad, time to go for it," came from below, from the sole source of the social pressure on me: my muscular, trim, red-bearded, natural outdoorsman, twenty-five-year-old son.

Moments like that activate the mind wonderfully, speeding up the mental process to something like the speed of light. Entire philosophies are created under the pressure of avoiding the plunge.

My kaleidoscope of thoughts, standing naked there above the forest pool being coached by my son, included the dinner party conversation of the night before which, through the miracle of jet travel, had been on the other coast. That conversation had focused briefly on fathers and sons, stimulated by an observation of one of the guests who had just returned from her twentieth high school reunion. She had graduated from one of those high-socioeconomic-level high schools in the outer environs of New York City, and twenty years later reported that most of her classmates were doing well and were interesting, achieving people, “with one dramatic exception,” she said.

She continued, “Our class president had been a real sharp kid, outgoing, a good student and a good leader; his name was . . .” and she reported a family name that would be recognized in most educated households of America.

“Today,” she said, “twenty years later, he seems sort of pitiful. Hasn’t done much with his life, is still working on a Master’s degree in Medieval European history . . . Basically, he’s
floundering. I don’t think he ever got out from under his father’s shadow.”

That conversation, plus several other related observations of father-son competitions, has led me to the following conclusion: Every son sometime between the ages of fifteen and thirty, has to believe that he has matched or bettered his father’s achievement in some arena that is important to both of them. Otherwise, he is doomed to a perpetual feeling of personal insufficiency. A son who in his own mind never matches his father’s performance is vulnerable to a life that feels incomplete, unfulfilled, and unsatisfying, no matter how much he, the son, objectively accomplishes.

Freud attributed this competitive need to a deep-seated fear, based on the son’s innate respect for the power of the father. He said, somewhat paraphrased, “The decisiveness of thought, the strength of will, the forcefulness of his deeds belong to the picture of the father; above all other things, however, is the self-reliance and independence of the great man, and his divine conviction of doing the right thing. . . . He must be admired, he may be trusted, but one cannot help being afraid of him.”

I wonder what Freud would have said about a scaredy-cat father shivering nude in the forest, chattering aimlessly away, trying to avoid looking foolish in the eyes of his son. To avoid action, I commented on the litterless beauty of the place, on the hydrodynamics of the trout I could see swimming below me in the pool, on the lack of bureaucratic interference with our use of this place . . .

“C’mon, Dad, we’re missing the sunlight . . .”

My thoughts raced on. A few days earlier, I had called up my friend, David Bork, a management consultant in the Washington, D.C., area, whose specialty is working with family-owned businesses. He has worked with over one hundred and seventy-five families, and has often dealt with the issue of passing power from one generation to the next. I tried out my theory on him—the Freudian notion that the son has to, in some conceptual sense, kill off the father to feel good about himself.

David mused on that a few minutes and then said, “I think that is a bit simple-minded; each situation has its own peculiar dynamics. Sometimes I see that, sometimes I don’t.”

What’s the good of having your own expert if he won’t agree with you?
David continued, “For example, in the families that I work with, money is often a complicating issue. Some fathers reject any achievement of their son that doesn’t produce money, and some sons are so put off by the father’s competitive financial stance that they simply refuse to compete on those grounds.”

“Well,” I said, “that’s my point. The son’s achievement has to be in an area valued by both of them. If the father values only money, the son’s only avenue to success is to make more of it than did the father. This is particularly relevant to leadership issues, because the father-son relationship may thus completely define the area where the son must focus his leadership energies to achieve a sense of fulfillment.”

“Too simple-minded, David; there are too many other things going on, like sibling competition, for example.”

Not being able to resolve all of those philosophical problems at once, I jumped. The water was so cold that it erased any other thoughts except that of survival, and I paddled quickly to shore. My son crouched over me. “Great, Dad, terrific!”

I beamed. The roles were reversed, I felt like a kid again being praised by an adult whom I admired, and I was proud of my performance in an arena valued by him. Perhaps Peter Pan was right; maybe one should never grow up. It may be the one way to avoid being killed off by your sons.

“Now,” he said, “once more for the camera. I missed the focus . . .”
Risk-taking, or How I Came to Jump Out of a Banquet Cake

By the time you read this, I will have been wheeled into a hotel ballroom, jumped out of a cake, strode to the podium, and delivered a speech on, what else, risk-taking.

Geez, how do I get myself into these situations?

“I’ll tell you how,” said my friend, wife, and confidante. “You get yourself into these situations because you are always saying yes to crazy ideas.”

“Not true. I never said yes—I just couldn’t figure out any way to say no.”

“I will teach you how. The next time someone says to you, ‘Campbell, will you jump out of a cake and give an after-dinner speech?’ you say ‘No.’ Actually, you might say ‘Absolutely not, positively not, under no conceivable circumstances would I ever jump out of a cake and give a speech, no, nein, non, nyet.’ Sooner or later, I think your point will get across.”

“That would not have solved this situation,” I said plainly, “because no one ever came right out and asked me to do it.”

“You volunteered?”

“Not exactly. It just sort of happened.”

“I’m listening . . .”

This friend called me up and said, “David, we’re having our annual management conference at this spiffy beach resort, and I have been asked to see if you will give an after-dinner speech.” I told him there are usually two constraints: the Center’s fee and the calendar.

“What’s the fee?”

I told him, and explained that it helps support our research efforts.

“We’ll come back to that,” he said. “Are you free on the evening of March 15?”

“Not really—I have to be in the Boston area the next day for a meeting, so I will be traveling.”

“No problem,” he said. “We’ll have the corporate jet pick you up in Greensboro in the afternoon, fly you down to the beach, you give your speech, we’ll put you back on the plane and have you in Boston by 10 or 11 p.m., no sweat.”
“ Sounds good. ”
“ Now about that fee . . . ” and we negotiated an agreeable figure.
“ Okay, ” he continued, “ here ’ s the situation. Monday night at these meetings is always the let-your-hair-down night, and the agenda is being planned by our Conferences and Meetings Coordinator. She is absolutely adamant that the plans be kept secret. She won ’ t even tell me, but she is going to come on the line in a minute and explain it all to you. I ’ ll talk to you later. ”

In a moment a young, enthusiastic voice came on the line and said, “ Dr. Campbell, we have been told that you are creative and adventurous—and a really good sport, somebody willing to try something new. Is that true? ”

What am I going to say? That I am over fifty years old, stodgy and conservative, just trying to keep my nose clean until I retire?

My wife said, “ How young and how enthusiastic? ”
I asked the Coordinator what she had in mind.
She sketched in a scenario that made a weird sort of creative sense and finished by saying, “ and for the grand finale, we ’ d like to have you jump out of the cake and come up to the front and give your speech. Would you do it? ”

My wife repeated, “ How young and enthusiastic? ”
I said to the Coordinator, “ Do I have complete freedom to say whatever I want to? ”

“ Complete freedom, ” she said, “ as long as it is creative and adventurous, and, of course, entertaining. ”

As she was talking, I was thinking. I know two millionaires whom I consider to be Olympic-class risk-takers, and they both tell me the same thing: “ The secret to successful risk-taking is to keep trying new things, but don ’ t do anything dumb. Take some chances, yes, but only when you are in control and can handle any negative fallout. Push the limits, but only so far, and only when you can call the shots. ”

The Coordinator continued, “ We ’ re trying to shake these people up a little, get them out of their conventional mold for an evening. We think it would be a lot of fun. What do you think? ”

I kept thinking to myself, “ You know, I bet I have given over two hundred speeches in the last five years, and in a variety of settings from hotel ballrooms to YMCA camps to high school graduations. I gave an impromptu speech once in a mountain inn
in Bavaria because the scheduled speaker had been marooned in a Middle Eastern country by a yellow fever quarantine. I spoke once in a K&W Cafeteria, with people swirling all around me, because my host organization didn’t have enough money to eat anywhere else. I gave an after-dinner speech one night to six people because the speech, scheduled months in advance, fell on a World Series night in a city gone crazy over baseball. Still,” I thought to myself, “I have never jumped out of a cake, and the odds are pretty good that I will never have another opportunity to do so.”

“Further,” I’m thinking, “I believe that one should keep taking risks in a variety of areas, to stave off stagnation and to prepare for the inevitable challenges that life eventually throws at you.”

There are at least four categories of risks:

*Physical*: the most obvious one, risking life and limb. For me, this is usually skiing slopes beyond my ability.

*Career/Financial*: risking your job or pocketbook, not a place where I am very adventurous, though I have accepted a position as Distinguished Visiting Professor at the Air Force Academy next year, which will be a considerable change.

*Intellectual/Artistic*: trying to look at the world in new and creative ways and then presenting your viewpoint publicly. For me, this column serves that purpose, especially because I do apparently overstep the bounds of propriety on occasion. (A recent column suggesting that academic manners are eroding was vetoed by my peers as “in poor taste.”)

*Interpersonal*: making friends, falling in love, opening yourself up to another person. A place where many of us succeed. At least according to Voltaire, who said, “Marriage is the only adventure open to the cowardly.”

“Dr. Campbell?”

I said to her, “Sure, I’ll do it.”

“Oh, I’m so glad,” she said. “They really were right about you.”

“How young and how enthusiastic?” persisted my wife, who a few years ago showed up on Easter morning in a head-to-toe fuzzy bunny outfit and hopped all over the house, one step ahead of the children, hiding Easter eggs.
"Look," I said, "where would we be if the Hillarys of the world, the risk-takers, had said to themselves, 'No, I'm not going to do that. It's foolish and impractical and, anyway, I'm too old'?

"Oh, I get it," she said. "When they ask you, 'Dr. Campbell, why do you jump out of cakes?' you are going to say . . ."

And we both collapsed in hilarity as we recited in sonorous, unison tones, "BECAUSE THEY ARE THERE."

But only once.
One Hundred Punch Lines

Each year the magazine *Better Homes and Gardens* publishes an article entitled, “100 Ideas for Under $100.” I usually read that issue, not because I am likely to buy, build, or sew together any of their new projects (Pocket Watch Stand, $2; Table Top Hop Scotch, $5; Tail Gate Desk, $74) but simply because I like being in the presence of 100 new ideas.

While leafing through one of these listings of new ideas and products recently, I was once again reminded of the similarity between the psychological dynamics of creativity and humor. Some new ideas are so good that they produce an aha! response that is, at its weakest, a chuckle or, at its strongest, a hearty laugh.

The latter was vividly demonstrated last week for me by an ad in *The Wall Street Journal* for a new beverage can. This can has a sleeve around it containing some sort of CO$_2$ mechanism which, when activated by opening the can, chills the contents within fifteen seconds. I read that and laughed out loud with amazement. A self-chilling can: Why didn’t I think of that?

Thinking along this vein, I decided to make this column into a listing of 100 Great Ideas, hoping for 100 hearty laughs from each reader. One hundred ideas of the self-cooling-beverage-can class ought to leave an audience in stitches.

Regrettably, I did not get far with that plan; do you know how tough it is to come up with just one Great Idea?

Cowled by my failure, I decided to aim lower, and simply aspired to create one hundred chuckles, using humor instead of raw creativity. However, with brevity being the soul of wit, and editorial restrictions being what they are, all I have room for is punch lines.

Consequently, following are one hundred punch lines. Because many of them have been around long enough to be universally familiar—a really Great New Joke may be as difficult to come up with as a really Great New Idea—you should be quickly entertained simply by reading the punch line and then reminiscing about the entire joke or story.

In this form, this listing also becomes a “Test of Humor Awareness.”

One index of how much time you spend in and around joke-ling is the number of these lines that are sufficiently familiar
to you to create a chuckle. If you are into self-testing, circle the number of each line that you recognize, count them up and see how you do.

1. “There has got to be a pony in here somewhere.”
2. “Oh, that’s George. He never could tell a joke.”
3. “A drink named Irving?”
4. “He ran over me fifteen minutes ago.”
5. “No, but that’s the way I made Colonel.”
7. “Shoot me first: I can’t stand to hear another lecture on Japanese management.”
8. “That’s God. He likes to play Doctor every now and then.”
9. “Patio furniture.”
10. “Poor Spellers of the World—UNTIE.”
11. “They’re more plentiful, they don’t learn from experience, and the students don’t get so attached to them.”
12. “Pilgrims.”
13. “A stick.”
14. “Right where you left him.”
15. “I am leaving you with Great Reluctance.”
16. “Actually, officer, I was looking for my lantern.”
17. “He was looking for love in all the wrong places.”
18. “Bo Derek aging.”
19. “Second grade.”
20. “No, but it will make the six months seem like forever.”
22. “Wanna buy a toothbrush?”
23. “I am, too. Let’s get off and have a drink.”
24. “A six-pack and a Polish sausage.”
25. “I jish thou she wass English.”
26. “You go buy yourself a gun. You’re going to kill someone with that two-by-four.”
27. “I just won him in a raffle.”
28. “I did, boss, and they really enjoyed it. Today we’re going to the art museum.”
29. “My, what a lovely finish.”
30. “They didn’t last year.”
31. “Redundant.”
32. “Trendy.”
33. “Stand two shovels up against the wall and tell him to take his pick.”
34. “We get Popes up here all the time, but that’s the first lawyer we’ve ever seen.”
35. “Therish better light over here.”
36. “Neither has she.”
37. “Okay, but we’re almost out of arrows.”
38. “A dead school bus.”
39. “I don’t know. I never looked.”
40. “I just don’t want to be there when it happens.”
41. “It’s when the mashed potatoes melt the jello and it runs over and makes the bottom of the hot roll soggy.”
42. “Decomposing.”
43. “There are some things not even a hog will touch.”
44. “A bowling ball for people who like to make decisions.”
45. “I don’t know his name, but his face rings a bell.”
46. “My God, I’m walled in.”
47. “No sir, the men ride the camel into the village to meet the local girls.”
48. “That’s not it. My ear had a pencil behind it.”
49. “I’m nearing my clothes.”
50. “Where did you get that lousy haircut?”
51. “Rats. That’s what I had for lunch.”
52. “He sure keeps everybody on the sidelines alert.”
53. “You know: January, February, March . . .”
54. “He wouldn’t eat his mushrooms.”
55. “Well, tell him I can’t see him right now.”
56. “I can’t remember.”
57. “Okay, okay, it’s your deer. Just let me get my saddle off of it.”
58. “You are going through a bad smell.”
59. “This is the stone.”
60. “I haven’t been doing anything and I’m going to quit.”
61. “I thought it was supposed to be perpendicular.”
62. “Oh my, does that show up on that dial too?”
63. “His clock is in Saint Peter’s office, being used for a fan.”
64. “I did. She allowed for it.”
65. “Oh, they fired her too.”
66. “But it sure as hell isn’t those biscuits.”
67. “What did you say your name was?”
68. "When their lips stop moving, you know it is time to go on to the next slide."
69. "A theological doctrine holding that if California falls into the ocean, it is Saint Andreas' fault."
70. "My God! I'm pregnant. I wonder who did it?"
71. "Sweetheart, your name never came up."
72. "Perverted is when you use the whole chicken."
73. "All the rest are crustaceans."
74. "He couldn't decide if he was simply divine or just gorgeous."
75. "My father would have been amused, and my mother would have believed it."
76. "Wind it up and it takes Ken and Barbie hostage."
77. "I'm at the corner of WALK and DON'T WALK."
78. "A frog with a machine gun."
79. "Well, lemme a talka to Tonto."
80. "If you ever want to see your mother again . . ."
81. "I don't know, either. I was sitting quietly inside this refrigerator, smoking a cigar, when all of a sudden, BAM!"
82. "I always carry a bullet in my breast pocket in case anyone ever throws a Bible at me."
83. "Till his mother hollered 'STOP.'"
84. "The Swiss are in charge of the orgies."
85. "The cheerleaders kept grazing at halftime."
86. "... then go home without changing either one."
87. "Why don't they just put him in the slow group?"
88. "Two, but don't ask me how they got in there."
89. "Both of them."
90. "Shredded tweet."
91. "... the only state in the Union where there is still a market for gray food coloring."
92. "A pig that good, you don't eat all at once."
93. "NO. Do you know anything about gas stoves?"
94. "I'll name the other one Hose B."
95. "Chicken teriyaki."
96. "Knowledge."
97. "Eight. One to change the bulb and the other seven to sit around and talk about how good the old one was."
98. "What about us grils?"
99. "You've got to keep the worms warm."
100. "Turned green with envy."
One characteristic of humor is that the element of surprise is crucial. If you read one of these lines and don’t recognize it, and then ask a friend to explain it to you, the joke will fall flat. In this sense, I may have just killed off up to one hundred unfamiliar jokes for you.

A second characteristic is the frequently experienced difficulty in remembering jokes, which probably comes from the surprise element. Because the punch line is a novelty, there are no familiar connections to hang the rest of the joke on.

This feature of humor has frequently frustrated me because when I hear a new story, I often jot down only the punch line. Over the years, I have accumulated a list of punch lines for which I can no longer remember the joke, such as “And the cricket said ‘click, click.’” I remember that that joke was especially funny but, alas, I can no longer remember the body of it.

Another unidentified punch line is simply, “3:30.”
Experience: The New Management Fad

As every good consultant knows, management training goes in fads. Over the last thirty years we have had “The Managerial Grid,” “Sensitivity Training,” “Situational Leadership,” “Brain-storming,” “Management by Objectives (MBO),” “est,” “Assessment Centers,” “Lateral Thinking,” “Outward Bound,” “Theory X/ Theory Y,” the “One-minute Manager,” and any number of other themes that have momentarily caught the attention of people responsible for the classroom training of managers.

Only cynics, of which I am not one, would say that these have all been useless fluff. Although fads do come and go, kernels of useful knowledge are usually winnowed out from each. Sometimes this new knowledge proves so useful that it is adopted widely, essentially becoming part of the management culture itself. Brainstorming, for example, introduced by Alex Osborn in the fifties and a favorite workshop topic of the sixties and seventies, is now a standard part of most individual and organizational problem-solving repertoires. “Let’s have lunch next week and brainstorm about the scheduling problem” is a completely normal-sounding sentence in almost any institution today, more than thirty years after Osborn suggested the concept.

One of the most visible current fads in management training is “EXCELLENCE,” a movement created single-handedly by Tom Peters, first with his book, then with his follow-on newspaper column, speeches, and a week-long management seminar. From shop floor to board room, his jargon permeates current organizational conversations. Managers now know that they should be out MBWA-ing (Managing By Wandering Around), and many an executive knows the definition of “skunkworks”—a node of unjustified, unfunded, illicit activities which sometimes produces the next technological breakthrough—and feels uncomfortable if there isn’t one lurking around somewhere on his turf. (Organizational theorists are now grappling with whether skunkworks can be formalized. If they are recognized and funded, will they still be autonomous and creative?)

Wherever EXCELLENCE goes from here—and Peters’ $20,000 speaking fee suggests that the momentum has not yet run out—it will undoubtedly leave behind a residue of concepts that will serve us well, such as listening to customers, sticking to what one does best, and allowing some slack for innovation.
Now, the intriguing question is: what will be the next fad? I have a candidate, but I have not yet quite figured out how to package it in a way that will create satisfyingly large tax problems for me. My candidate is "EXPERIENCE," with some suitable subtitle such as "How to Get It, Use It, Keep It, Give It Away, and Avoid Suffocation." Partially because I am aging, I suppose, but also because I see the value of experience cropping up all over the place—in my personal life, in the media, in anecdotal discussions with executives and other industrial psychologists, and in formal research projects—I have come to believe that EXPERIENCE is a topic worth studying, writing about, and teaching.

Examples of the pervasiveness of the EXPERIENCE concept are easy to cite because anyone with any organizational background can recognize many relevant applications immediately. A common one has to do with the selection of an outsider to come on board to serve some specific purpose:

We need somebody who knows their way around Washington, especially the Funny Fort on the Potomac. (from a board of directors meeting)

We need someone who has an in with the unions. (from a community fund committee session)

We need someone who knows the VAX, SAS, and OMR. (from a social science research panel)

We need someone who can call CEOs and get through to the Chief himself. (from a group trying to organize CEOs for political clout)

In short, what is needed is someone with EXPERIENCE.

The interesting follow-on question here is, "Exactly what does it mean ‘to have experience’?" Or said differently, what are the differences between an experienced person and an inexperienced one? Or, still further, how can you systematically describe experience? Like pornography, everyone can recognize experience when they see it, but coming up with a publicly verifiable definition is difficult.

Without knowing exactly how to define it, I have concluded there are at least four important components of experience. The
Experience: The New Management Fad

first is simply learning the business, whatever it is, which frequently means learning the relevant vocabulary, the jargon of the setting. I am in a different institution this year, serving as a visiting professor at the Air Force Academy, and I am constantly grappling with a new vocabulary, especially the strange acronyms and abbreviations. AWOL and ROTC are ones I can handle, but when AOC, OPR, OTF, TDY, PCS, SAMI, and WUBA come at me, several to a sentence, I have trouble following the conversation and definitely appear inexperienced.

Another example occurred recently when I helped my graduate-student son buy a condo. When we went to the bank to see about financing, we were bombarded with abbreviated terms like ARM, GEM, APR, and PTI. None of those things are particularly complicated, but until we learned the lingo, we felt at sea.

The second component of experience involves the collection of contacts; we are talking here about a (to use a word so overworked it makes me nauseous) network. Experienced people know a lot of other people who can make things happen. Inexperienced people are captive to a small set of acquaintances. Examples of the power of personal contacts can be seen daily in the news, from international episodes such as the Camp David accords, which were helped along immensely by the personal warmth and friendship between Carter, Begin, and Sadat, to decisions made by local councils on issues as mundane as garbage collection and stop-sign locations.

A vivid example of the power of personal contact happened this fall at the University of Nebraska. Nebraska, with its powerhouse eighth-ranked football team, was scheduled to open the season against thirteenth-ranked Florida State, but at the last minute the NCAA suspended sixty Nebraska football players for inappropriately using their complimentary tickets. For a few days it appeared that Nebraska would have to forfeit its first game, losing its visibility in the rankings and its chance for a national title. At the last hour the suspension was lifted long enough for the game to be played.

How did that happen?

According to the Dallas Morning News, "In what appears to be a compromise, primarily engineered by Nebraska athletic director Bob Devaney and NCAA executive director Walter Byers, the NCAA granted Nebraska a stay until Tuesday... Unusual was the direct involvement of Byer. [who] normally
does not participate in individual cases. But when Devan's long-time friend, called him Thursday morning, Byers became involved."

Recognize, however, that it is not simply whom you know. It is what whom you know knows about you. Acquaintanceship is not enough: Loyalty, respect, trust, and shared values are also important.

The third component of experience has to do with institutional or professional socialization; that is, learning the rules of the game.

Newly elected members of Congress have for years been told, "To get along, go along." Most other institutional settings have their list of rules, explicit and implicit, frequently called "ethics," which the newcomer must absorb before really being considered "experienced."

The fourth component of experience is a catch-all category which I call "Cause and Effect" and includes a grab bag of Murphy's Laws. Every occupation has its own set of axioms, which have to be learned painfully, one at a time. Examples include the computer science guideline, "Manpower added to a late software project will make it later," and one from the financial services arena, "The trouble is not that the stock market is driven by mathematical factors or that it is driven by non-mathematical factors but that it is driven by nearly mathematical factors," and a generic one, "Experience isn't worth what it costs, but I can't seem to get it any cheaper."
Both Ronald Reagan And I Are Growing Older

I have been musing about the impact of aging individuals on organizations, stimulated partially by President Reagan's troubles in reporting when he okayed the decision to sell missiles to Iran ("I simply don't remember... period"), partially by some recent discussions I have been privy to about whether there should be a maximum age limit for membership on a board of directors, partially by a visit to my ninety-three-year-old uncle who hasn't recognized me in years, but mostly because I can't seem to win any squash matches lately.

I am spending this year as a Distinguished Visiting Professor at the Air Force Academy, an institution with unparalleled athletic facilities—including eighteen squash courts—and for the first time in fourteen years, I am playing squash a couple of times each week. I have always played in the upper part of the "A" ladder, and I prefer to continue to do so. The trouble is that, even after the rust came off my game, I can't beat anybody.

One explanation is that I am not good enough, but I reject that possibility. For years I have been good enough. Why not now?

Another possible explanation is the altitude. The academy is 7,000 feet above sea level, and oxygen is spare here. My opponents, regular Air Force officers, are like squash opponents everywhere—dogged, driving, fierce competitors on the courts; warm, friendly, diplomatic gentlemen afterwards—and they often use this altitude excuse to protect my ego. After soundly drubbing me on the court—leaving me panting, feeling old, achy, and whipped—on the way back to the locker room they usually say something like, "You were sharper today, sir, at least for the first few games; then I think the altitude got to you."

They are almost sweet in their determination to keep me from feeling inadequate, and the "altitude" explanation does hold water... for about two weeks. But I have been here seven months now.

The most likely explanation is simply age. At fifty-three, I am always giving away at least five years, sometimes twenty. Because of the liberal military retirement policies there are no fifty-year-olds around here, and I am an elder—a creaky, short-winded, dull-reflexed, slow-to-recover period piece, not yet quite an antique.
I do not like this role one bit, but it is highly unlikely that anyone is ever going to call my attention to it. Even these aggressive, competitive types are going to allow me to continue the fiction that I am as good as I once used to be. “When you get used to the altitude, sir, you’re going to be a tiger.”

I see quite a bit of similarity between my self-assessed skill level, the altitude alibi, and the President’s memory problems. Some of his apologists have attempted to deflect criticism by suggesting that details such as missile sales to Iran are trivial. “After all,” they say, “do you remember what you were doing on a specific day in August 1986?”

To demonstrate the ridiculousness of this explanation, let us develop a more personal scenario. Assume that you live down the block from a wild-eyed, emotionally volatile, dangerous psychopath, someone with a reputation for beating up his kids and for capturing and tormenting the neighborhood pets, sometimes even on TV. He gets into lots of public fist fights. After he kicked your dog around once, you spoke harshly to him, and he now hates you, has in fact thrown garbage on your yard.

Now suppose your spouse comes home one day and says, “Dear, let’s sell your hunting rifle to that wacko’s kids, just to start a dialogue. They want one, and perhaps if they had a gun in the house, he would be easier to deal with.”

The question here is not whether you would agree to sell your rifle to his kids—there might even be a rational reason to believe that, if armed, they could help keep the old man in check—but whether you could remember this dramatic decision five months later, whatever you agreed to do.

I suggest that the decision to sell millions of dollars worth of missiles to one of our most virulent enemies is hardly similar to remembering what you were doing on some randomly selected day several months ago. The “trivial detail” argument holds no more water for explaining the President’s memory lapse than the “altitude” explanation does for my miserable won-lost record.

The most likely explanation for the President’s confusion is that he is old and his memory is feeble, but just as my squash opponents are not going to batter me with the truth (“Sir, you are simply too old for this league. Have you ever thought of moving down to the “B” ladder?”), neither are the President’s staff and associates going to suggest that senility may be the most parsimonious explanation for the Iran scandal and that he should find...
a slower league to play in ("Mr. President, have you ever thought of, well, resigning and leaving this game to younger people?").

They are not going to say that to him for a variety of reasons. One of the main ones is, and I have learned this fact through long experience, no one is ever willing to confront someone in power with the age issue.

My own belief is that people ought to get out of line positions before they are sixty, and out of staff or policy-making positions before they are sixty-five. Both of those limits may be a couple of years too young, but the problem with the age delusion, such as the one that I am now having with my squash game, is that you never notice the deterioration today, and you probably won't notice it tomorrow either, but when you do catch on the damage will have been done yesterday.

The elderly in power do have four definite strengths: First, they have a personal sense of history, mostly because they have lived through so much of it. When historical context is important, they are indispensable. Second, during long careers, they have created many innovative solutions to a diverse set of problems. When current problems are solvable using solutions they have seen before, senior people can be very effective. Third, they know a lot of people. When contacts are needed, they can make the phone calls. Fourth, their glandular slowdowns keep them calmer under stress, less acrimonious. When calm, reasoned, dispassionate discourse is helpful or indeed essential, a well-aged participant can be a virtue. (Not the least of the reasons for including this paragraph about the strengths of the elderly is that when a copy of this column is thrown into my lap seven years from now with the suggestion that I move down to the "C" ladder, I will have some arguments for holding on.)

But when decisive actions are necessary, along with the energy for putting the decisiveness in place; when new ideas are crucial, especially ideas that break with the past; when facile intellectual work is needed and synapses cannot be loggy with age; when understanding a new order in the relevant universe is demanded and notes on tattered 3-by-5 cards won't substitute for computer data banks, we need to find kind but firm ways to gently ease out the J. Edgar Hoovers, Hyman Rickovers, Claude Peppers, and Ronald Reagans of the world.

It won't be easy. Once we are there, we all love the "A" ladders.
Pink and Blue Test Forms: 
The Single Greatest PR Mistake in the History of Psychological Testing

While walking through O'Hare Airport recently, I noticed a young couple with two babies—probably twins—one decked out in blue, the other in pink, presumably color-coded. Although the mother did not wear saddle shoes and the father did not sport a crew cut, in many other respects the whole montage could have stepped right out of the 1950s, especially given the emphasis on sexual identity—boys in blue, girls in pink.

The scene reminded me of a mistake that I made many years ago that led to the biggest single public relations goof in the history of psychological testing, a mistake that centered around pink and blue.

In the fall of 1958, when I entered graduate school at the University of Minnesota, I was hired to do some data-processing work for Professor E. K. Strong, Jr., of Stanford University. Though he had been retired for ten years, he was still actively working on his psychological test, the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, and was in fact revising it for the first time in twenty years. To do this, his archival data base was being computerized. Since I was one of the few graduate students in the fifties who had had any computer experience, I found myself with a nice job, supported in part by a National Science Foundation Fellowship.

At that point in history, there were two versions of Strong's inventory, a Form for Men and a Form for Women. Although they were sixty percent identical, where they differed the emphasis was on traditional sex roles: Men were queried about their mechanical and outdoor interests, women about children and office work.

Between 1958 and 1965, a lot happened: Strong continued with his research but at a gradually slowing pace as he became ill and then passed away (in 1963); in 1960 I finished my Ph.D. and joined the Minnesota faculty, continuing to work on the revision; in 1962, just before his death, Strong transferred all of his research materials from Stanford to Minnesota, a treasure trove of twenty-two filing cabinets of completed interest inventories (including data from such luminaries as H. L. Mencken, Marjorie Rawlings, Count Basie, and Arthur Fiedler); in 1963 the University of Minnesota awarded me tenure, established the
Center for Interest Measurement Research, and appointed me director.

Two years later, in 1965, the revision of the Men's Form was finished, and I flew to California to go over the last details with the publisher, Stanford University Press. I had many questions to be resolved: scoring details, distribution issues, and more mundane topics such as type face and color of the paper to be used.

At the press, a technical editor and I sat down at a large table in a conference room with the manuscript spread around. We began working through the list of questions. When we came to the issue of paper color, he picked up the phone and asked the supervisor of the printing room to bring in some samples. The supervisor arrived shortly, spread out eight or ten color chips on the table, and said, "These are what we have in stock. We can get others but it will take several weeks."

We were already behind schedule and wanted no more delays. We knew we were going to pick one of those colors lying on the table.

Anyone who has ever worked with psychological tests knows that it is highly desirable to have different forms of the tests color-coded, just to keep them straight. The first thing that we did was to eliminate all of the colors that had been used for earlier versions. That left, as I recall, about four color chips: a pleasant blue, a drab brown, a dull gray, and a pale pink.

The choice was easy. We went with the blue.

The next year, 1966, the revised version of the Men's Form was published, printed on the pleasant blue paper. It was rapidly adopted, and within a year had replaced ninety percent of the earlier (1938, yellow) edition.

Nobody said a word about the color.

Back at Minnesota, we decided that we next needed to tackle the Women's Form, initially published in 1933, slightly revised in 1946, and badly out-dated. Because we had already done the men's revision, we knew more about what we were doing and progress came much faster. The computer programs were already written, the analytic problems had been solved, and we pushed the women's revision through in three years. Because we had the benefit of experience, we produced a superior product, compared to the Men's Form. The new questions for the Women's Form were better selected, the scoring scales were longer and
thus more reliable, and the separation between occupational samples was larger, producing more accuracy.

I was very proud of the improvements.

Once again, in 1968, preparing for publication, I flew to California, once again with questions in hand. Once again I sat down at the same conference table with the same editor, and once again he called the same print-room supervisor who came in with much the same collection of color chips. When the elimination was over this time, again if memory serves me right, we were left with drab brown, a dull gray, a light green, and a pale pink.

We looked at each other and grinned.

"Do we dare?"

"Why not? After all, the purpose is color-coding."

Today, in conventional, corporate gray 1987, it is hard to remember just how colorful and experimental the 1960s were. Whimsy was possible, or so I thought, and color was in. Indeed, although I don't recall specifically, it is highly likely that I made that decision while wearing a print shirt, a loud tie, and plaid slacks.

Thus, in that relaxed, spontaneous manner, one of the most controversial psychological test issues of all time was spawned, because we chose to print the Women's Form on pink paper.

Before it died, some three hundred thousand pink Women's Forms were distributed, and they really created a ruckus. I was considered, by almost any index you wish, the most chauvinistic psychologist in America. I received angry letters and abusive phone calls. I was chastised in class by students. The Wayne State University Faculty Senate passed a resolution condemning the inventory. I was questioned vigorously by a cluster of women's groups, including the President's Commission on the Equal Status for Women. The American Personnel and Guidance Association sent an official task force of psychologists to investigate me. Doonesbury focused on it when Jeanie Causus was handed a pink form on her first day in law school (the men got blue), and dozens of feminist teachers and professors waved the blue and pink booklets in faculty meetings, conventions, and colloquia, insisting, "See what they are doing to us, pigeon-holing us in the same old sexual stereotypes—secretaries, nurses, and teachers!" (The profile also included results for women doctors, lawyers, and engineers, but that got lost in the static.)
It took about a year to catch on that we had unknowingly created an unnecessary hassle, and we switched to green paper in a belated attempt to demonstrate some gender empathy.

The change in paper color did not still the clamor for change, however. The Women's Movement demanded that the separate forms for each sex be eliminated, and that a single version of the test be used for both sexes.

So I began the third revision, and, in 1974, the biggest change in the history of the oldest, most widely used career counseling inventory in the world was published. The Men's and Women's Forms were combined into a single test booklet, all sexually suspect questions were removed (e.g., "Do you like to go to stag parties?" "Would you like to be a cheerleader?"), the scoring methodology was substantially changed, the computerized output was expanded, the name was changed to the Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory, and—because we had learned from sitting on one hot stove lid—it was printed in a sociologically neutral color: purple.

This entire pink-and-blue episode, in which many people can see elements of whimsy, taught me a serious lesson. Acts of discrimination can be grouped into two classes: The first is actual discrimination, which includes acts that deny some category of people their rights such as full access to high-level jobs, equal pay, or the right to sit at lunch counters simply on the basis of some demographic characteristic. Such discrimination demonstrably produces damage to those affected and is usually illegal. People who perpetrate such acts, although perhaps arguing strenuously for some philosophic basis supporting their actions, can usually see the impact they are having—e.g., "Yes, there are too few women in the executive suite, but that's because they are too emotional or get pregnant, or whatever." These arguments can often be countered by hard facts and legal action.

The second class of discrimination is perceived discrimination and usually includes more abstract, symbolic acts, such as using sexist or racist terms, ill-advised humor, or, as in the pink-and-blue adventure, offensive symbolism. These biased actions, I now understand, are harder to counter and eradicate, partially because the perpetrators of such acts are often woefully unaware that they are doing anyone any harm, as indeed I was. In 1968 it
never occurred to me that the selection of colors for a psychological inventory would disturb anyone.

I learned that the perception of discrimination can depend solely on the perception of the recipient and can be totally independent of the motives of the actor. This increased sensitivity was, for me, a valuable personal lesson.

Which brings me back to my initial observation of the children in O'Hare Airport. Because symbolism often reflects social change, and because social change pendulums do swing, we are likely seeing a swing back to more conventional values represented by short hair, close dancing, thank you notes, and, perhaps, color-coded kids. Surely, however, we are more sophisticated now and will not use those symbols so glibly in a way that results in perceived discrimination. This is real progress.
A Passionate Corrections Officer
With Sparkling Eyes

Oh, I love enthusiasts. When their eyes sparkle as they talk, their particular passion hardly matters. I'm interested. Consequently, my attractive luncheon companion easily held my attention with her blend of excitement and knowledgeable observations of what might be viewed as the black hole of leadership—the justice system. “This,” I said to myself, “is a corrections officer?”

A little background: In 1973 I left the University of Minnesota and came to work for the Center. In the subsequent years I have had almost daily contact with a wide range of people, most of them sharing the common theme of wanting their organizations to be more imaginative and better led.

Early on, I noticed that the majority of our clients tended to come from organizations that, in a relative sense, need us least. They came from well-managed corporations like GE, IBM, Procter & Gamble, and Richardson-Vicks; from governmental agencies like the GAO, IRS, and the Secret Service; and from the General Officer ranks of the U.S. Army. Whatever your opinion of any one of those organizations, I can tell you that—as large organizations go—collectively they are more sensitive to leadership-development issues than most other organizations. The presence of their employees in our high-priced, intensive seminars attests to that.

I also noticed, back in the 1970s, that there were some obvious gaps in the array of organizations that were working with us. For example, there was no one from either the hospitals or railroads, two categories of organizations that to the outsider looked poorly managed. I took this as one sign that these organizations were stodgy and outmoded, trapped in their earlier cultures not interested in exploring current offerings in leadership thinking. In those two cases, however, some interesting changes have occurred in the 1980s. As competition and change have caught up with them, some of the more forward-looking representatives from both hospitals and railroads now show up in Greensboro or Colorado Springs at our leadership-training programs.

I also noticed that a third category—the prison systems—was never represented in our programs and, while all I know is
what I read in the newspapers, that appears to be another group with management problems. With one exception, among the hundreds of people I meet each year at the Center there was never a single corrections official. The single exception was an interesting case. Someone from the Federal Bureau of Prisons came to a CCL Visitors' Day once, took me aside, and said, "One of the problems in prisons is that informal leaders emerge among the inmates. They develop their own power base and then challenge our formal authority. Do you have any ideas about how to keep leadership from happening among convict groups?" He was an imaginative thinker, and we briefly discussed the implications of squashing leadership in prison populations, reaching no resolutions.

In this context I was particularly fascinated by what my luncheon friend was telling me. Her name is Cay Shea, she is from Minneapolis, and she is the Director of the Program for Serious Juvenile Offenders in Hennepin County. She is responsible for the rehabilitation of about twenty-four kids at any one time: all male, ages thirteen to eighteen, about fifty percent white, thirty to forty percent black, and ten to twenty percent Indian. Their average stay with her is about six months.

"What does it take," I asked, "to be a 'serious' juvenile offender? Car theft?"

"Oh, no," she laughed. "That's mild. To be sent to our Cottage, you'd have to steal a whole lot of cars, or perhaps lead police on a high-speed chase. Typical infractions would be assault or aggravated burglary, really serious crimes."

"What do you try to do with them?"

"I teach these teenage renegades to think right!"

It was her enthusiastic blend of (1) street-savvy language, (2) a solid educational background (B.A. in political science, M.A. in human development), and (3) comfort in the setting ("My father was a mayor. I grew up around police officers, lawyers, and judges") that made her so credible.

"The basis for our approach," she said, "comes from the research on what causes crime. Although no one cause has been identified, one similar finding running through many studies of criminals is that they are guilty of what we call 'errors in thinking.'"  

"Such as?"
“One example is called ‘The Victim Stance.’ A kid gets into trouble in the classroom, and instead of saying ‘I did something wrong,’ he says, ‘The teacher was outrageous in what she expected’ or ‘Some other kid started it.’ They don’t accept any responsibility for the problem. They see themselves as the victim.”

“How do you change that?”

“We teach them to think differently, and that takes a lot of work. Basically, each kid in my Cottage is rated every day by every staff member on sixteen errors in thinking. Each offender also keeps a journal where we teach them to write down their thoughts, and then analyze them. Each day they must log at least three incidents, and for each they must list, first, a brief description of the incident and what they were thinking at the time (for example, ‘I was in the gym and another guy bumped me and I thought, “you did that on purpose, try it again and I’ll cold-cock you.”’) and, second, their errors in thinking.”

Here she paused for emphasis. “We absolutely insist that they think about what they are thinking. Some kid will tell me about breaking into a store to steal a knife or some drugs and I’ll ask him why he did it. He’ll say, ‘I dunno, I just did it,’ and I’ll pin him right to the wall, ‘Hey c’mon, a lot of thinking went into that. Tell me about it.’ They all think they’re just impulsive, but a lot of thinking goes into what they do, and we want them to begin to realize that.

“Back to their journals. Third, we want them to generalize from each incident, and especially to see some patterns. Most of them are ‘now’ thinkers, very concrete about what is happening today, and they haven’t seen the themes in their behaviors. By logging these behaviors over several weeks, some of them start saying, ‘Hey, I’ve been doing this stuff since junior high.’ And of course we try to get them to see the future implication, which basically is, ‘If you don’t change the way you are thinking, you’re either going to wind up in jail forever, or dead.’”

She hesitated. “Unfortunately, we have plenty of powerful examples to show them. This year,” she was very pensive now, “I have gone to funerals for two of my kids who were killed in fights.

“Anyway, back again to their journals: Fourth, they have to suggest some corrective alternative. ‘What could I have done differently?’
"A staff member reads their journals every day and grades them. Their journal grade is combined with the daily ratings from the staff on their 'thinking errors,' and if they do everything well, they 'pass' the day. For every three days they pass, they get one day off their sentence. That's powerful motivation," and she added, with obvious pride in her co-workers, "and of course this whole system works because we have a strong, alert, dedicated staff."

She went on to describe the many other ways she works with her kids, including contact with the parents. "If I can't get the parents on my side, I might as well hang it up." She said the average parent wants to be helpful but almost invariably has little awareness of how much trouble their child is in. "These 'have conned everyone around them . . ." A slight hesitation for effect, "until they met me. I let them know early on that I'm tough but fair, and I expect them to change. Then we show them how."

At another meeting recently I heard a federal executive say, "I don't know why, but all of the interesting stuff seems to start in Minnesota." Add Cay Shea and her Cottage kids to that list. Maybe we are starting to learn how to apply some powerful psychological methods for change in the justice system.
Affirmative Action Poker

During the 1986-87 academic year I was a Distinguished Visiting Professor at the U.S. Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs. It was an invigorating year, filled with new experiences. Because I was given the formal rank of a two-star General, all of the perks were right, including the important ones—an office with a spectacular mountain view, convenient underground parking, and football seats on the 45-yard line.

Contacts with individual faculty members and cadets were by far the best part of the year. I made some quick and close friendships, some of which will surely be enduring.

The cadets in particular were considerably more likable than I had anticipated. I had expected a lot of Top Gun, Rambo types in this military academy. Although there were certainly some of those around, the average cadet is much more . . . well, enthusiastically wholesome is one phrase that comes to mind. The cadets are mostly bright, energetic ex-high school achievers; eleven percent of the males and twenty percent of the females graduated in the top one percent of their high school classes. Over half of them held some important high school leadership position, such as student body president, athletic team captain, or newspaper editor.

Because of the constrained military environment of the academy, however, with its strong emphasis on orderliness, discipline, and duty, the average cadet seems more naive and less worldly than his or her counterpart in a comparable civilian university. Cadets are, for example, in a situation where “the system” dictates many of their choices for them, and thus their span of decision-making control is narrower than that of the typical college student. No cadet ever gets up in the morning wondering what to wear, where to have lunch, or whether to cut class. Those decisions are locked in.

The payoffs, however, are substantial: a superb free education, the opportunity to fly, daily access to what may be the best athletic facilities in the world, a guaranteed career, and, not a trivial issue for many of them, the opportunity to serve a protective role for a free society. The cadets sum up both the good and the bad with their conclusion that “you get a million-dollar education at the academy, shoved up your rear end a nickel at a time.”
Little Awareness

The lack of experience among the cadets showed up in a specific way in a senior-level course that I taught in industrial psychology. When we reached the section dealing with EEOC issues and affirmative action, I became aware that these kids had essentially no appreciation of the searing, gut-wrenching clashes our society went through in the sixties and seventies over racial and sexual equality. All of them had been born several years after JFK was assassinated. Topics like civil rights marches and bra burnings ranked right up there in their historical awareness with WWII and Daniel Webster.

The class consisted of six white males, two black males, and two white females. Although this demographic mixture assured some variability in viewpoint, their disagreements lacked the passions of the sixties. In particular, they seemed to feel that goodwill and "the system" could cure any inequity without the necessity for personal pain or confrontational anger.

I decided to run a simulation. One day I announced, "Today we are going to play Affirmative Action Poker. Here are the rules: (1) Only white males can play. (2) Each player gets fifty M&Ms for a stake; when these are gone, you are out. (3) There is an up-front ante of five M&Ms per hand. (4) There is a table stakes limit. (5) To save time, only five card stud will be played. (6) The women and minorities can only sit and watch."

We pulled some classroom desks together into the semblance of a poker table. I distributed the M&Ms, and the cards were dealt. The six "good ol' boys" thrived on it and played with gusto. One cadet especially enjoyed it because he was dealt good cards and played them cannily. His nickname was Ace, which was exceedingly appropriate for my purposes. He was captain of the cheerleading squad, a good student, and one of those physical marvels who preceded the football team onto the field with a long series of successive back flips and handsprings.

After a few hands, Ace had accumulated a majority of the M&Ms. A couple of the other players had to drop out because they lost their stake. At this point I said, "Okay, now we're going to change the rules. The women and blacks can join the game."

They moved up to the table, and I gave them each twenty-five M&Ms, in contrast to the fifty that I had given each white male.

The women and blacks complained, of course, to which I airily replied, "At least I'm letting you join the game and giving..."
you some stake to start with. I can't change history all at once, you know. Go ahead and deal the cards."

**Heavy Bettor**

A couple more hands were played, and two things became obvious: First, because of his skill and large winnings, which allowed him to bet heavily, Ace was going to clean everybody out. Second, Sue, who was as close to an outspoken feminist as we had, did not know how to play poker very well; in fact, not at all.

I told her, "Sue, you need a consultant." I turned to one of the white males who was sitting on the sidelines because he had lost his stake and said, "You can't seem to manage your money very well. C'mon over here and we'll make you a consultant to the women." (To make the simulation more potent, I dramatically hammed it up. I suppose I should feel sheepish about how easy it was to be chauvinistic.)

More hands were dealt and the pile in front of Ace grew bigger and bigger, so much so that he was occasionally popping M&Ms into his mouth, chewing with glee. Other players, including some of the blacks and women, dropped out because they lost their stakes.

"Okay," I said, "time to change the rules again. Now we are going to try quotas. What this means is that you 'protected classes' (pointing to the blacks and women) can continue to play whether you have any stakes to bring to the table or not. You don't have to bet, but if you have the best hand, you still win the pot."

Nobody much liked these arrangements and there was some grumbling, but I said forcefully, "Shut up and deal the cards."

Soon, the game began to break down. No one, not even Ace, knew quite how to bet when there were so many sandbaggers at the table, and the sense of reasonable competition disappeared. Tension rose, and I realized, as an instructor, that unless I did something different, they were going to mutiny.

"Okay," I said, "new rules. Now I am going to constitute this entire group as a state legislature, and give you ten minutes to decide on new laws to govern this game of poker. You can adopt any rules you want to concerning the allocation of the stakes, who gets to play, or what defines winning."
This opportunity energized them, and they plunged headlong into rewriting the rules—only to immediately face the fact that Ace had most of the M&Ms.

"First," said someone, "let's redistribute the M&Ms so that everyone has an equal share."

"Wait a minute," Ace jumped in. "These M&Ms are mine. I won them fair and square. You guys had as many opportunities to win as I did. I earned these M&Ms by the sweat of my brow."

(Ace was also into a bit of drama.)

"Not true," bristled one of the women. "We had a smaller stake than you did to begin with. Now, it is only fair that you share some of your winnings with us."

Ace persisted, "I didn't have anything to do with what your stakes were. I don't make the rules here."

**Taxing Rockefeller**

We were running out of class time so I leaned on them for a quick decision. They jointly decided to commandeer some of Ace's M&Ms, "taxing Rockefeller" as they put it, and with some of his stake redistributed, played a few more hands.

I stopped them with five minutes of class time remaining, and said, "Let's talk about it."

The discussion was animated, with lots of familiar phrases:

"The world isn't fair."

"I didn't make the world."

"People who have a head start should have to help those less fortunate."

"Two wrongs don't make a right, and besides, if you subsidize people, it will make them weak."

"After I have worked hard for something, why should I have to give it to someone else?"

"It is grossly unfair to have to enter the game several laps behind the leaders. How can you ever catch up?"

At one point I turned to Sue and asked, "How did it feel to you, not knowing how to play poker?"

She is a poised, attractive, well-spoken young woman with strong feelings about women's issues. Her eyes flashed as she talked, her words gushing out like the release of a pent-up torrent. "Sir, this game is exactly how it is to be a woman at the academy. You show up here and you are expected to be able to do everything that boys do, whether it is useful or not. I don't play
poker, I've never played poker, I don't care about poker. And there's no way that poker is necessary to be a good Air Force officer. Yet because I don't play poker, I am made to feel silly and insignificant. And worse, as someone who has to have a consultant who can't even handle his own money assigned to her to get her through the day. Sir, it is really degrading and disgusting."

She went on for three or four minutes with one of the most persuasive and appealing extemporaneous statements describing the plight of young women in macho settings that I have ever heard. The class became silent, and I am convinced that no one who heard her eloquence could ever quite look at the academy's EEOC issues in the same way in the future.

Coincidentally, I conducted this class on the Friday before Parent's Weekend, a day that the academy encourages parents to show up and attend their cadet's classes. As a result, two sets of parents were in the classroom during the poker game. One set was white, from Staples, Minnesota, named Anderson; the other was black, from Denver, named Butler.

When I walked into the classroom and saw them there, I thought, "Whoops, what if this experiment goes awry in some way: Will I have some offended parents on my hands?" But it was too late to develop another lesson.

A few days later, during the next class meeting, I asked Anderson, "What did your parents think?" He smiled a pleasant Scandinavian smile and replied, "Sir, they were real interested and impressed. They were surprised that teaching like that would go on at the academy."

"Rhett," I asked, "what did your parents think?" (Rhett is black, about six-feet-four-inches tall and two-hundred and twenty pounds, with an easy, attractive smile.)

"Dr. Campbell," he grinned, "my parents told me, 'Rhett, you pay close attention to what he is teaching you because that's the way the world really works out there.'"

Working through these weird, intense dynamics of the sixties with these youthful, much more placid children of the eighties once again reminded me that the Chinese had it right with their curse, "May you live in interesting times."
Corporate Taboos and Junk Detectors

I had my first exposure to the concept of the "Corporate Taboo Topic" sometime in the fall of 1955. As an eager, new college graduate, I had started work for Procter & Gamble. For my initial assignment, they sent me to one of their hinterland locations—a soap factory in St. Louis—and as a member of first-line management I was being socialized into the P&G culture.

It was not a time of rebellion. Quite the contrary. It was the time of "The Man in the Grey Flannel Suit" and "The Organization Man." Hair was short, shirts were white, and orders from on high were followed slavishly.

Corporate travel was not as common as now, and a visit from Cincinnati (Meccsa) was a special occasion. When a high-ranking executive visited the plant that fall to participate in the annual management dinner, we hung on his every word.

In the question-and-answer session that followed his briefing, my boss, a wonderful guy named Fred, asked a question like, "What is the company doing about the dangerous impact of phosphate detergents on the environment?"

I was not a particularly perceptive young man. Many powerful psychological dynamics floated over my head in those days. But even I could pick up the sense of charged electricity that hit the room, not only because of the question but also because of the flustered way that this top executive replied. He clearly was bothered by the question. He didn't know how to answer, but he managed to transmit very definitely that he didn't think those of us down in the trenches should be worrying about such things. I had a vivid sense of a parent talking to the kids, and the kids cowering. Basically he said, "Look children, we (parents) know what we are doing. Trust us, and don't raise these issues in public."

The next morning, my office-mate commented, "Geez, can you believe Fred would ask a question like that? No wonder his career hasn't gone anywhere! The company knows what it's doing with phosphates, for Pete's sake! I mean, that's what those top guys are paid for."

Fred was somewhat older than the average second-level manager, and he did indeed seem to be stuck. He had been caught in World War II, never made it through college after the war, and thus was not a good candidate for advancement. He
was, however, one of the brightest, best read persons in the company, and he had much broader interests than the rest of us. He also had a strong sense of social concern, which in the fifties was often suspect. I remember thinking to myself, as a docile product of the Eisenhower years, "Boy, I'm never going to screw up like that." I avoided embarrassing questions, I stuck to Ivory soap, and I certainly didn't talk about phosphates.

An Atheist?

A few years earlier, as a high school senior, I was attending an Iowa Regional Methodist Youth Fellowship Conference. During a lull in a discussion on Genesis, I stuck up my hand and asked the presiding minister, "If God created Heaven and Earth, who created God?"

The minister's reaction was much the same as the P&G executive's reaction to phosphates: Somehow it was made clear to us that such concerns were outside of the boundaries of useful discussion, that "someone up there" knew best and was not to be challenged. Afterwards, I was teased by my compatriots: "What are you trying to do, Campbell, be an atheist? God doesn't need to be created." In a rural church in Iowa in the fifties, alternative explanations of Genesis were heresy.

It may seem like a huge conceptual leap, but I have often thought about those two episodes whenever I see an example of a taboo topic, a topic that some culture simply cannot tolerate, no matter how intellectually relevant it might be. Now, thirty years and a couple of psychology degrees later, I am still trying to puzzle out the central issue in such taboos.

Following is a list of some taboos that I have run across recently. I should report up front that I can't see any single dynamic that explains all of them. Most are situationally bound. The only common theme that they may share is that, at least to outsiders, many of them look ridiculous.

A few years ago, I participated in a human resources conference within a tobacco company. The company is a progressive one, with many forward-looking policies and programs, including a corporate wellness program. During the conference, this wellness program was enthusiastically described by the people in charge. They listed its components—weight control, exercise programs, sensible use of alcohol, regular physical exams, an emphasis on seat belts, and so forth—but there was a total lack
of any mention of smoking. In fact, in the back of the room with
the coffee urns was an assortment of free cigarettes. Here, the
topic of cancer was taboo.

In the early 1980s I was a member of a National Academy
of Science commission formed to study the issue of "comparable
worth." According to this concept, people should be paid accord-
ing to some absolute measure of the worth of their job, instead of
by competitive marketplace forces, under the assumption that
women are often paid less than men just because they are
women, not because their work is worth less. It was a volatile
issue. The commission found it impossible to even discuss the
possibility that some women are paid less because they become
mothers and thus interrupt their career paths. In this setting,
pregnancy was taboo.

In a couple of recent sessions with auto manufacturing
executives, I have asked, "Why do American cars have two keys,
when even the most expensive European cars have only one?"
The immediate answer is, "So you can leave your car with a
parking attendant and keep the key to your locked trunk with
you." My response is, (a) I have never done that in my life, and
I'll bet most other people haven't either; (b) my American car is a
large suburban station wagon that doesn't have a trunk; and (c)
even American pickups have two keys. In this setting, efficiency
is taboo.

I spend a fair amount of time these days in military set-
tings. The military is highly concerned with concepts of leader-
ship and our Center is often asked to become involved. A univer-
sal feature of today's military culture, no matter which service, is
short hair. I often ask, "Why? What is this devotion to haircuts?
What evidence is there that hair length has anything to do with
combat readiness?" If I am feeling ornery, I refer to two terrorist
events: a young man killed on a hijacked TWA flight and two
Marines bombed at an outdoor café in Central America. The
press reports suggested the victims were identified as U.S.
military personnel because of their out-of-place white-sidewall
haircuts. Thus, the potential liability is clear. But what are the
advantages? No military leader has ever given me a rational
answer. Usually they shuffle away from the topic as quickly as
possible, treating me as a civilian who couldn't be expected to
know any better, and of course in that reaction, I am reminded of
phosphates.
Even in that cathedral of open ideas, the university, taboos abound. Recently I had occasion to sit in on a recruitment discussion in a situation where some outside funds were potentially available to fund a new position. The position in question was in the Economics Department, and a knowledgeable inside observer said, “Of course, the candidate will have to be a member of the reigning school of economic thought in that particular department. They simply couldn’t tolerate someone who looks at the world through a different prism than the rest of them are using.” We quizzed him and others on that point. There was general agreement that the professors in that department were so insular that they would make life very difficult for anyone who brought fresh ideas to their discipline. Academic priests can’t tolerate much atheism either.

**Junk Detectors**

So, after listing this smorgasbord of taboo topics, what unifying conclusions can we draw? Taboos are universal. They are passionately held. Their specific topics vary greatly from setting to setting. To the insider, they appear obvious, certainly not in need of defense. To an outsider, they often appear frivolous, like sacred cows in India, or stupid, like making six million unnecessary car keys each year.

The dilemma is this: Organizations need to be disciplined, predictable, and responsive to their environments, and taboos frequently grow out of those needs. For example, short hair and neat uniforms in the military provide visible evidence of military discipline. Ignoring such requirements can be organizationally destructive.

Yet slavishly adhering to outmoded behavior can be equally destructive to an organization’s capacity for innovation and forward progress. Finding the balance between valuable traditions and inventive changes is one of the most important tasks of top leadership.

My boss, Center President and CEO Walt Ulmer, a former three-star general, has a great concept which is relevant. He believes that all large organizations need to have “junk detectors,” some way of cleansing themselves of outmoded practices.

Because the taboos I describe are often organizational “junk,” this concept is appealing to me. The challenge for the leader is to determine which of the organization’s traditions are
stabilizing influences to be nurtured and supported and which are meaningless, burdensome, and stupid. The more conservative the organization, the stronger the need for these decisions to be made directly at the top and then forcefully executed.

Fortunately, in this mess of contradictions about taboos and innovations, my own belief systems are acutely accurate, crystal clear, and pristine pure. Others may have to spend energy defending dubious conclusions, but ever since I have learned that space may be curved, with no beginning and no end, thus relieving me from worrying about where it all started, I have dismissed many of the major taboos from my immediate concern by believing that "somebody up there really knows what's going on; let them handle the phosphates."
The CCL Power Eating Plan Diet: If Nobody Sees You Eat It, It Doesn't Count

One of the joys of my current situation is that people often send me examples of office humor—those dog-eared missives, often of dubious taste, that circulate subrosa in most work settings.

I have before me, for example, the Performance Appraisal Dimensions for Superman: "SUPERIOR—able to leap tall buildings in a single bound. GOOD—handles small buildings well. AVERAGE—splits into the sides of tall buildings. POOR—trips over picket fences."

Another is a phrase book for traveling in the troubled Middle East, with colorful translations like "Thank you for allowing me to travel with my hands tied in the filthy trunk of your smelly automobile!"

A wonderful new sample came in last week—as usual, undated, unsigned, "source unknown." It is a diet plan, certainly relevant to one of our society's current problems. A recent study has suggested that the United States population is collectively about two billion pounds overweight and that it costs us about a million extra barrels of oil each day to carry this weight around in cars and airplanes, to develop and manufacture the extra cloth needed to tent it, and to grow and process the food needed to maintain the plumpness.

Thus, another diet can be very useful, if it works. The reason most diets are ineffective is that they do not take into account the demanding pace of life that most of us are leading. That is why I am particularly enamoured with this new diet, and, with proper modifications for our audience, I am passing it along to you as the "CCL Power Eating Plan Diet" or, for short, the "CCL PEP Diet." This diet is designed to help you cope with the stress that comes from being in charge.

**BREAKFAST**
1/2 grapefruit
1 slice whole wheat toast, dry
8 oz. skim milk
MID-MORNING SNACK
6 oz. plain yogurt
Decaffeinated coffee

LUNCH
4 oz. lean broiled chicken
1 cup steamed spinach
1 cup herb tea
1 Oreo cookie

MID-AFTERNOON SNACK
Rest of the Oreos in the package
1 pint Rocky Road ice cream
3 tbs. of hot fudge sauce, 3 tbs. of caramel sauce
Nuts, cherries, whipped cream to taste

DINNER
1 loaf garlic bread with cheese
Lg. sausage, mushroom, & cheese pizza
2 lite beers
Choice of 2 med. Snickers bars, or 1 giant Hershey's with Almonds

LATE EVENING NEWS
Entire frozen Sara Lee cheesecake eaten directly from freezer
2 cups hot chocolate (optional)

Rules for the CCL PEP Diet

1. If you eat something and no one sees you eat it, it has no calories.

2. If you drink a diet soda with a candy bar, the calories in the candy bar are cancelled out by the diet soda.

3. Food consumed for ceremonial purposes should not be considered detrimental to the quality of life. Thus, Valentine's candy, office birthday party cakes, and champagne toasts drunk at the weddings of daughters of your
clients should be judged in the context of the rhythms of rituals. Leanness in a life barren of the punctuation marks of tradition is a dubious trade-off.

4. Cookie pieces contain no calories. The process of breaking causes calorie leakage.

5. Movie theater foods (such as Milk Duds, buttered popcorn, Junior Mints, and Tootsie Rolls) do not have additional calories because they are part of the entire entertainment package and not part of one's personal fuel.

6. Food binges that occur just before a deadline or just before a project ships don't count because you know that next week after the manuscript is done or the machine is out the door that you will catch up on all of the exercise you have been putting off. That will cancel the pre-deadline calories. The same goes for any calories consumed in celebrations of completions.

7. Food eaten in late-night conferences organized to fight off take-over attempts must not count because the other side must also be stoking up on Pepsis and Frito-Lay Corn Chips, too, and you never see a fat investment banker.

8. When you are upgraded to first-class status from a tourist ticket, the free drinks, peanuts, and filet mignon cannot be counted against your self-discipline. If these foods were harmful to you, God would not have created frequent flyer programs.

9. It is rumored that the digestion of chocolate creates exactly the same chemical changes in your body as the act of falling in love; therefore, in a world desperately yearning for an increase in warmth and affection among all peoples, eating chocolate is almost an international obligation.

Following this diet has nothing to do with weight reduction but rather with maintaining one's sanity in a world gone increasingly ballistic. If you cannot control your stress, why
worry about the obsolescence of a perfectly good wardrobe sized to fit you during your college days? Thinness is a reasonable obsession only for those people who also want too much money.

A final note: There is a point of view that argues that the world is governed by The Law of Constant Fat, which says that, like all other matter, the amount of fat in the universe is constant. This means that if you lose ten pounds, someone somewhere else has to pick them up. Under this theory, losing weight is an act of social aggression.

So, another column finished, another deadline met . . . Please pass the Oreos because tomorrow I really am going to exercise.
A Collection of Old Watches:
"Time Flies, Never to Return"

I collect old wristwatches. Although my taste runs to solid gold, classic LeCoultre watches, my budget runs leaner. In poking through flea markets, pawn shops, bankrupt jewelry stores, and antique galleries, I have acquired an array of Mickey Mouse, Batman and Robin, Cinderella, Alice in Wonderland, Pinocchio, and Charley the Tuna watches, mostly in good working order.

I have also developed an interest in the so-called presentation watches given for some particular occasion or purpose—perhaps service to an organization, the proverbial "gold watch for retirement." Among my most beautiful watches, for example, is a solid gold Howard with the following engraving in spectacular penmanship:

Presented to W. Bro.
Stewart Houck Michales
Master 1916
Brethren of Bethel
No. 733 F.S.A.M., N.Y.
March 17, 1917
"Time flies never to return."

This watch, in mint condition and still in its original box, raises many questions. Whatever happened to Brother Michales? How did this watch ever get out of his hands and into the vintage watch market? Am I dealing with hot merchandise? It had apparently been sitting in some safety deposit box for seventy years, as it now sits in mine. Is this the normal destiny of a beautiful old watch?

In discussing this phenomenon with many people, I have found that a surprising number have an old gold watch with some family history, usually in a safety deposit box. Does squirreling away the gift serve the recognition and motivational ends intended by the givers?

I mentioned this topic over dinner recently with Dick Shepard, President and CEO of Linclay Corporation, a real estate management and development company with headquarters in St. Louis. His eyes lit up. "Let me tell you what we are
doing to recognize long-term service among our employees!" he said. He told me such an interesting story that I stopped on a recent trip through St. Louis and spent a half-day talking to recipients of the Linclay Ten-year Awards. Dick and others, especially his assistant Donna Rushing, who oversees the program, gave me some history.

"We are just twenty-five years old, with about two hundred and forty employees," said Dick, "and we pride ourselves in treating them not only well but creatively. And it shows. We have a relatively low turnover in a business—real estate—not known for employee stability."

The idea for an idiosyncratic award was spawned during a series of discussions in Linclay about how to find something memorable to present to people with ten years of service. After going through the usual list of clocks, plaques, and various other ceremonial awards, the company came up with the following policy, unmatched as far as I am aware in corporate creativity. Sometime before the employee's tenth anniversary, a committee of people who know the employee well is given $2,000 and a charge to find a gift especially meaningful.

The results are astonishing. Here, for example, are some recent awards and the reactions of the affected employees:

David Schneider (Tenant Finish Coordinator) was given a handcrafted Winchester Classic double-barrelled shotgun with stock, comb, and trigger pull adjusted specifically for him. David, a pleasant, thoughtful family man (one son, five daughters) was quietly fluent in telling me about it. "I'm basically a Missouri kid, grew up here, always liked to hunt and fish. My family still has a large farm nearby where I love to roam. I've been hunting there since I was seven or eight, and have been interested in guns ever since. A year or so ago, my family said, 'Dad, you're really hard to shop for. What do you really want for Christmas?' I joked, 'A Winchester Model 21 double-barrelled shotgun.' I knew I would never get one of those. They cost about $15,000. But that comment made its way back to Linclay, and I got the next best thing, a Winchester Classic, specifically designed for me. You have to know about guns to know how wonderful this feels to me."

Millie Eversole (VP, Marketing) was given a complete set of Waterford crystal. Her reaction was: "I just couldn't believe it—not in my wildest dreams would I have predicted this. I had a couple of brandy snifters and a pitcher, and people knew I loved
them, but now I have eight snifters, eight water glasses, eight red wine glasses, eight white wine glasses, a decanter, and on and on. We have just moved into a nice, new house, and I am going to have to spend another couple of thousand for a case!"

Larry Sanders (VP, General Counsel) received a portion of a limited partnership in a racehorse. Larry said, "I've been interested in racehorses for a long, long time. I spend a lot of time at the track, and I guess people picked up on that. What I actually got was a certificate for $2,000 to apply against a share in a syndicated horse. I haven't bought my share yet (and I get a lot of teasing about which part of the horse I'm actually going to own) because I have been doing research about what is available." He went on, "Actually, my family is so much into this that my son is entering the University of Louisville this year, and he intends to major in their Equine Management program. His eventual aspiration is to manage a racetrack."

He continued, "The really exciting thing about this award program is that it shows that the company is willing to take the time and trouble to treat each employee as a unique individual. This is much more meaningful than a plaque or some other conventional award."

Herb Prince (VP) got the opportunity to play in a major bridge tournament as the partner of Mike Lawrence, a world championship bridge player. Herb said, "I've been a Life Master since 1972, but I have never had the opportunity to play with a partner of this caliber, and I'll probably play bridge another thirty years and it will never happen again either."

I asked, "Are you nervous?" (The tournament was coming up soon.) "No, not really," he laughed. "I take my mind off of it by mentally preparing my victory speech." He went on more seriously, "You know, it means an awful lot to know that the people you work for care enough about you personally to go to the trouble to make something this spectacular happen in your life."

Jan Poling (Administrative Assistant) was given a complete home entertainment center. Jan was the most emotional in describing her feelings, even a little teary. "I was the first of the office support staff to be here ten years, and on my anniversary day they had a little party for me, and I got a bunch of gag gifts and insults, the kind that good friends give you, and I felt really good that someone had remembered. I didn't get the big gift then because (I found out later) Dick was out of town and wanted to
make the presentation personally. I didn't expect it because of my status. I mean, I know Larry, my boss, and those other executives got this award, but they make all those decisions (big deals and saving money for the company and all that); I didn't expect it for a support person. I had really wanted a VHF and a CD player and the works, but I could never have gotten them for myself. Believe me, Linclay is a wonderful place to work. They really care about you."

As Mike Lee, Director of Human Resources, pointed out, "What the employees like about this is the individual creativity in each case. The cost is relatively modest spread over ten years (it costs about eighty cents per working day for each ten-year employee), and the motivational return is terrific. Just the visibility is probably worth it. Each of these people tells everyone they know about his or her award!"

Which takes me back to my watch collection. Perhaps my favorite is a gold wristwatch so modest in design it is almost trivial, with the following poignant inscription:

In Memory of Mother
H.P.Q.
21st Birthday, 1936

Again, the questions: Who was H.P.Q.? Who had the watch inscribed, and for whom? A daughter, a son, a husband, a parent? There in the depths of the Great Depression, what was the financial story behind the gift? And how did the watch fifty years later make its way into a pawn shop in Denver?

One conclusion seems certain: If H.P.Q. was able to scrape together the wherewithal to honor "Mother" in the lean times of the thirties, more organizations ought to be able to find that extra eighty cents per day and creative ways to recognize loyalty today.
Who Gets the New Truck?

So you want to be in charge, you want to make decisions, you want to be a leader, right? The question is, do you have to be born a leader or can you be trained? Many of us believe the latter, and, further, we believe that some of the findings of psychological research can help. Here, for example, is a training case paraphrased from one professor's research.

You are in charge of a small group of repair people. Each of them has his or her own truck and territory. They spend most of their time in the field, responding to customer requests. Within normal limits, they are all experienced, loyal, and motivated to do good work. Because of the nature of their work—skilled technicians who plan their own days and spend little time in the office—they are also independent. Their work is intricate, unpredictable, and geographically dispersed; therefore, they are difficult to manage in the usual sense. You must trust them to be productive without much direct guidance. In short, they have to be led, not managed.

Yesterday, corporate headquarters informed you that your team has been allocated a new truck. As you came to work this morning, you saw it in the parking lot, gleaming white, more spacious than your older trucks, with the company logo shining in the sun.

Now you have a problem: Who is going to get the new truck?

You have five drivers: Smith, Jones, Brown, Davis, and Murphy.

Smith is your classic "company man." He has been with the company eighteen years and is steady and dependable. He believes in giving "a fair day's work for a day's pay" and always adheres to the company line. A few weeks ago he did express a wish for a better truck, one with more space and a smoother transmission. As the most senior of your drivers, he probably will expect to get the new one.

Jones is young and assertive. In some circles he would be called "an agitator." He is capable, highly trained in the new technology of your company, and prone to question your judgment. On a few occasions he has not-so-subtly reminded you that his skills are portable and that he can easily find comparable employment elsewhere. Because he is young and energetic, he
has been assigned the longest, most isolated route. As a result, his truck has high mileage and has taken a beating. Because of his intellect and intensive training, your customers value him. He is clearly the best you have in diagnosing and correcting complicated problems. In fact, the other drivers often consult with Jones about their toughest dilemmas. He enjoys this role and likes to feel important.

Brown is another solid citizen. He is quiet, unassuming, a good team player. He did call your attention a few days ago to a problem with his truck door. Someone apparently backed into it, and it won't close properly. Winter is coming, and he gently complained about the draft created by the ill-fitting door. Otherwise, his truck is among the newer models.

Davis is a modern phenomenon, an older woman driving a repair truck. Although she is the most junior of your crew, she has more than twenty years service. She worked in a clerical position for years and was respected in the office because of her natural affinity for machines. She could always fix jammed copiers or help untangle the mysteries of new machines with complicated manuals. After some persistent politicking on her part, the company, in what was clearly an EEOC-motivated action, transferred her to the repair crew, where she has been happy and highly regarded, even though she has had to endure a certain amount of heavy-duty hazing as a result of being both the new kid on the block and a woman. She has the oldest truck. You don't quite know how that happened—the trucks were in place when you came in—but because she has been assigned the easiest, shortest route, her truck has the lowest mileage, and because she is so proud of it she has kept it in immaculate shape. She is aware that the company has not had a sterling record when it comes to treatment of women in nontraditional jobs and that the CEC has publicly stated that that must change.

Murphy is a character. He is a large, expansive fellow, and everyone who meets him is immediately his friend. Although you don't like to deal in ethnic stereotypes, Murphy is undeniably Irish and never lets anyone forget it, especially with his rich store of Pat and Mike jokes. (“How do you confuse an Irishman? Stand two shovels up against the wall and tell him to take his pick!”) He is your most popular driver, both with customers and the other drivers, and on a couple of occasions he has stepped in and smoothed out hurt feelings of one kind or another. He seems
to have a natural sense of tact, particularly in understanding other people's feelings. His problem is that he doesn't much care for truck maintenance, and his truck usually looks grungy. Furthermore, you have reason to believe that Brown's truck door is caved in because Murphy backed into it, but because Murphy is so popular, no one will admit to that. You have the sense Murphy doesn't really care which truck he drives, as long as everyone is happy.

Your name is Rodriguez. You recently joined the company after finishing an MBA at a prominent Ivy League business school where you were a visible member of a demographic minority. Although your academic record has been superb, you never have managed anything, and this assignment is clearly designed to acquaint you with the nuts-and-bolts of the company, while at the same time giving you some managerial experience. You are also aware through the grapevine that the allocation of a new truck has frequently created problems for team leaders. Too often, the drivers who don't get the new truck create subtle sabotage.

Such episodes have occupied the research efforts of Professor Victor Vroom from Yale University for more than twenty years, and, with Professor Arthur Jago of the University of Houston, he recently published his second major book on this type of managerial dilemma (The New Leadership: Managing Participation in Organizations, Prentice-Hall, 1988).

In studying such situations, Vroom has described five different approaches that you, as the person in charge, could use to arrive at a decision, ranging from the most autocratic to the most democratic. They are:

1. The leader decides alone. Working with information you already have, or can easily look up in various files, you decide alone, in private, how to handle the new-truck assignment.

2. The leader seeks information, then decides alone. You might call Brown and ask him how hard it would be to fix his door, and then use that information to arrive at a decision.

3. The leader privately seeks information, opinions, and suggestions and then decides alone. You might call Davis in, explain the situation to her, and ask her if she would be happy
with Smith’s truck, if he were given the new one. If not, you might ask her what else she would suggest.

4. The leader calls the entire group together, outlines the situation, asks for suggestions, listens to the discussion, and then decides alone. This is a substantial change from the earlier styles because it means that the drivers can hear each other’s concerns and can also offer compromise solutions. As long as you make it clear that you are going to make the final decision, however, their persuasive efforts will be directed at you. In particular, they will probably put the worst possible face on their own trucks so that they will be more likely to get the new one.

5. The same as number 4, but the leader makes it clear that the group is going to decide together. “We have an opportunity here, and let’s all decide together how to allocate the new truck. I will agree to any solution that the entire group is happy with”: participative management at its best. In this situation, the drivers will quickly perceive it is in their best interest to praise their own trucks so that someone else will agree to take it and they can get the new one.

Vroom argues that the decision style chosen should be based on the following considerations:

Quality. Some decisions may be better than others in a technical sense—that is, there is a “right” answer. With one caveat, that is not true in this case. You don’t really care who drives which truck, as long as the drivers are happy. The one caveat is that the decision must result in the discarding of the worst truck, which may be a fact that you do not know. Unless you are intimately familiar with all the trucks, if you make this decision using the style in number 1, you risk making a poor-quality decision.

Acceptance. Even if you make a “correct” decision, it may not be accepted by the drivers, and several of them are in positions to thwart any action that they do not approve of. Listening to their suggestions or, better yet, letting them help develop the eventual solution increases the probability of their acceptance and enthusiastic implementation.

Conservation of time. Participatory decision making generally takes more time than autocratic decisions, and because time is valuable, you should make decisions autocratically when possible. If you have all the facts and are certain that your
decision will be accepted, or at least not opposed, you should make the decision unilaterally. Group decisions should not be routinely adopted but used only when the circumstances dictate them.

*Development of subordinates.* Other things being equal, the opportunity to participate in important decisions is a developmental plus. It usually gives subordinates a clearer picture of the overall situation and allows them to grapple with some of the dilemmas faced by their superiors, which will stand them in good stead when they are themselves promoted into policy-making positions.

Vroom and Jago present sensible rules for analyzing each situation where a decision affecting subordinates is involved and then choosing one of the five styles in a manner to optimize the four criteria. As with anything learned "by the numbers," the individual has to learn the basic sequence first and then practice, practice, practice, until it comes smoothly and naturally. My own observation is that most "born leaders" have spent years instinctively practicing the kind of systematic approach advocated by Vroom and others in leadership training programs. In this sense, having the rules clearly laid out speeds up the experiential process and allows us to create leaders faster than is possible through natural selection.

Incidentally, in the above new-truck dilemma, the best leaders often stress the "good news" aspect: "Hey, gang, the front office sprang for a new truck!" The mediocre ones use a heavy, leaden presentation: "We got the same problem we had last year—one new truck—four of you are going to be disappointed."

I sometimes think that, at the most primitive level, leadership training programs should at least teach optimism and confidence. In the swarm of ambiguous forces that most leaders have to deal with, having some well-established rules available may well lead to success simply because the person has some confidence in a contemplated action. Leaders can be made, or at least developed from good stock, by teaching them the analytic techniques developed by good research. Vroom and Jago's book is a good addition to the leadership training literature and will surely spawn even more research on their practical, applied approach.
My Life With Industrial/Organizational Psychologists

“The average CEO could care less about management development. They may give it lip service in public forums, but when push comes to shove, when it's time for them to commit corporate funds or, Heaven forbid, their own time, they find a lot of other immediate issues that are more important.”

That comment, from one of the country's leading industrial/organizational psychologists, came during a recent meeting at a pleasant seaside conference center. The attendees, who collectively represented a vast array of organizational and professional experience, nodded in agreement. Several added confirming comments.

This august group of psychologists, mostly in their mid-forties and fifties, has been meeting once a year for more than twenty years, both for professional stimulation and personal socializing. (The entire group contains about twenty-five members, though for any given meeting, only about forty percent solve the time and budget constraints, or are attracted to the location.) In Future Shock (1970), Alvin Toffler predicted that new social groupings would emerge to combat contemporary rootlessness, and this group is one example of that phenomenon. Many professionals in mobile America now have closer friends among their professional colleagues living hundreds of miles away than they do among the people living down the block.

This particular group, though historically durable, has been administratively casual. There are no rules, no bylaws, no dues or budget, no officers, and only the vaguest of policies. The membership is roughly half corporate, half academic.

An agenda is produced for each meeting, partially because the group is sensitive to wasted effort, partially to justify the value of the meeting to those who approve travel budgets. The topic this year was “High Level Executive Development.” Since many of them have explicit responsibilities for corporate training programs, and others serve as faculty members at leading business schools, there was a high level of experience present.

The conversation was free-flowing and wide-ranging. To capture the flavor of what such specialists in executive development are doing and thinking these days, here are some selected, edited quotes from the meeting:
“What constitutes a ‘top executive’? In the food-service industry, for every 100,000 workers there are roughly 280 group managers, generally at the vice-president level. Approximately 70 above them are covered by an executive compensation bonus plan, which is one practical definition of a ‘top executive.’ In one of the steel companies, there are 30,000 employees, including 300 Hi-po’s [High potentials], another 125 high-level managers who are included in the company’s succession planning, and about 25 top execs, again defined as someone covered by the executive bonus plan. Given these statistics, we seem to be talking about roughly one-tenth of one percent of the work force.”

“What’s happening with Hi-po’s these days?” “Companies differ widely but one constant seems to be that almost every corporation is about to begin a new succession-planning process. It’s hard to keep a plan in place, partially because one thing that we have learned is that identifying Hi-po’s also creates Po-po’s.” “What’s a Po-po?” “Passed over and pissed off.”

“Let me tell you one thing I learned from being on the inside of an LBO (leveraged buy out). In the chaos, all of the top-level training courses were killed off. A related major casualty was the morale of the younger managers. They didn’t get rich, and they no longer saw any way to the top. Corporations need to keep executive-development programs alive, if for no other reason than to keep hope flourishing in the trenches. As it is, you still see many middle managers whose only apparent goal is to reach senility with dignity.”

“Succession planning for the CEO in our corporation is determined by LS’s.” “LS’s?” “Yeah, Lucky Sperms.” (Everyone knew that this corporation, a Midwestern service firm, was a paternalistic, family dominated business.)

“The secondhandedness of the learned world is the secret of its mediocrity”—Alfred North Whitehead. Whitehead’s concept is alive and well in the business schools. The faculty there know nothing about executive development; they just teach what they want to teach. The good executive development programs are going on outside of the universities.”

“Anyone who manages to a cost-effectiveness criterion will do all the wrong things.”

“Our study [on the effectiveness of executive-development programs] produced some strange statistics. But as you all know, there is no set of data so random that you can’t explain the
relationships. The most important outcome seemed to be an increased sense of self-confidence, which translates into both a broader perspective about what might be done and a willingness to put one's neck on the line to make it happen."

"Twenty-five years ago, I started with this company, just doing highly analytic test-validation studies. Now I'm writing a global human-resources strategy because our CEO thinks that's where the competitive edge is. I have had to work hard to change my own mentality from a narrow, analytic focus to a broad, systems approach."

"I'm starting to work on a study of people in jobs where a small mistake can have catastrophic consequences, like pilots or nuclear-power operators. It is easy to demonstrate that pilots, at least in small planes, don't use checklists. We have deliberately disabled systems that the pilots are supposed to check before take-off, and they often don't." In such informal settings, comments like these invariably produce black humor and dubious anecdotes: "Did you hear about the pilot who left the mike on...?"

"I have stopped doing market-research surveys, and now use video-taped focus groups almost exclusively." "Why?" "They are much easier to sell to top management. I'd do some great survey, with sampling precision and elegant statistics, take the results into the marketing VP, and get the response, 'I can't buy those numbers.' 'Why not?' 'Cause I was talking to my hair-stylist and a couple of other customers last week and that's not the way they see it.' So now I get the stylist into our observation room along with some other people off the street and everyone believes that what they say is pure science."

The group meandered its way to the end of the agenda. In the closing hour, it argued about whether the next meeting should be on the beach or in the mountains, assigned the responsibility for organizing it to someone who wasn't in attendance, agreed that to be in human resources these days is to be relevant, compared notes about competing job offers, exchanged the latest lawyer jokes, and flew home.
How Can I Stay Out of Their Way Today?

For several years I have been trying to figure out how to measure the psychological impact that "leaders" have on organizations. Because of the nature of my job, I spend a lot of time hanging around various kinds of organizations—corporations, universities, government agencies, military units, family businesses, schools, hospitals, and the like. In some there is a feeling of vibrancy, of forward motion, of innovation and excitement. In others the atmosphere feels heavy, leader, and oppressive. Morale is low; suspicion is high. There is a furtive sense that everyone is continually updating their résumés.

What are the relevant dynamics? What are the forces creating these different climates?

Sometimes the answer is obvious. In a dying industry, or in a company where market share is plunging, no further explanation is necessary. Economic gloom creates its own audible death rattle. Conversely, if the company has a hot product, or if inflation is papering over all sorts of silly mistakes, it doesn't take much brilliance to understand the crest of the wave.

In most organizations, however, the forces are not so apparent. Often they seem tied to the perceived quality of top leadership. Optimism, and a collective sense of direction and self-confidence, seem to emanate from the top—but how? What do the good leaders do to create such an environment?

Poignant quotations about how to lead abound: "Most men ask, 'Why?' Leaders ask, 'Why not?'" "Leadership begins with the ability to inflict pain." "Of the best leaders, when their work is done, the people will say, 'We did this ourselves.'"

One military leader told me, "As a young officer, I was taught that leadership consists of telling people what to do, then punishing them if they don't do it."

In my quest to better understand the impact of leaders on organizations, I have collected forty-four statements that reflect an employee's feelings about his or her working environment. These statements are particularly oriented toward leadership and creativity. Some examples are:

New ideas are welcomed and nurtured here.
I am proud of the people who hold the top leadership positions here.

Along with these, there are several others that tap the individual's feelings about other aspects of work, such as:

I enjoy my work.

I am satisfied with my pay.

(In the actual survey, for procedural balance, some of these items are stated in the reverse, "I am NOT satisfied...," but for this column I am stating them all in the positive form.)

These statements have been gathered together into a questionnaire, the Campbell Organization Survey, and a scoring algorithm has been developed to assess the major themes. Such a technique permits an analytic, quantitative approach to testing out some of these emotional, will-o'-the-wisp opinions.

Over two thousand people have responded to this survey, in clusters of roughly fifteen to fifty each. They have ranged from the CEO and his direct reports at a major publishing house, to military academy cadets; from R&D directors in a chemical lab, to first-line managers in an electronics firm.

In looking over the summary data, three themes caught my eye. They were the highest non-obvious correlates with "Innovation" and "Top Leadership." By non-obvious, I mean statements other than the obvious, such as "I am proud of top leadership." The non-obvious statements that correlated highest with "Creative Leadership" statements concerned planning, feedback, and individual control.

Examples of the first were: "A visible, clearly stated planning process is used to guide our future actions," and "New projects here are usually well planned." The second cluster of non-obvious statements included items such as: "Our organization does a good job of keeping us informed about current developments," and "Feedback on performance for people at my level is timely, accurate, and constructive." The third cluster included statements such as: "On decisions affecting me, my opinion is listened to here," and "I have a lot of freedom to decide how to do my work."
A quick and dirty summary seems to be that in order for people to feel creative and well led, they want the following: “Tell me where we are going, figure out some way to let me know when we get there, and then stand out of my light.”

Some factors that do not seem to be particularly important for innovation and pride in top management include pay, fringe benefits, working conditions, job security, and satisfaction with co-workers. All of these are indeed correlated with overall job satisfaction. And they are probably related to other outcomes, such as turnover and productivity. But they are not directly connected with innovation and pride in leadership.

Summarizing these trends, the implication for people at the top is that in organizations where people feel both innovative and proud of their leaders, the following three features characterize the environment:

*Planning*—a purposeful sense of direction.

*Feedback*—appraisal and communication systems that tell people how they are doing.

*Elbow room*—a feeling of control over one’s own work space, both physical and psychological.

No particular surprises here. But I wonder how many leaders sit down every morning and think about achieving these ends for their followers, especially the last one. Perhaps the atmosphere would improve in those organizations where morale is low if more leaders thought, over breakfast, “How can I stay out of their way today?”
Money Can’t Buy Happiness,
But It Helps If You Look For It in Interesting Places

Every now and then a travel experience comes along that is so wonderful, so memorable that I am convinced heaven is out there, waiting, just at the far edge of an American Express credit card. I spent a month this summer wandering around Europe, working a day or two every now and then, but mostly just hanging out, knocking on the doors of old friends. It was a delicious experience. I wonder why I don’t do something like this more often.

My reactions fall into three categories: First, as a tourist. Second, as a returning resident—I had lived there almost twenty years ago, and it was fun to re-visit the old haunts and find that the food is still good, the scenery is still spectacular, ice cubes are more prevalent, the bathrooms are much improved, but the traffic is daunting and prices are sky high. And third, as a professional interested in what is going to happen in the European Community in 1992.

To the last point first: Twelve of the major European countries, with a combined population of three hundred and twenty million, have begun the process of removing trade and travel barriers. The exact change-over date is, I believe, January 1, 1993. I found it difficult, as a casual traveler, to get good information on just what is going to happen when. Every European executive I talked with was uncertain about the changes. The goal is to permit unimpeded access for “goods, personnel, and services.” But exactly what that means is still being debated. During a press interview, a veterinarian who is stationed at one of the borders asked, “Are animals going to be considered as goods or personnel? What will happen to my job?”

The simplifications will only be relative. Many of the European complexities will still exist. They will still have multiple languages, although English will be the common choice. They will still have multiple currencies. They will still have different postal systems so that the cards you wrote in London, but forgot to mail, will have to be re-stamped in Paris. They will still have different electrical outlets, complicating life for the hair dryer or personal computer. They will still have different phone systems; to call home on your credit card, you will need a different access
And the English will continue to drive on the left-hand side of the road.

Because they are often based on comments from loquacious taxi drivers, or whomever you joined at dinner, sociological conclusions from travelers are suspect. But I did detect some country trends in the anticipation of “1992.” The English, in their aloof and reserved style, seem fairly optimistic, more so than one would think from reading Margaret Thatcher’s statements. The Dutch and the Germans seem eager. The Swiss, who are not among the twelve countries in the EC and are retaining both their national sovereignty and their personal distance, don’t seem to think that anything much would change.

The most interesting reaction came from an enthusiastic Frenchman in a small village in southern France. As he finished sipping his coffee, his eyes gleamed and his hands waved. “It is going to be terrific,” he said, his English tumbling forth. “Europe in 1993 will become the world’s dominant economic and social force. That is because we will build on synergy. We will take the best each country has, and the combination will be fantastic.”

He rushed on, “The Dutch and the English and the Germans will teach us—that is, those of us in Southern Europe—about business and efficiency and the bottom line, and we—the French and the Italians and the Spaniards—will teach them about life and love and how to live.” When he finished, we all toasted that potential outcome.

Some features may remain stable and universal. In the same café, I was seated for dinner with three interesting people: a Spanish administrator, a French sculptor, and an American Air Force officer. They were all women, all successful in their careers. At one point I asked, “How has life changed for professional women in Europe?” After a brief but poignant pause, the Spaniard said, “On the surface, many things are different. Underneath, nothing has changed.” They all nodded in unison. In Europe, as in America, the glass ceiling persists.

I suggested that the elimination of immigration restrictions, both for studying and working, might lead to the same professional mobility we have in the U.S., with its attendant disruption of the extended family. I told them I hardly know anyone who lives in the same city as their parents or their grown children. But I don’t think any of my European acquaintances understood the implications of this change.
By the year 2000, I predict family life for European professionals will be well on its way to becoming as geographically fragmented as it is for most educated people in North America today.

A second, lighter sociological trend that caught my attention was the ubiquitous T-shirt. One cannot wander around Europe in the summer without noting that it has become the universal symbol of individuality. A couple of quick tallies, from the vantage point of sidewalk cafés, suggests that T-shirts can be classified as follows:

- **Scenic**, displaying a beautiful landscape, logo, or other artistic creation: about twenty percent.
- **Geographic**, advertising Maui, Dayton, Camp Minniwanca or other exotic sites: about thirty percent.
- **Public statements**, propounding viewpoints such as “I love my attitude problem”: about fifty percent.

The most commonly seen T-shirt, outstripping anything remotely in second place by at least twenty to one, was the Hard Rock Café logo. The only other repetitious pattern was some variation of, “My Mom Went to the Oregon State Women’s Correctional Institution and All I Got Was This Lousy T-Shirt.”

The majority of the European T-shirts were in English, probably because European youth view them as supremely cool. Many times, however, I was certain that the wearers didn’t really understand the messages behind their displayed statements. For example, the Scandinavian girl wearing, “If God Is Not A Tar Heel, Why Is The Sky Carolina Blue?” probably couldn’t tell the difference between Dean Smith and Mahatma Gandhi. The swarthy, muscular Mediterranean type wearing, “The Body That Plays Hard Stays Hard” probably did not completely understand the subtlety of that sentiment.

Curiously, I did not see a single auto bumper sticker in Europe.

For the tourist, the delights of Europe are still frequent and powerful. The trains are clean, convenient, on time, and they speed to an awesome array of scintillating experiences: watching Shakespeare performed at Stratford-on-Avon; eating dinner by candlelight on a canal boat tour of Amsterdam; swaying back and forth, arms linked with Korean executives, to oompah music in a Bavarian beer hall; feigning bored indifference in the subdued elegance of the after-hours casinos in Salzberg or Nice; feigning a
different, voyeuristic indifference while sunning on the topless
beaches of the Riviera; gaping open-mouthed at the beauties of
Rome and the riches of the Vatican; haggling with the crafts-
people of Florence over their beautiful leather garments. (My
bargaining skills were obvious when I said firmly, “I will not pay
more than one hundred U.S. dollars for this vest.” The sales clerk
replied wearily, “Mister, it is already marked down to ninety.”)
And, finally, at the end, the long, satiated plane ride home to the
first glass of really cold, low-fat milk in weeks.

It takes only a few days back home for the in-basket stress
to drum out most of the immediate memories. But even now I
can lean back in my chair and see the countryside rushing by the
train windows—the streams, the fields of flowers, and the moun-
tain villages. There is a lot of beauty out there, if we take the
time to go looking.
In Colorado, where I live now, the governor has been pushing a local purchasing program: "ABC—Always Buy Colorado," and this admonition to support our local merchants takes me back to my Midwestern childhood. I spent the first sixteen years of my life in Bridgewater, Iowa (population 197), where my parents ran the general store. We sold groceries, meat, clothes, cattle feed, and assorted other rural supplies. In that restricted market we constituted a substantial share of the local economy, and my father was very aware of that. I can still remember his displeasure whenever he saw a local farmer walking up the street in a new pair of OshKosh B'Gosh overalls that he had not purchased from us. "These folks who drive over to Greenfield [the county seat, thirteen miles away] to do their shopping don't understand what they are doing to our business. They want us here for the penny-ante stuff, but they spend their big money over there [Greenfield] or in the city [Des Moines]."

He would rather see people shopping down the street at the rival store (where the non-Methodists generally went) than have the money leave town. And whenever our family spent money, he made it clear that we should spend it locally. I remember once when I was thirteen or fourteen years old buying a toiletry set in Des Moines for my mother's birthday; it had perfume and face powder and various creams in beautiful little crafted blue bottles embedded in a brushed velvet-type cardboard box, and there was certainly nothing like that in Bridgewater. Yet when I walked out of the store carrying it, I felt like a smuggler with illegal contraband, and I dreaded running into my father before I had it safely hidden at home. (I cannot remember, at this distant date, how I expected him to ignore the source after I had given it to her.)

Bridgewater was founded in the 1880s, largely as a result of a spur of the railroad coming up thirty miles from Creston, which was on the main line from Chicago to Denver. My grandfather was the depot agent, and we were doubly aware of the local economy because he personally presided over every single article of freight coming into or leaving town by rail.

Distances between population centers in those days were based on the "day's buggy ride" principle; that is, you harnessed
up the team, left the farm in the morning with your produce, drove to town, sold your milk and eggs, replenished your supplies, and drove home before nightfall. Consequently, many small towns grew up in Iowa roughly eight to ten miles apart. As automobiles proliferated and main roads were paved, these towns began dying in the 1930s but nobody noticed the early death rattles because of the Depression. World War II brought a brief respite with its gasoline rationing and diversion of automobile manufacturers to jeeps, tanks, planes, and military trucks, but this lull simply heightened the speed of change in the late 1940s when business after business went under in the farm belt. In Bridgewater the blacksmith shop went first, followed by the lumberyard, the stockyards, and the farm implement store. In the 1950s the high school left town to be consolidated with the neighboring town, and the CB&Q depot closed, thus ending the once-a-day train service and throwing my grandfather out of work. In retrospect the handwriting on the wall was always clear, but most of the locals ignored it and fought to survive. At every step, the conventional wisdom was “Buy Locally.”

My parents closed down their store in 1950, selling the big brick building, all fixtures, and the remaining stock for $2,500, and moved to Greenfield to open a supermarket. (The old cash register, huge coffee grinder, round metal thread cabinet, and big hardwood-and-glass candy display case would probably bring $10,000 on today’s antique market.)

The new store flourished and my parents reached a financial level that they had never known before. The store was uptown on the square, an active trading area, and business was good. When I was home a few years later on a visit from college, my father, never very talkative or enthusiastic, said to me, “David, this store is a gold mine—some weeks we take in $10,000!” At the margins they were working on, probably two or three percent, my parents were clearing $200 to $300 per week, maybe $15,000 per year. In the late 1950s and early 1960s, in a small county seat town in Iowa (Greenfield’s population was 2,200), life seemed luxurious. A new round of death rattles had begun, but the incipient clattering was muted by the new rush of national prosperity.

My father passed away in 1956, and my mother sold the business but, as a landlord, retained the store building, promi-
nently located on the town square. (In 1969 Dick Van Dyke and a movie company, looking for the prototypical small town, selected Greenfield as the site for filming their movie *Cold Turkey*, a happy spoof on religion and smoking in small-town America. In their publicity releases they reported they had scouted over seven hundred Midwestern towns to find the most classic small-town architecture in America, which turned out to be the square in Greenfield.) During the next thirty years, until 1986, the rent from the store building provided my mother with a livable income. Indeed, after my youngest sister graduated from college my mother began to travel and see the world, journeying to exotic places such as Ireland, Spain, Turkey, and Peru, usually with a group of Iowa Methodists, led by an off-duty minister, visiting foreign Methodist missions.

Yet, as a product of the Great Depression, she worried constantly about her money and her future financial security. I had to continually reassure her, “Mother, you have your investments, your Social Security, and the rent from the store—that’s a guaranteed lifetime income.”

On one trip home, while going over her figures, I estimated, working from her real estate tax statement, that the store building alone was worth at least $80,000. “Look,” I told her, “with your lifestyle, with your house paid for, you could easily live on the $10,000 per year rent alone if you had to.”

She was not convinced. “David, the new SuperValue store out on the highway east of town keeps expanding and my tenant doesn’t go to church. He doesn’t understand that if you want to sell groceries to Methodists, you have to go to church with them.”

I tried to reassure her that her building on the square was one of the prime commercial locations in town, but she was still uneasy. “Folks can park easily at the SuperValue, and his meat and produce counters look real good, and not only does the SuperValue owner go to church, he sings in the choir.”

My mother’s premonitions proved to be more accurate than my reassurances, for her tenant went belly-up in 1986, held a “FINAL CLOSING SALE,” closed his doors, and left town.

The building stood empty for two years while we alternately tried to rent or sell it. Finally, in the face of relentless tax, insurance, and utility bills, she deeded it over to the town for a community center with the understanding that “an appropriate
plaque be displayed designating it as the Campbell Community Center.” Perhaps we should have added the line, “SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL MERCHANTS.”

Much of this history riffs through my mind each time I hear the governor’s “Always Buy Colorado” urging. Is this, I wonder, a new set of death rattles?

I am conscious of, and amused by, the continuing impact that this early conditioning has had on me. I am constantly aware of the local economy and, other things being equal, I do try to spend my money locally. Still, though I try, it is not always clear what “local” is. I spend as much of my time in the Denver airport as in any other single business location. Does that make it “my neighborhood”? If I spend $20 on a book in the airport, will that expenditure improve my life more or less than $20 spent in a “local” chain bookstore, where the profits might flow to London or Tokyo? Perhaps in this time of international expansion, it may be sufficient for the “Buy Locally” cause simply to keep one’s purchases within the United States. (In this regard, I am glad that my father is not around to see that I drive a foreign automobile. He certainly would not approve of that.)

One thing is certain: If the economy of Bridgewater, surrounded and supported by some of the richest farmland in the world, can be demolished in my grandparents’ generation, and if the economy of Greenfield, supported by the same farmland and by a local county government, can be demolished in my parents’ generation, maybe not even the Denver airport, currently the sixth busiest in the world, is safe for me. Given the increasing rate of change, my grandchildren may be urging “BUY LOCALLY—SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL GALAXY.”
LDP: History's Most Influential Psychological Training Program

The occasion of the Center's twentieth anniversary started me thinking about the Leadership Development Program. LDP is undoubtedly our most important achievement thus far. More than that, it has become the most influential, most impactful training program in the history of psychology.

That is a pretty flamboyant statement, and after I wrote it I leaned back in my chair, read the sentence again, and thought, "Whoa, can that really be true?"

The statistics are persuasive. First offered in the spring of 1974, LDP will be offered one-hundred-and-fifty-one times in 1990 in eleven locations in four countries—Australia, England, Mexico, and the United States. With approximately twenty participants in each course, that means that roughly three thousand people will have this experience and, with a tuition of $3,500, LDP will generate a cash flow of nearly $10,000,000, all in one year. I know of no other program in psychology that comes anywhere near to equaling these numbers.

In addition to these direct activities, the LDP experience has been taken in-house under licensing arrangements with corporations, government agencies, and, in one of the more imaginative applications, the Blandin Foundation in Grand Rapids, Minnesota (which I will have more to say about below).

The participants who go through the LDP course are the kind of people who make a difference. They are, on average, about forty-two years old, mostly college-educated, mostly in positions where they directly influence the lives of other people. Whether they should be called leaders, managers, executives, commanders, coordinators, facilitators, empowerers, or administrators is a conversation I don't enjoy very much anymore—the basic point is that most of them are in positions where they control resources, set goals, direct the work of others, monitor results, and acknowledge accomplishments. As a society, we are remarkably lucky to have so many people so engaged in trying to improve their performance in these activities.

Unlike some events in history, the birth of this program can be precisely pinpointed: February 14, 1974. I took over the Center's programs on February 1, 1974, leaving the University of Minnesota where I had been a professor of psychology. As a
brand-new institution, the Center had recently been granted a nonprofit educational status, and to maintain it we needed to have four things: a building (which we had), a faculty (which we had), a curriculum, and students. Neither of the last two were well established and, collectively, they became my first priorities. My half of the correspondence has been lost, but in reply, Bob Dorn, director of the Center's training activities, sent me a memo that began, "In reply to your request of February 14, ..." and in five pages he sketched out the program that would become LDP.

In re-reading Bob's memo recently, I noted that his most important points were: the training philosophy (effective leadership development begins with psychological assessment and constructive feedback); the specific program objectives (interactive experiences where participants can learn from each other); and the intended outcomes (to help the individual become more productive and happier and, as a leader, to help others achieve these same goals). These guidelines have remained constant over the subsequent sixteen years, and as a consequence of this durable accomplishment I am willing to attribute such descriptors as "brilliant, creative, inspired, and visionary" to Bob and those on his staff who made it happen. (For the historical record, the others were Bob Bailey, Bobbin Franklin, Jenny Godwin, Stan Gryskiewicz, Al Scarborough, and Bill Sternbergh.)

LDP is a week-long mix of assessment exercises, tests, surveys, lectures, simulations, and structured events—all leading to intense psychological feedback for each participant as to how his or her leadership style is perceived by others and what might be done to improve it. Trying to describe the program in any more detail is like trying to describe a piece of music: I can tell you how long it is, what key it is written in, and at what tempo it is usually played, but until you hear it yourself, you can't really appreciate it.

Does the program work? What impact does it have? Like all training programs, we are under constant pressure to document our effectiveness, especially with "hard data, David, not testimonials," and like all other training programs, we are frustrated in our attempts to do that. We have follow-up surveys that have produced positive results, but explaining them takes more torturous scene-setting than I can do here, so I will fall back once again on persuasive anecdotes from earlier attendees.
One of the more vivid examples of the value attributed to this program by the attendees is provided by the Blandin Foundation. Its board of directors, a powerful collection of community leaders, lawyers, bankers, and corporate executives, was trying to decide how best to use its resources to improve community leadership in rural areas. Its executive director, an LDP alumnus named Paul Olson, persuaded the board that the decision was important enough that members should experience “the best leadership training available” for themselves. In a remarkably gutsy decision for a board of directors, the members decided to do just that. In 1985 the entire board came to Greensboro for the week-long program. The direct outcome was that it then funded, and has sponsored ever since, an appropriate modification of LDP for the Blandin Foundation Community Leadership Program. For their testimonial, board members voted with their budget, and each year approximately one hundred and fifty community leaders from out-state Minnesota have access to the same kind of training that the Center and our licensees provide corporate and public service leaders. (For more on the Blandin program, see the article by Bernie Ghiselin in the Winter 1989 *Issues & Observations*, volume 9, number 1, pages 8-10.)

For me, the most dramatic and persuasive testimonial came from a man by the name of Jim Dozier. Remember him? Brigadier General James L. Dozier, U.S. Army, became world-famous in November 1981 when he was kidnapped by Italian terrorists. At the Center we took more-than-normal notice of the news because Jim Dozier had been a participant in the LDP course a few months earlier. (The Army sends all newly promoted brigadier generals through LDP.) He is a fine man, a thoroughly straight-arrow kind of guy, and we feared for his life. Consequently, we were considerably relieved the following February when he was located and freed.

Shortly thereafter I received a letter from him, on one-star letterhead, which read:

Dear Dave,

Just a quick note to let you know that the week that I spent with you and your staff in Greensboro this past summer stood me in good stead during the 6 weeks that I spent as an unwelcome guest of the Red Brigades here in
Italy. When I return to the States in a month or so, I will contact you and we can talk about it.

Sincerely,
/s/ Jim

Let me tell you, receiving a letter like that can make your day. And can send your curiosity soaring: What in the world was there in the LDP course that helped him while he was in the custody of terrorists?

When he returned to the States he was swept up by the media, and it was several months before I ran into him at an evening reception and was able to ask him, “Tell me, Jim, what was in the course that helped you?”

“Well,” he said, “as a psychologist, you are going to think this is pretty primitive, but it was those videotapes where we reviewed our group problem-solving skills, where we watched ourselves trying to work in groups. Until that experience it had never occurred to me that the way we treat other people is going to influence the way they treat us in return. A simple observation, I know, but I had never put that together before.”

“So,” I followed up in my best facilitator’s style, “how was that relevant in Italy?”

“The guys that kidnapped me were very volatile and they had guns and they were perfectly capable of shooting somebody, especially me. When they saw what a media furor they had created, they were bouncing off the walls with anxiety. I realized I had to get them calmed down, and I couldn’t do that by issuing orders. I remembered what I had learned in those videotapes at the Center—that I could model some behavior for them. So, over a several-day period, I deliberately set out to be very calm and very quiet, and to reassure them continually by my actions that I was not going to do anything drastic, and it worked. They quieted down. I really think that if I had tried some kind of John Wayne stuff, they would have shot me just from excitement. The course may have saved my life.”

You can be as cynical as you want about testimonials, but that one, in the form of his framed letter, still hangs today on my wall, and I have a file full of similar, though less dramatic, sentiments from others. LDP works, and today, sixteen years after its conception, it is robust and thriving.
Sad, Poignant Memories

You never know when life is going to double back on you and create a situation which vividly awakens old memories. A recent news article did that to me—it sent me back to the past, and for about twenty-four hours I let waves of nostalgia wash over me.

This story begins almost forty years ago, in 1951, when I entered Iowa State University as a freshman and joined a fraternity. Although my fraternity choice was essentially random, it turned out to be a happy one, and my college years were among the best in my life. Our chapter had a firm rule that we would not admit anyone without a high school grade-point average of B or better, and I know now, as a selection psychologist, that such a policy was quite beneficial, not only because it insured that we had a stable membership—hardly anyone ever flunked out—but also because it subtly elevated our collegiate activities to a slightly higher plane. Good scholarship was valued, and I spent my fraternity years rubbing shoulders with pretty good students.

In fact, I was the only jock in the house, and I took a fair amount of ribbing for associating with the fieldhouse riff-raff.

One of our upperclassmen was a particularly brilliant fellow who had a major impact on me. He was always involved in creative endeavors—playing the piano, listening to classical music, decorating his room with style and flair, attending Broadway shows, reading avant-garde poetry. He was a journalism major, and his fascination with words was contagious. Through him in late-night bull sessions, I was introduced to e.e. cummings (“anyone lived in a pretty how town”) and T. S. Eliot (“This is the way the world ends”).

Dick was in charge of our Campus Carnival float one year, and under his direction we renounced the usual pattern of building a huge replica of some cute animal by stuffing paper napkins in a large chicken-wire skeleton mounted on a hayrack. Instead, we built a nineteen-foot-high reproduction of a thirty-seven-inch stabile, “Spiny,” of Alexander Calder’s. After solving some tricky construction challenges, we mounted it on a flatbed trailer, decorated the entire structure in stark, dramatic silver-and-black colors, and it won the grand prize, nosing out the Betas—who did a huge white elephant on a hayrack, followed by six or seven little ones on smaller grain wagons.
In a postmortem session, Dick said, “When we were planning this I looked up the panel of judges and found that they were all either artists, architects, or professors of art history, and I figured they’d be more impressed with modern art than with Dumbo.”

That early lesson of the value of beginning a project by evaluating the evaluators has stood me in good stead over the years.

After Iowa State, Dick went to work for Eastman Kodak in some kind of "creative activities" job, a perfect match.

A few years later, after I had joined the faculty of the University of Minnesota, I stopped in Rochester, New York, and had dinner with him. After dinner he said, “Dave, let’s go to the office. I’ve got a really great film to show you.”

When we arrived there, he explained, “This is a short film that was sent to us, unsolicited, by a young photographer who is looking for work. He wants to demonstrate how creative he is in hopes that we will give him some contract work—and he really is good.”

We watched the film, which consisted of about ten minutes of outrageously clever visual jokes, puns, parodies, and other assorted cinematic tricks, all done with class and strung together in a charming, low-key style.

After it was over I said, “Dick, I’ve got to have that film—I’ve got a good use for it.”

“Sure,” he said, and sent me a copy along with the photographer’s name and phone number.

That fall I had agreed to participate in the annual conference of the Minnesota Statewide Testing Program, which was mainly a group of high school counselors who used psychological tests to help students make better informed career choices. They wanted me to speak about my expertise, which was vocational-interest testing, a topic that can be as dry as a dust storm and twice as stifling.

I was looking around for something to spice up my presentation, and this film offered a perfect opportunity. I called up the photographer, told him who I was (probably shamelessly exaggerating my connection with Kodak), and said, “I work with high school counselors and vocational tests, and what I want to do is this: I want you to fill in an interest inventory for me, and then I want to project your test results on one screen and run your
movie right beside them on another screen. I want to say something like this to these counselors: 'We should always remember that there is a person behind each of these test scores; to make that point dramatically, here is one person's test scores and here is a product of his considerable imagination.' Would you agree to that?"

"Sure," he said, "it sounds like fun." He was only twenty-five or twenty-six years old, and I think he was a bit flattered to be singled out for this attention.

I sent him the test, he filled it in and returned it to me, I had it scored, and I made an overhead transparency with his results. At the conference I projected his test scores up on a big screen and, with appropriate preamble, showed the movie, making the obvious point that here was a psychological test profile for a truly creative person.

The movie went over well and people commented on it to me for years.

I showed the movie to several classes and at a few parties; then, worried about the effect of the Minnesota heat, cold, and humidity on the film, I took it over to the University Film Library and put it on deposit in their controlled environment. I forgot about it and, as far as I know, it is still there.

The reason this story is currently relevant is that the young photographer’s name was Jim Henson, and all of this happened twenty-five years ago before his Muppets burst onto center stage, worldwide. Because of this early exposure, I have followed his career from the beginning.

My personal reaction to the news story reporting his sudden, untimely death—at age fifty-three—was intense. It threw me off my stride for several days.

He was one of my gods, but my worship was all mixed up with the fact that he was three or four years younger than me; thus, my adoration was tinged with a wistful envy. It is easier to admire the achievements of someone older than yourself because you can always think, "There is still time; I'll be able to do that someday." But when your hero is younger than you, there is no way around the unsettling conclusion, "He's playing full-time in a league where I will never even get to pinch-hit."

All deaths are sad. Untimely, early deaths are even worse, and the untimely, early death of a genius with the talent of Jim Henson deprives the world of countless hours of joy, gentle
humor, and—through Sesame Street—a model of creative learning that we will not soon see again.

All of this has been churning around in my memory, along with Iowa State, Tau Kappa Epsilon, Dick Reisem, Eastman Kodak, the film Time Piece, the University of Minnesota Film Library, and Kermit the Frog. Death is sad but it does produce rich inner experiences for the living, along with the constant, disquieting realization that whatever you are going to do, you had better do it now, in whatever league you happen to be in. The future may be short.
The Normal Memo is Normally Dull

One of the more distasteful parts of my working life now is the quality of prose that I am subjected to daily. The world of leadership, management, and organizational life is filled with jargon and obtuse writing. There is no appreciation in the organizational environment for the value of good writing, and the normal memo is normally dull.

In contrast, following are some examples of writing that I have clipped out over the last year or two, simply because I liked them. I wish more examples like these crossed my desk routinely.

"As opposed to Stills, a better guitarist, Young, a better songwriter, and Nash, a better human being, Crosby is a glorified sidekick whose basic job was singing middle harmony, sporting capes and a Cossack moustache, and not demanding that the group put too many of his songs on any one album. In exchange he got enough money to stay light-miles high for two decades. He is no relation to Bing." (Joe Queenan, The Wall Street Journal, November 30, 1988)

"We were much in love then but didn't think much about the widely circulated fact that when love is deposited in the institution of marriage, it faces nearly a 45% chance of meeting a shredder of divorce." (Mary Kay Blakely, MS. Magazine, December 1988)

"Becoming better at something is called self-improvement, a term with two meanings. It means improving oneself, one's character, one's core identity. It also means an unavoidable loneliness, getting better by oneself, in submission to severe self-judgments, in the aloneness of private determination, under the lash of the necessity to satisfy one's demanding self." (George Will, in his column, April 4, 1989)

"The best rule for dealing with who vs. whom is this: Whenever whom is required, recast the sentence. This keeps a huge section of the hard disk of your mind available for baseball averages." (William Safire, New York Times Magazine, October 7, 1990)
“She was fair, brilliant, slender, with a kind of effortless majesty. Her beauty had an air of perfection; it astonished and lifted one up.” (Henry James, *The Princess Casamassima*, 1886)

“Who has not had the fantasy, after clearing passport control, of dispensing with his actual identity, inventing a new one, and going forth to live it on the streets of a foreign capital. If only it worked.” (Thomas Mallon, *A Book of One’s Own: People and Other Diaries*, 1986)

“It is no exaggeration to say that the ‘undecideds’ could go one way or the other.” (George Bush, 1988)

“To appreciate the strength and speed of this pesky invertebrate [the ant], consider that a leaf cutter the size of a man could run repeated four-minute miles while carrying 750 pounds of potato salad.” (R. Z. Sheppard, *Time Magazine*, September 3, 1990)

“If you are single and a woman and you spend too much time picking out fabrics and buying nice plates, it adds a certain permanence to your situation. Every purchase is an investment in a life you may still hope to jettison.” (Lisa Grunwald, *Esquire Magazine*, December 1988)

“You could be shot, mined, grenaded, rocketed, mortared, sniped at, blown up and away so that your leavings had to be dropped into a sagging poncho and carried to Graves Registration, that’s all she wrote.” (Michael Herr, *Dispatches*, 1978)

“The client has responded to the MMPI-2 items by claiming to be unrealistically virtuous.” (The Minnesota Report: MMPI-2, Adult Clinical System Interpretive Report)

“The school was patient, but not inexhaustibly so. In my last year, I broke the bank and was asked to leave... I wore myself out with raging then I went into the Army. I did so with a sense of relief and homecoming. It was good to find myself in a clear life of uniforms and ranks and weapons. It seemed to me when I got there that this is where I had been going all along, and where I might still redeem myself. All I needed was a war.

"An exciting piece of evidence about inhibition in the taste system came via the chicken pox virus." (Dr. Linda Bartoshuk, *Science Agenda*, American Psychological Association, August/September 1990)

"Shortly after 1 a.m. on January 18, senior linebacker Kevin Salisbury, sophomore offensive tackle Mike Mooney and junior guard Jim Lavin became embroiled in a confrontation with Lisa Steffee, a 5'8", 120-pound senior who was at a nearby table with several friends. According to witnesses and published reports, the three players had drunk lots of beer when the 6'7", 321-pound Mooney began spewing lewd remarks toward another woman at Steffee's table. Mooney approached the table and, after a few more trashy remarks, dared the now-agitated Steffee to douse him with her brew. She did.

"Salisbury, who's 6'4" and weighs 245 pounds, came to his teammate's aid by punching Steffee, cracking her nose in two places, an injury that will require plastic surgery. The ensuing fracas involved the three players, an off-duty police officer who was in the restaurant, and Steffee's date, who was pummeled by Mooney and Salisbury. 'I pretty much figured they were going to kill him,' said Steffee." (Roy S. Johnson, *Sports Illustrated*, April 24, 1989)

"It was one of the cases of no news being good news, and that was not nearly good enough." (Karen Elizabeth Gordon, *The Well-tempered Sentence*, 1983)

"She led a complicated and secret quotidian existence of matinees and intrigues and regrets." (Gordon, *Sentence*)

"Pain stood in the way like a sheet of glass: you could walk through it, but not without a certain noise." (Gordon, *Sentence*)

"A correspondence kind of love affair. It takes place in a small, closed, private space on sheet of paper within an envelope is its vehicle and emblem—and it is tinged by a subtle but palatable criticism. When we write to someone regularly, we begin
to look forward to his letters and to feel increasing emotion at the
sight of the familiar envelope. But if we are honest with ourselves we will acknowledge that the chief pleasure of the correspondence lies in its responsive aspect rather than in its receptive one. It is with our own epistolary persona that we fall in love, rather than with that of our pen pal; what makes the arrival of a letter a momentous event is the occasion it affords for writing rather than reading.” (Janet Malcolm, The New Yorker, March 20, 1989)

“I was suddenly aware, watching her on the ladder, that she had mastered with seeming ease something I had felt to be among the most difficult of feats: at once to be a Navy officer and remain a woman.” (William Brinkley, The Last Ship, 1988)

“Psychology is a house divided. One group of psychologists sees the field in terms of scientific values and accepts the concepts of objectivism, elementism, and nomothetic lawfulness. The group opposed sees psychology in terms of humanistic values and accepts the concepts of intuitionism, holism, and idiographic lawfulness. The positions seem irreconcilable, and the war goes on.” (Gregory A. Kimble, American Psychologist, March 1989)

“When ballplayers must be pressed into service as agents of redemption . . . we have evidence of a certain poverty in our religious symbolism. That should probably come as no great surprise. At a time when religious icons are a fashion accessory—for Madonna, a crucifix is a way to lend a touch of mystery to a body in heat—it is perhaps to be expected that the search for redemptive symbols should turn up the 1919 White Sox.” (Charles Krauthammer, The Washington Post, May 14, 1989)

“The next morning, Susan and David took nice, healthy morning walks, Dianne ate a bowl of nice, healthy Nutri-Grain cereal, and Mary had a nice, healthy extra hour-and-a-half of sleep.” (Mary Bloodworth, CWO Research Staff Retreat Minutes, September 1990)

“Writing means revealing oneself to excess. . . . That is why one can never be alone enough when one writes, why there can
never be enough silence around when one writes, why even night is not night enough.” (Franz Kafka, *Letters to Felice*, 1973)

“Holland must still trap thousands of muskrats a year lest they undermine the dikes with their burrowing. Left to its own devices, nature would possibly work through such problems with normal boom-and-bust population dynamics. On the other hand, people tend to become impatient when forced to live for long periods of time on their rooftops.” (Richard Conniff, *Audubon Society Magazine*, November 1990)

“Good writing is on the one hand a beautiful, lyrical sweep; on the other it is the nuts and bolts of punctuation and syntax. It’s crucial to make writing correct, so that there is no distraction for the story. I find it helpful to have to think about the nuts and bolts.” (Robert Dunn, Copy Editor, *Sports Illustrated*, April 24, 1989)
The Leader As Extravert

I am an introvert and, consequently, have always had great trouble with small talk. When I was in college I once read in Coronet Magazine that one way to overcome shyness was to have available a prepared list of conversational topics; so I went out on dates with slips of paper in my pocket listing "current events." When conversation lagged I would peek at my list and then offer up some scintillating contribution like, "What do you think of the situation on Quemoy and Matsu?"

Eventually my selection of topics improved somewhat, and I was confident enough to stop writing out the slips. A quick scan of the front page of the Des Moines Register could get me through an entire evening. I was ever aware, however, that at any moment my memory registers could be electrostatically blanked, and I would be as mute as a clod the rest of the evening. The danger was particularly acute if the electricity flowing from my companion was intense. The higher her voltage, the harder I tried to be witty and spontaneous, and the greater the probability that I would be zapped by uncontrollable muteness.

Later, in my thirties, after a graduate education in psychology had made more information available to me, I mused, "Yes, Campbell, the tests definitely show that you are an introvert, but look around: Extraverts clearly have more fun. If you would learn to act like an extravert, your life would be richer." So once again I, figuratively at least, carried around little slips of paper with interesting things to say on them.

Even later, when I became involved in the study of leaders and their psychological characteristics, I speculated that not only do extraverts have more fun, they also make better leaders. So much of leadership is enhanced by an easy, natural communication style that people for whom such activities come naturally must have an edge on the rest of us instinctive recluses.

Partially to validate my beliefs, I set out to learn more about leadership, extraversion, and related topics. To achieve this I began working on a descriptive, standardized system designed to capture the differences between effective and ineffective leaders. The system, which is now termed the Campbell Leadership Index (CLI), includes a list of one hundred descriptive adjectives to be used by the person being described and also by three to five observers of that person's choice. It has twenty-
two scoring scales. One of them has been labeled "ENTERTAINING" and includes adjectives such as "Entertaining," "Extraverted," "Humorous," and "Witty." The theory is that effective leaders will more often be described with these adjectives than will ineffective leaders and thus will score higher on the ENTERTAINING scale. If that is so, then my earlier instincts will have been validated: Good leaders are more extraverted than poorer leaders, at least in the eyes of their observers.

The CLI has been used to date with over thirty samples of leaders and nonleaders, including roughly two thousand people and eight thousand observers. Most samples included people in a wide range of leadership positions such as corporate executives, military officers, government administrators, industrial managers, community leaders, R&D project directors, and university student leaders. Some of the samples were selected because they had outstanding track records and were well regarded by their organizations. Others were selected for exactly the opposite reason; they were plateaued or burned out. Many of the samples were opportunistic—such as attendees at conferences, seminars, or training sessions that I was responsible for. When studying real people in real organizations, one takes advantage of whatever data-gathering opportunities present themselves.

A lengthier report on all of the scores for all of the samples will be published later this year. In the present column I am focusing only on the ENTERTAINING scale.

All of the scales have been standardized so that a "typical" sample of individuals averages 50, with a standard deviation of 10, which means that scores of 55 and above can be considered high and scores of 45 and below can be considered low. Considerable experience has shown that a 5-point difference between samples constitutes a notable difference.

The five highest scoring samples on the ENTERTAINING scale, again in the eyes of observers selected by them, were as follows, with average scores given in parentheses:

- Fraternity leaders (59): chapter presidents selected to attend a national leadership conference.
- Financial service managers (57): corporate "fast-trackers" selected to attend a prestigious company training program.
The Leader As Extravert

• Marketing managers (57): formally, but secretly, classified as up-and-coming in their companies.
• Military officers (56): “fast track” types selected for an elite advanced training course.
• State leaders (56): a group of outstanding citizens invited to a prestigious state conference.

All of the individuals in these samples had been selected by some competitive process for attendance at a prestigious event. The five lowest scoring samples, again in the eyes of their observers, were:

• Municipal fire chiefs (50): surveyed during a leadership course made available to all fire service administrators who wished to attend.
• First-time supervisors (50): recently promoted, surveyed during an initial company management-training course.
• Award-winning managers (49): from an electronics firm.
• R&D project directors (49): scientist/managers attending a company session to improve what was viewed as stagnant management.
• Marketing managers (47): formally, but secretly, classified as plateaued.

The conclusion to be drawn from these data is not completely clear. Although the highest scoring samples included people selected for their outstanding performance, and the lowest scoring samples included people with more mundane records, one of the lowest scoring samples did include managers highly regarded in a manufacturing environment, and many other managers in the lowest scoring samples are certainly valued by their organizations. Further, none of the lowest scoring sample groups scored particularly low; “mid-range” would be a better description. The separation between the two groups of samples was substantial but not dramatic.

Still, even with this bit of ambiguity, I feel vindicated. Although many other characteristics are involved in successful leadership, in general, samples of outstanding leaders appear to be more extraverted than samples of average or mediocre managers. Successful leaders like people and are seen as entertaining...
to be around. Overall the data are persuasive enough to lead me to encourage aspiring leaders to carry around little bits of paper with interesting things to say on them.
The Average Self-rating on "Ethical Behavior" is Way Above Average

One of the surprising temporary setbacks encountered in developing the Campbell Leadership Index (CLI) came during the attempt to create an ethics scale. That episode makes an interesting story.

In preliminary work on the CLI, when I was trying to decide which psychological characteristics to include, I consulted many sources. I read a wide range of articles and books, including autobiographies, about leaders. I interviewed people in leadership positions. I sat through countless academic seminars on the topic. I worked often in the Center's leadership programs, which are attended by managers, leaders, commanders, executives, and administrators from many types of organizations and from many different cultures. And I had numerous free-wheeling discussions with my Center colleagues, a group of professionals who probably have more day-to-day contacts with leaders from a variety of settings than any other group in the world. I also talked with many "followers."

Virtually all of these sources agreed that the concept of "ethics" was central to the practice of good leadership.

Consequently, in the early versions of the survey I included adjectives such as ethical, honest, trustworthy, and candid, and negative adjectives such as deceptive and scheming. Eventually, these adjectives, weighted appropriately, were clustered together into a scale labeled "ETHICAL." Like the other CLI scales, this one was normed so that the "normal, effectively functioning person" scores 50.

Early on, when returning the scored profile forms to individuals in the initial studies, I knew from their reactions that we had a problem. The scale was simply too potent, especially for people with low scores.

The problem was partly psychological, partly statistical. Psychologically, almost no one believes that he or she is merely average in ethical behavior, and no one believes that he or she is below average. Yet—and this is a statistical problem—when a psychological measuring scale is standardized on a normal population, by definition fifty percent of the population is going to score below average.
Some low-scoring individuals became so fixated on—almost obsessed with—their low ETHICAL scores that they completely ignored all of the other information in the briefing.

So, a dilemma—the impact of the scale was too great. It impeded the use of the other scales on the index.

It was, and is, my firm belief that people who are rated low on ethics by their observers can be well served by being confronted with that information, but this should be done in a way that makes it possible for them to understand, accept, and do something about what they are told—and it should not distract them from the other scores on the profile. Thus, I wanted to keep the concept in the survey but I also wanted to find some way to defuse its excessive power.

To soften the impact, in the next phase the name of the scale was changed to "TRUSTWORTHY" in the hope that this would retain the meaning but lessen the reaction. This was only a marginal improvement, however. The reactions were still intense.

During the early tryouts I had learned from informal discussions with observers who had rated individuals low on this scale that they seldom saw the low-scorers as dishonest, corrupt rascals; rather, they tended to describe them as not candid or straightforward. Typical comments were, "He makes important, impulsive decisions that directly affect me but he never explains why" and, "When she continually comes at me unexpectedly from left field with no explanation, is it any wonder that I no longer trust her?"

These discussions convinced me that the concept of "credibility" was closer in flavor to the characteristic being described here than either "ethical" or "trustworthy." Consequently, the final version of the CLI names this scale "CREDIBLE." The scale is still potent, but the explanation for low scores is, "You are probably seen as someone who makes important decisions about others without explaining the reasons." This seems more accurate and more palatable than, "You are seen as unethical."

My interviews with people who had scored low confirm this. For example, one executive with a high self score and a low observer score on the CREDIBLE scale said, "How can this be? I am always honest with people, even when the truth is painful for them."
I replied, “My experience has been that those who score low on this scale are seen as people who make important decisions about others without explaining their rationale.”

“Like what kind of decisions?”

“Job assignments, allocation of resources, compensation plans, perhaps geographic transfers . . .”

His reply was immediate, gruff, and suggestive of the problem: “Those topics are none of their business. Those are management decisions.”

I merely shrugged and gently suggested that he might have some control issues that were getting in the way of his credibility image.

I might have also told him that the other CLI adjectives most strongly correlated positively with the CREDIBLE scale are considerate, cooperative, helpful, optimistic, resilient, sensitive, trusting, and well-adjusted and that the adjectives most strongly correlated negatively are cynical, depressed, insensitive, moody, resentful, sarcastic, self-centered, suspicious, and temperamental. If he wishes to be seen as more credible, he should behave in ways that maximize the possibility that he will be described by the first list and minimize the possibility that he will be described by the second.

The average self and observer scores for thirty samples of leaders strongly support the conclusion that a characteristic variously defined as ethical, trustworthy, or credible is crucial to leadership. The fact that it took three attempts to find a palatable means of measuring this is, in a peculiar way, further evidence of its power and importance.
Men and Boys and Their Toys

There was a swimming hole in the Nodaway River about a mile east of my hometown in Iowa, and I spent many pleasant summer afternoons swimming or fishing in that river. In my memory at least, the scenes were right out of Norman Rockwell, though the realities were probably a bit grubbier. Those were also the years that I was reading about Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn, and my sense of river adventure was well-honed. I could see myself lying on their raft, watching their homemade skull-and-crossbones flag fluttering in the breeze, a fishing line tied to my big toe, sneaking a smoke now and then from a hand-bored corncob pipe, watching the vast Mississippi slip by, wondering what Becky Thatcher was up to... Ah, bliss.

Well, to paraphrase Benjamin Franklin, the only difference between men and boys is the price of their toys.

This past summer I had the opportunity to float down the Mississippi for ten days, from St. Paul to Dubuque—not on a raft but on a fifty-foot houseboat with air conditioning, color television, a microwave, and hot showers. We flew the flag of King’s Cove Yacht Club, and, in the fiercely antismoking group I traveled with, martinis were the drug of choice. Like Tom and Huck, we spent hours watching the Mississippi, but then, along with musing about the Becky Thatchers of our youth, we also dwelt on other delicious topics such as 401(k) plans, employed children, and riverboat gambling in Iowa.

Seldom has life seemed so serene. The only crises were a clogged generator filter, which Captain Bob handily cleared; the absence of The New York Times in the small riverbank cafés where we typically had breakfast; and poor TV reception for one of the NBA final games.

The upper Mississippi, from the head of its navigational waters in Minneapolis, down through the middle of Iowa, is arguably one of the prettiest, most secluded parts of America. In this stretch the river flows through limestone bluffs and undeveloped wilderness sloughs; for miles, the only man-made objects in sight are occasional navigational buoys. Although the series of locks and dams built in the 1930s to foster river commercial traffic have tamed—and indeed destroyed—the various falls and rapids on this once-rugged waterway, the visual beauty of the banks, bluffs, timber, and marshes is still mostly primeval.
Each day, one of our group read aloud to us from a historically oriented guidebook of the upper Mississippi, and as we passed by the landscapes being described, we marveled at the sights and lamented the losses. The dams have wiped out the environment for some species of fish outright, and the buildup of silt and the consequent dredging they have caused have gradually destroyed the beds of shellfish that once supported a sizable clamming industry, complete with button factories and pearl shops.

And we cringed at the probable future of this magnificent waterway: billboards, gaudy marinas, more commercial silos, tank fields, and coal piles. Yet, with our excessively comfortable affluent cruising, we were probably part of the problem.

The small towns on the upper Mississippi grew up between the 1850s and the early 1900s in response to commercial opportunities—mostly in the grain and logging industries. Our guidebook described some of the early activity, noting that the biggest Mississippi log raft in history covered some ten acres.

The upper Midwest was logged off during those years, essentially to build the downriver and eastern cities. Places like Winona, La Crosse, Wabasha, Prairie du Chien, and McGregor owe their early histories to the commercial activities generated by the river. Because these activities have changed so much, and now consist mainly of pleasure boating and long-range St. Paul-to-New Orleans barge traffic, many of the smaller river towns are struggling.

Tourism is coming in, and one can spend many pleasant hours in these scenic towns, experiencing something of the past. To the alert eye, some of these towns are almost archaeological sites, where one has access to the various strata of history. For example, on a walk down the main street of these former logging villages, one can see the wave of early history reflected in the crests set in the tops of buildings, proclaiming the "Masonic Lodge, 1873," or the "Anderson Building, 1888," with the number of signature buildings reflecting the economic activity of the time. The architecture of the next several decades is not particularly noteworthy to the untrained eye, probably because the building designs were relatively stable. Then in the 1950s, when the advent of the paved road and autos put economic pressure on these small towns, and local merchants were struggling to find some way to hold onto their clientele, the ghastly aluminum-
storefront-and-awning movement came through and some of the more energetic merchants dressed up their properties. A few of these dubious attempts survive. In the 1960s the beads-and-sandals crowd opened candle shops and storefront cafés, and in some cases their murals of peace and flowers can still be seen on the walls. The 1980s brought the conservationist phase, and many small towns now have at least a few lovely restored early buildings, often containing antique shops, muffin bakeries, and quaint cafés. As modern electronics allow cottage industries to be established wherever the workers want, these scenic small towns with calm and healthy life styles may yet flourish once more.

One of the recent economic breakthroughs on the river has been the establishment of riverboat gambling in 1991. We spent one evening on the Casino Belle, out of Dubuque, enjoyed it, and collectively left about $500 in the local economy.

Riverboat gambling in Iowa is a cross between a second-tier Las Vegas casino, an Elks Club talent show, and a potluck supper at the Methodist Church on Sunday night; the crowd is mostly in polyester and baseball caps and arrives in RVs—basically my relatives.

The gambling is controlled so you can lose no more than $200 each trip, and the maximum bet is $5. According to the newspaper reports when the gambling started, and to a more recent summary report, if you divide the number of gamblers into the house-take, you find that there is about a $30-per-person-per-trip loss. Thus, assuming a $40 admissions fee (which buys an unlimited Iowa prime-rib buffet), a $30 loss, and $30 in drinks and tips, I figure this is a $100-outing for most participants, which is probably about as much as the Midwest can bear.

The river is a decidedly masculine place, both as a playground and as a working environment, a characteristic that stands out in the EEOC-aware world that most of us live in. Of the dozens, perhaps hundreds, of pleasure craft that we saw over the ten days, only one was "manned" by women, and it was two mothers out with their broods for an afternoon's playing and swimming on a sand bar. Otherwise, about two-thirds of the pleasure craft were occupied by couples with the male driving; the other third, by parties of men.

It was likewise in the commercial world. The tugboat operators, whom we listened to on the marine radio band, all seemed to be out of Louisiana, sired by C. W. McCoy. We became almost
accustomed to their laconic, Creole machoisms. Although the employees of the U.S. Corps of Engineers who operated the locks had a different Midwestern twang, they were also, with one exception over the ten days, male, and the usual social exchanges between staff and crew in the locks while we were waiting for the water level to change were the normal, easy, trivial masculine bromides: "Nice day." "Kinda warm." "Nice boat." "Been busy?" "River's high." "Where're ya heading?" "Ain't Michael Jordan something else?"

If one of the women on board happened to be sunbathing, the exchange might be: "Nice crew, Cap'n." "Oh, they work out well enough." "Don't happen to have an extra hand you'd like to leave behind and pick up on your way back?" "Don't see how we could make Dubuque without 'em." "No harm in asking." And then, depending on who was within earshot, the conversation would make its politically correct way through contemporary minefields, with everyone safe in the knowledge that no explosions would be detonated.

One of the more entertaining activities in boating is to read the name painted on the stern of each craft; these names are the bumper stickers of the river where owners assert their creative individuality. (We were on the "II Shea," named with a play on words of the owner's name.) With my propensity for categorization, I tried to find patterns. Probably the most frequent category had to do with someone's name: "Sue N Dave," "Ted 'n' Sally"; with occasional alliteration, "DanNJanNFransNStan."

Family dynamics were often reflected: "Father's Folly III," "John's Temptation," "Mom's Revenge," "Our Significant Other," "The Kid's Inheritance."

Wordplay was common: "Ga..; Wins," "C-Breeze," "Tide 'N' Knots" and "Tied 'N' Nauts," "I'm Fine II," "Sea-Esta," "Knotty Lady."

For centuries, men on water have been thirsty, and the well-recognized tie between boating and drinking was often expressed: "Suds Set," "I NEEDA DRINK," "Wine Yacht," "Cutty's Ark," "INITRAM III." (Try reading the last one backwards.)

The other factor intricately intertwined with boats is cash flow, and some boat names were blunt about it: "Current Receivables," "Capital Gains," "Pressing Business," "One More Mortgage," "Loan A Ranger" (probably a banker), "Costly II."
Humor in boating is also reflected in the signs posted within. Our bridge, for example, had the following plaque: "OUR CAPTAIN IS ALWAYS RIGHT, misinformed perhaps, sloppy, crude, bull-headed, fickle, even stupid, but NEVER, EVER WRONG"—a sign that might well be posted in many corporate suites. And of course about every other pleasure boat in America has displayed the plaque: "Marriages performed by the Captain are good for the duration of the voyage only."

So that was our adventure for the summer. Although its major purpose was relaxation, and that was achieved, the experience reminded me once again that as a society we need to put a lot of energy into both environmental and community leadership, else we are going to leave behind a bleak country. And personally, I was able to make another check mark on my "To do" list. Although I am not rabid about it, I have had a few things stored up that I have wanted to check off—"Walk the Great Wall of China," "Climb the Eiffel Tower"—and this trip allowed me to cross off the "Float down the Mississippi." Now, what's next? Maybe that motorcycle...
The thirty-five essays collected here were originally published in *Issues & Observations*, a quarterly publication of the Center for Creative Leadership. They have been widely read and enjoyed for their clarity, candor, and insight, as well as for their frequent humor, but they also have a quality that could not be fully appreciated until now: their variety of subject. Topics range from such key leadership issues as risk-taking, executive motivation, decision-making, and corporate taboos, to more general concerns such as father-son relationships, the perils of travel, affirmative action, intelligence testing, and, of course, creativity. In short, they record the wide-ranging interests of one of today's premier figures in leadership research.
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